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ABSTRACT
This study aims to describe the diversity of ornaments used in traditional
house in Aceh Besar and Aceh Tengah. The diversity of ornaments was
viewed through four approaches, including: the location of ornament used
in traditional house, types of ornament, the basic form of geometric, and the
function. The location of ornaments used in traditional houses Is divided
into three parts, lower part (the feet of the building), middle part (the body
of the building), and top (the head of the building). The type of ornament
described the category of ornament. The basic form of ornament is a study
that described the geometric type of ornament. Finally, the ornament
function is to explain the aesthetic, meaning, and technical functions of using
ornamentation. Rumoh Aceh and Umah Pitu Ruang are cultural assets and
local identities of Aceh with all its local wisdom. This study was conducted
as an effort to preserve the existence of ornaments in Aceh traditional house,
especially in Aceh Besar and Aceh Tengah.
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INTRODUCTION
Background
Aceh is one of the provinces in Indonesia which has a diverse culture,
customs, ethnicity and language.

Figure 1. Map locations of Aceh Province
Source: Wikipedia, (2020)

Figure 2. Map locations of Rumoh Aceh in Lambunot Village, Aceh Besar and Umah
Pitu Ruang in Kemili Village, Aceh Tengah
Source: Edytia, ( 2020)
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One of the diversities is the diversity of local languages. In Aceh
Province, there are 13 tribes and each tribe have its own customs, different
languages such as; Aceh, Gayo, Aneuk Jamee, Singkil, Alas, Tamiang, Kluet,
Devayan, Sigulai, Pakpak, Haloban, Lekon, and Nias. Beside the diversity of
languages, Aceh Province also has a variety of traditional houses, traditional
clothes, traditional ceremonies, dances, traditional weapons, handicrafts
folk songs, and culinary.
This diversity is also reflected in architecture of Aceh traditional house.
Traditional house is a cultural asset and the identity of the Acehnese people,
which is a symbol of the embodiment of technology, social and cultural
system for the traditional Acehnese society. Aceh traditional architecture is
an architecture and built system that has grown and developed in a traditional
society that still influence the behaviour and values of life collectively.
The Aceh traditional house has unique construction characteristics,
not only in terms of shape, structure, function and decoration but also in
method of construction. During its development, the form and construction
process of Rumoh Aceh has undergone acculturation or changed gradually
to adapt to technology development.
Nevertheless, Aceh traditional house with all its uniqueness is starting
to be less in demand so that its existence began to experience extinction. In
addition, the existence of utoeh (an expert builder of Aceh traditional house)
has also begun to retire because these skills are taught from generation to
generation directly in the field without good documentation.
Therefore, it is necessary to re-establish information and knowledge
related to Aceh traditional architecture as a learning for the next generation.
It gives the existence of Aceh traditional house which is starting to extinct.
One element of the diversity of Aceh traditional houses that can be
observed is in the type of ornaments used. The use of motifs and ornaments
is vital to be studied and maintained continuously as a representation of
local culture. Therefore, this study focuses on a comparative study of
ornamentation used between Rumoh Aceh in Aceh Besar and Umah Pitu
Ruang in Aceh Tengah as case study.

3
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Figure 3. Motif and Ornaments used in Craft and Traditional House
Source: Sahputra, Zulhadi; Heru Arie Edytia, Muhammad; Mirza (2018)

Aceh Besar and Aceh Tengah are two out of of 23 urban districts in
Aceh Province. The diversity of language, culture among the community in
the districts is reflected in the diversity of motifs and architectural ornaments
in these traditional houses.
From this study, it is expected that information about Aceh traditional
house can be studied more comprehensively and able to be disseminated to
engage community interest in maintaining and preserving Aceh traditional
house.

CASE STUDY
This study aims to describe the diversity of ornaments used in a traditional
house in Aceh Besar and Aceh Tengah. The traditional Aceh houses that
were used as case studies are Rumoh Aceh in Lambunot Village, Aceh
Besar and Umah Pitu Ruang in Kemili Village, Aceh Tengah. Umah Pitu
Ruang is a traditional house of the Gayo tribe that inhabits Aceh Tengah
which consists of seven rooms.
These two case studies were chosen because geographically these
two areas have different characteristics. Lambunot Village, Aceh Besar
is a lowland rural area close to the capital city of Aceh Province, while
Kemili Village, Takengon is located in highland with an altitude of about
1200 m above sea level. This condition indirectly affects the character of
traditional houses in the local area. Furthermore, rumoh Aceh in Lambunot
4
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Village, Aceh Besar and Umah Pitu Ruang in Kemili Village, Aceh Tengah
represents a traditional house that still preserve the ornaments.

Figure 4. Rumoh Aceh in Lambunot Village
Source: Sahputra (2020)

Figure 5. Umah Pitu Ruang in Kemili Village
Source: Sarita (2020)

This study describes the diversity of ornaments through four
approaches. These approaches are (1) location of ornaments used in
traditional house, (2) type of ornament, (3) basic form of ornament
geometric, and (4) function of ornaments. The location of ornaments used
in traditional houses was divided into three parts, lower part (the feet of
the building), middle part (the body of the building), and top (the head of
the building). The types of ornament described the category of ornament.
The basic form of ornament describes the geometric type of ornament.
Finally, the ornament function explains the aesthetic, meaning, and technical
functions of using ornamentation.
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LITERATURE REVIEW
Basically, the ornaments used in Aceh have similarities between one
region and another. The difference lies in the creativity and technique of
the ornament motif design by the carver of each region. Ornament is a
manifestation of artistic value in the form of painting or carving that makes
decoration in traditional houses, clothes, household utensils etc. All of which
are based on the noble philosophy of the community.
Creativity in designing ornament is inseparable from the behaviour
patterns of the Acehnese people. The art of Acehnese ornament is a cultural
product inherited from the traditions of its ancestors who have undergone a
long journey. It eventually forms a cultural identity from local wisdom for
its community. Experience and lessons learned from nature and supported
by the creativity of the community have allowed the emergence of the
ornamental art that contains an aesthetic and ethical value. These values
are full of tradition that is prevailing in Acehnese culture.
The art of Aceh ornament is resulted from a cultural process that
survived and has a strong relationship with the tradition. Ornamental art for
Acehnese people is not only a language of image but also a manifestation
of the soul. It contains a deep meaning and philosophy of life that is rooted
in the community. Ornamental art has function, educational, moral, and
spiritual values. The carving arrangements are taken from surrounding
related to the life of the Acehnese people.
In the context of architecture and decorative arts, ornament is a
decoration used to beautify building or object elements. However, a few
ornaments created have the aim of symbolically expressing a certain value
according to certain norms (customs, beliefs, and other social systems).
According to Aryo Sunaryo (2009), the presence of an ornament has 3
(three) functions, namely (1) aesthetic function, (2) symbolic function, and
(3) technical / constructive function.
The aesthetic function is an ornament function that aims to beautify the
appearance of a form (object) or building. It is called as a passive ornament
because it only functions as an aesthetic function. Symbolic function is
a function of ornament that was made not only to have a function as an
6
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aesthetic but also has certain values or symbols based on certain norms
(customs, religion, social system) to local communities. In traditional
architecture, ornament is an architectural element that functions as a medium
for expressing the meaning and identity of an area.
While the technical / constructive function is an ornament structurally
as a technical function to support, connect, or strengthen the construction
of a form (object) or building. It is called as an active ornament which
is not only to decorate an object but also as supporting construction or
strengthening specific object.
Based on decorative motifs or form patterns, Aryo Sunaryo (2009: 15)
simply groups them into 2 types of ornaments, namely (1) geometric motif
ornaments and (2) organic motif ornaments. Geometric motifs generally
use elements such as lines and planes. Geometric motifs developed from
repeating dots, lines, or planes from simple to intricate patterns. Several
types of geometric ornament motifs commonly found in the archipelago
including:
1.Meander motif ornament: an edge ornament with a winding line as the
basic shape.
2.Twisted motif ornament: an ornament in the form of spiral curved lines
or hooks.
3.Slope motif ornament: an ornament that has a basic shape or pattern of
parallel oblique lines.
4.Banji motif ornament: an ornament that has a basic shape of crossing
curved lines similar to the shape of a propeller.
5.Kawung motif ornament: an ornament formed from intersecting circles.
6.Tumpal motif ornament: an ornament that has a basic triangular shape.

Figure 6. Geometric Motif Ornaments
Source: Aryo Sunaryo (2009)
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Organic motif ornaments consist of:
1.Human figure motif ornaments.
Following are four types of human figure motifs commonly found in
Indonesia, namely:
a.Whole figure motif: a depiction of a human figure in areas that are
relatively untouched by foreign influences. In general, it still
continues the "primitive" style as a depiction of ancestors and
is a continuation of monumental art forms in prehistoric times.
b.Kedok and kala motif: the depiction of very important parts of the
human body such as the head and face.
c.Mamuli motifs and other body parts: a depiction that describes
certain organs.
d.Wayang motif: a depiction of ancestral spirits and characters in the
epic Ramayana and Mahabharata.

Figure 7. Human Figure Motif Ornaments
Source: Aryo Sunaryo (2009)

2.Animal motif / ornaments (fauna)

Types of animal motif ornaments are animals that can be found in Indonesia
according to the environment of each region. This type of motif is divided
into several groups, including:
a.Poultry motifs: chicken, duck, and bird motifs.
b.Water and reptile animal motifs: fish, snake and dragon motifs.
c.Land animal motifs: buffalo, horse, elephant, lion, and other animal
motifs.

8
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Figure 8. Animal Motif / Ornaments (fauna)
Source: Seni Rupa Aceh (1996)

3.Plant motif ornaments (Flora)
Currently, plant ornaments are a major part of the ornamentation in
Indonesia. Generally, flora motifs emphasize the beauty aspect of
decoration, so that not all types of motifs contain symbolic meanings.
The forms of floral motifs that are often used include:
a.Flower motif
b.Leaf motif
c.Tree motif
d.Seed and fruit motif
e.Shoots motif
f.Tendril motif

Figure 9. Flora Motif / Ornaments
Source: Seni Rupa Aceh (1996)

4.Nature and landscape motif ornaments
Natural motifs and landscapes are made by taking inspiration from the
nature such as:
a.Sun motif
b.Moon motif
c.Star motif
d.Cloud motif
9
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e.Mountain motif
f.Water motif
g.Landscape motif

Figure 10. Nature Ornaments (Star and Moon)
Source: Tangan-Tangan Terampil Seni Kerajinan Aceh (1989)

5.Technology, calligraphy and abstract motif ornaments
a.Technology motif: motif made of objects that contain technological
values,
b.Calligraphy motif: Initially, it was developed from grave tombstones
and applied to mosques and other buildings. This motif can be in
the form of composition of Arabic letters, often combined with
interwoven motifs that form plant tendrils,
c.Abstract motif, is a motif with unrecognizable form compositions.

Figure 11. Calligraphy Ornaments
Source: Tangan-Tangan Terampil Seni Kerajinan Aceh (1989)
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Aceh culture is mostly influenced by Islamic culture. Therefore,
most of the motifs, ornaments, and design of Acehnese handicrafts are
translations of Islamic culture. According to Leigh (1989) the motifs
/ ornaments used in Aceh are influenced by Islamic culture. Motifs /
ornaments in Aceh are divided into 5 categories, including: (1) geometric
motifs (2) flora life motifs (3) bird life motifs (4) animal life motifs, and
(5) Islamic motifs. The most common ornaments used in Acehnese houses
are flora motif ornaments.
In general, the most widely used ornaments in Aceh are flora. Flower
motifs and vine stem motifs are the source of development inspiration for
Acehnese ornamental design. Meanwhile, human figures and animal motifs
are not allowed in Islam. It can symbolize idols. Although there are some
animal ornaments, it usually has been abstracted into geometric shapes.
In Aceh Tengah, the term ornament is often referred to kerawang which
is a decoration in the form of carved motifs or decorative styles applied to
a Gayo traditional house in Aceh Tengah (Salihin et al., 2019).
The motif of Acehnese ornament and its development is dynamic. It
can be seen from the change in Hindu motifs to become more Islamic ones.
The diversity of Acehnese ornaments reflects traditional (regional) elements
and has also undergone renewal, so that there are similarities ornaments to
other regions in Indonesia.
Basically, the ornaments in Aceh as a whole have similarities between
one region and another. The difference lies in the creativity of the ornament
carver of each region.

METHOD
The method used in the comparative study of Rumoh Aceh ornament in
Aceh Besar and Umah Pitu Ruang in Aceh Tengah was observation and
examination on the ornament diversity based on the ornament hierarchy,
including:
1.Ornament used location;
2.Type of ornament;
11
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3.Basic form of ornament, and;
4.Function of the existing ornaments in the traditional houses.

DISCUSSIONS
Ornament Location
Based on the location, the ornaments are divided into 3 main parts,
including: (1) lower part (the feet of the building), (2) middle part (the body
of the building), and (3) top (the head of the building).

Figure 12. Tectonic Construction Rumoh Aceh
Source:Zulhadi Sahputra, Era Nopera Rauzi (2020)

The feet of building are the main structure (column) of the Rumoh
Aceh and Umah Pitu Ruang, the body of the building consists of elements
of walls, windows and doors. Furthermore, the head of the building consists
of roof elements, tulak angin, and lisplang.

Figure 12. Rumoh Aceh and Umah Pitu Ruang
Source: Sahputra & Sarita (2020)

12
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Based on the field study, at the bottom, column of Rumoh Aceh in
Lambunot does not use ornaments but Umah Pitu Ruang uses ornament at
its column. This is one of the unique differences between umah pitu ruang
in Aceh Tengah and rumoh Aceh in other regions, including Aceh Besar.
On the body, these two traditional houses are divided into three
elements: wall, window, and door. Rumoh Aceh uses ornaments on the upper
walls, while the windows and doors have no ornament. Whereas in Umah
Pitu Ruang, the front wall and door are dominated by ornament, while the
windows and walls on the other side have no ornament.

Figure 13. Umah Pitu Ruang Ornaments
Source: Sarita (2020)
Table 1. Ornament Hierarchy of Rumoh Aceh and Umah Pitu Ruang
Rumoh Aceh

Umah Pitu Ruang

head

-tulak angén
-lisplang

-tolak angin
-lisplang

head

body

-upper wall
-lower wall

-front wall
-front door

body

-coloumn

feet

feet
-none
Source: Sahputra (2020)
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Figure 14. Ornament Hierarchy of Rumoh Aceh
Source: Edytia (2020)

Figure 15. Ornament Hierarchy of Umah Pitu Ruang
Source: Edytia (2020)

The presence of ornaments at Rumoh Aceh is sometimes influenced by
the social status of the owner. This also applies on the number of ruweueng
(space between columns) in Rumoh Aceh. The higher the social status, the
greater the number of spaces between columns and the diversity of types
of ornament.
In ancient times, the people of Aceh consisted of 4 (four) social statuses
(class), including the following:
1. king
2. ulee balang.
3. scholars or religious leader
14
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4. commoners
Based on space in between columns (ruweueng) arrangement, Rumoh
Aceh owned by commoners has three spaces in between 12 columns
(ruweueng) while Rumoh Aceh owned by ulee balang has four spaces in
between 15 columns or ruweueng. In addition, Rumoh Aceh is owned by
scholars or religious leaders and king that have five spaces in between 18
columns (ruweueng) and six spaces in between 20 columns (ruweueng) or
more consecutively.
Types of Ornament
The types of ornament used in Rumoh Aceh and Umah Pitu Ruang
are plant motif / ornament (flora) and nature. The motives of vegetable /
flora / fauna life are often transformed into religious values interpreted as
plants of the paradise garden of Muslims. The plant has meaning in the
Islamic conceptual framework of the paradise garden, human survival, and
the development of human intellectual (Leigh, 1989).

Figure 16. Flora ornament in Rumoh Aceh and Umah Pitu Ruang
Source: Edytia (2020)
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Figure 17. Nature ornament types in Umah Pitu Ruang
Source: Edytia (2020)

There is something interesting about the type of ornament in Umah
Pitu Ruang in Aceh Tengah. The geographical condition of Aceh Tengah
located in the highlands makes Aceh Tengah referred to as "the country
above the clouds". This has inspired artists or carver in Aceh Tengah to
develop typical ornaments, namely emun. Emun, in the term of Aceh Tengah
language means cloud.
There are many types of emun ornaments in Aceh Tengah namely:
(1) emun berangkat (paraded cloud), (2) emun mupesir / scatter cloud, (3)
emun beriring / marching cloud, (4) emun berkune / asked cloud, and
(5) emun bertumpuk (stacked cloud) (Dafrina, 2018).
Basic Form of Ornament Geometry
In tracing the finding of the geometry of Acehnese ornament, there is
a mathematical logic in the created patterns. Basically, Acehnese ornament
geometry is a simple repetition of geometry (iterated), recursive, movement,
rotation, scale, and mirroring and combined with one another in various
scales and positions.

16
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Figure 18. Repetition in Aceh ornaments
Source: Author

The study of the basic form of ornament geometry is used in Rumoh
Aceh and Umah Pitu Ruang that is intended to uncover the similarities
and differences between the two types of ornaments. Generally, the basic
geometric forms of ornament in Rumoh Aceh and Umah Pitu Ruang are
repetition of triangles, circles and squares.

Figure 19. Basic form repetition of Rumoh Aceh and
Umah Pitu Ruang
Source: Edytia (2020)

Ornament Function
In general, the function of ornament in Rumoh Aceh and Umah Pitu
Ruang is an aesthetic function. In some parts, it is not only seen as an
17
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aesthetic function but also as technical functions and comfort functions,
e.g. ornament on the upper walls and tulak angen.

Figure 20. Rumoh Aceh and Umah Pitu Ruang Ornamen Function
Source: Sahputra & Sarita (2020)
Table 2. Ornament Function of Rumoh Aceh
aesthetic

technical

structure (kindang)

meaning
flora (growing up)
Source: Sahputra (2020)

tulak angén
(ventilation)

ventilation

flora (growing up)

flora (growing up)

Table 3. Ornament Function of Umah Pitu Ruang
aesthetic

technical

structure (coloumn)

meaning

emun berkune

tulak angén
(ventilation)

wall and ventilation

(branching clouds)
democracy,
responsible, signing

emun berkune
(branching clouds)

democracy,
responsible, signing

emun beriring
(marching cloud)

togetherness,
association, unity
Source: Sahputra (2020)

Furthermore, ornament functions as a meaning. The meaning in ythe
18
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ornament is understanding of a language, and a symbol (Dafrina, 2018). The
ornaments in Rumoh Aceh and Umah Pitu Ruang have different meanings
and philosophies as they depend on the beliefs and customs applied in the
local community. Umah Pitu Ruang has more philosophical meanings, such
as: (a) emun berangkat: symbol of solidarity in unity, (b) emun beriring:
the shadow of the cloud viewed as a tangle, (c) emun mupesir: a metaphor
of addition to the population with the expansion of the new territory, (d)
emun mutumpuk: the gathered cloud which has a meaning as a deliberative
assembly to discuss important issues, (e) puter tali: twisted rope to tie an
object, and (f) pucuk rebung: symbolizes the process of fostering and
educating the young generation in Gayo in building the nation, etc. (Salihin
et al., 2019)

CONCLUSION
Rumoh Aceh and Umah Pitu Ruang are cultural assets and have local
identities of Aceh that represent a lot of local wisdom. Its existence must
be maintained and studied so that the knowledge could be shared to and
learned by public.
Based on the results of the discussion, the ornaments in Rumoh Aceh
and Umah Pitu Ruang have similarities in terms of basic form. Meanwhile,
in terms of form, the ornaments in Umah Pitu Ruang have their own
characteristics, which are generally different from the ornaments in other
areas. Ornaments in Rumoh Aceh are mostly dominated by plant / flora motifs,
while the ornaments in Umah Pitu Ruang have distinctive characteristics of
using clouds / emun on every part of the house. Furthermore, Umah Pitu
Ruang’s ornament has more meaning and philosophy than the ornament
in Rumoh Aceh.
Finally, this paper aims to preserve the existence of ornaments in Aceh
traditional house, Rumoh Aceh and Umah Pitu Ruang, especially in Aceh
Besar and Aceh Tengah and as reference for further research development.

19
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ABSTRACT
Abstract: The Gayo Highland is one of the districts in Aceh Province,
Sumatra. Due to the topography, this area has a lower temperature
compared than the flat and coastal areas in Aceh. The thermal comfort
that is felt is based on a person's mental condition and how he expresses
his satisfaction with his thermal environment. In other words, it shows
how humans adapt to their thermal environment. Thermal comfort based
on human adaptation is known as adaptive thermal comfort. The form
of dwelling for the Gayo Highland community has shifted and changed
from traditional dwelling to Transitional and Modern forms that influence
the Gayo Highland community's adaptation to achieve thermal comfort.
Therefore, this paper aims to investigate the house design in Gayo highland
in providing warmth to the occupants naturally in the cold environment.
Another aim of this study is to investigate the people's habits in warming
up the body to deal with the low air temperature in the area. This study
shows how the local people adapt themselves through the house element
and daily habit to gain the internal thermal comfort.
© 2021MySE, FSPU, UiTM Perak, All rights reserved
Keywords: Local Behaviour, Thermal comfort, Gayo highland, Adaptive
thermal
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INTRODUCTION
Thermal comfort is an essential factor of house design in contributing to the
well-being of the occupants (Crahmaliuc, 2020). Vernacular housing works
best to provide the comfort by adopting the local climate. Around the world,
we see the traditional house as the representative of the vernacular dwelling
as each part of the world has unique designs to suit the local climate. In
this study we go to Gayo highland in the central of Aceh, Indonesia where
the warm-humid climate is present. Gayo highland is located at an altitude
of 100-2600 m above sea level. The average air temperature during the
day in Takengon is 20.2°C, while during the night, it drops down to 17°C.
The relative humidity is 96% during the low temperature and 64% during
the high temperature. It is lower than the temperature in low-land area in
Aceh such as Banda Aceh and places nearby the sea which has an average
temperature of 270C.
The house design in this area looks slightly similar to the house in
low-land area in Aceh. However, there are some significant differences in
the interior. The vernacular house design indicates the charateristics toward
the climate. Therefore, this study investigates the house design in Gayo
high-land in giving warmth to the occupants naturally in the present cold
environment. Another aim of this study is to investigate the people's habit
in warming up the body to deal with the low air temperature in the area.

Figure 1. Map of Aceh Province and Gayo Highland
Source : Author
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LITERATURE REVIEW
Climate, Architecture and Thermal Comfort
Climate is one of the factors that form architecture. Rapoport (1969)
and Waterson (2009) stated that climate is an important aspect that affects
the shape determination of vernacular dwellings. Furthermore, Rapoport
mentions housing as a means of controlling thermal comfort through
environmental control. Limitations of technology on environmental control
systems cause humans to adapt to the climate. Climate change that occurs
also affects the formation of architecture and will provide changes in
comfort in the room, as well as the thermal sensation that will be received
by residents, will also change. Humans have different abilities to achieve
thermal comfort.
'Thermal comfort' is the term used to describe a satisfactory, stress-free
thermal environment in buildings and, therefore, is a socially determined
notion defined by norms and expectations. The idea of what is comfortable
has undoubtedly changed from one time, place, and season to another
(Chappells & Shove, 2005 in Nicol & Roaf, 2017)). Thermal comfort is
defined as a person's state of mind that expresses his satisfaction with his
thermal environment (Liu et al., 2012). The most affective factors on human
thermal comfort are the environmental factors which cover many aspects
which have to be taken into account i.e. air temperature, humidity, radiant
and air movement (ASHRAE-55, 2004) and (Parsons, 2002). In addition
to that are metabolic rate which is generated by human activity and body
insulation which is clothing. Besides, thermal comfort can be affected not
only by environmental factors, but also social, culture and other aspects
have relative attributions (Djongyang et al., 2010).
From several studies of thermal comfort conducted on perceptions
of thermal satisfaction, it is often found that there is variation in each
person's comfort temperature (Prawoto and Effendi, 2019). The International
Standards ISO-7730 (2005) considered that since there is an individual
difference, it is not an easy task to specify the thermal comfort, but it is
possible to modify the environment to be accepted by certain percentage
of the occupants. This percentage has been estimated by 80-90% of the
occupants (ISO-7730, 2005).
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The perception of thermal comfort has changed from time, place,
and season to time (Chappells & Shove, 2005 in Nicol & Roaf 2017). The
thermal comfort that is felt is based on a person's mental condition and
how he expresses his satisfaction with his thermal environment, which
shows how humans adapt to their thermal environment. Several discussions
about thermal comfort based on human adaptation are known as adaptive
thermal comfort (Rijjal et., 2010). Resident adaptation behavior is closely
related to daily activities. In mountain society, daily activities have specific
things that create different things. Therefore, social and cultural factors can
also influence occupant's behavior in achieving the perception of thermal
comfort.
The adjustment of human behavior to thermal comfort is based on the
adaptive thermal comfort model, which is defined as a thermal preference
which is the result of a physiological response to indoor parameters and
desires based on climate-cultural determinants such as past experiences
(Auliciems in Darmawan, 1999 and Alfata, 2011). Three approaches to
the form of adaptation in this adaptive process are behavioral adjustment
(including the adjustment of clothes worn), physiological adaptation (or
acclimatization), and psychological reactions (or desires/expectations)
(de Dear, Brager, and Cooper, 1997 in Alfata, 2011). The issue of thermal
comfort with an adaptive approach has become a basis for determining
thermal comfort in buildings (Prawoto and Effendi, 2019). The adjustment
of human behavior to thermal comfort is based on the adaptive thermal
comfort model, which is defined as a thermal preference which is the
result of a physiological response to indoor parameters and desires based
on climate-cultural determinants such as past experiences (Auliciems in
Darmawan, 1999 and Alfata, 2011).

Overview of Gayo Highland Traditional House
The old vernacular of Gayo highland is known as Umah Time Ruang,
a house with a balanced layout. This house is a longhouse and related
to the patrilineal system, which is inhabited by many families. Snouck
Hurgronje (1903) and Kreemer (1922) described the Gayo house (Umah
Time Ruang) as resembling the Acehnese house, which is being elevated,
built on a post, and divided into three parts. The traditional house in Gayo
Highland looks similar to any other Acehnese traditional house from the
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general appearance. The place was east-west oriented, while most of the
openings face north-south.

Figure 2. Gayonese Traditional House

The Gayo house looks different from the Acehnese traditional house
from the staircase and veranda called lepo at the entrance, located on one
of the short sides, mostly the eastern one. Two main entrance doors located
on the veranda, one door on the left side to access the male living rooms
and the other on the right side to access the female living rooms. In the
middle row, there are bedrooms (umahrinung) located surrounded by the
living room (serambi) which are occupied by the married children (figure
2). The height of the Gayo Highland house reaches about 2 to 2.5 meters
from the ground. The high floor was made to protect the occupant from
the wild animals.

Figure 3. Gayo Highland Traditional House
Source: Sari et.al (2016)

It is currently challenging to find Umah Time Ruang in Gayo
Highlands. It is related to the housing's social structure, where the Gayo
dwelling is inhabited by more than one family to become a dwelling
occupied by one family. It happened in the 1950s, where the spatial design
shifted to a single residence called Umah Blah Bubong (Bowen, 1991).
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Along with the times, the community that lives in the Gayo highlands has
changed. Traditional forms of housing have begun to be abandoned, turning
into shelters with transitional and modern arrangements. This change is
related to the rapid development of modernity and readily accepted by the
Gayo highland community.
The Gayo highland community has left traditional settlements earlier
than the other traditional communities in Sumatra (Bowen, 1991), so that
the existing forms of housing are currently various in design (Figure 3).
Traditional houses are scarce, with only three units left. This house has
been converted into a museum and has become state property. Material
development also influenced the formation of housing in the Gayo
Highlands. The use of concrete and zinc roofing materials is more dominant
than the use of wood materials.

Figure 4. The shifted dwelling forms in the Gayo Highlands toward modernity
Source: Author

This research refer to previous research conducted by Sari et al. (2015,
2016). Sari conducted thermal measurement on two houses in Gayo Highland such as the traditional and current house. These two studies show
the thermal performance in buildings. The studies found that the average
air temperature during the day in Takengon is 29°C, while during the
night, it drops down to 17°C. The relative humidity is 96% during the low
temperature and 64% during the high temperature. Those values are traced
on Olgya's bioclimatic chart to find out the position against the comfort zone.
The condition during the day (yellow dot 1) is nearly out of the comfort
zone boundary, yet it is still comfortable. Meanwhile, the condition during
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the night is out of the comfort zone (yellow dot 2). Such situations require
the house in Takengon to be designed to provide comfortable warmth
during the night.

Figure 5 a. Olgya‟s Bioclimatic Chart (Szokolay, 2004), b. Extensive Olgya‟s
Bioclimatic Chart
Source: Sari et.al (2016)

METHODOLOGY
This study was developed quantitatively through questionnaire and field
observation. The thermal comfort sensation is initially indicated to receive
the Thermal Sensation Vote (TSV) of the local people regarding the local
climate. The research goes further by examining the house design element
in traditional and current house in coping and adapting with the slightly
cold environment through observation and desk literature review for the
previous relevant study. The people’s habits toward being adaptive to the
local climate is evaluated through questionnaire.
The questionnaire was distributed to 53 respondents living across Gayo
Highland. The thermal sensation vote was designed on 7 thermal scale to
indicate the people's thermal sensation and preference. To find out the local
habit which is adaptive to local climate is obtained through multiple-choice
question by adding an “other” option.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Thermal Sensation Vote
The 53 respondents who participated consisted of 30 women (55.8%)
and 23 men (44.2%), with an age range between 20-60. Respondents were
asked to evaluate the thermal environment through the thermal impression
scale and the thermal preference scale. The thermal sensation vote consists
of seven thermal scale, namely -3 (Cold), -2 (Cool), -1 (Slightly cool), 0
(Neutral), 1 (Slightly warm), 2 (Warm), and 3 (Hot). At the same time, the
thermal preference scale is 1 (Cooler), 2 (Fixed), and 3 (Warmer).
Table 1 shows that at night and early morning, up to 90% of the people
voted slightly cool to cold. While the remaining percentage of respondents
were in the comfortable zone. It means during those hours the majority of
the people were dissatisfied due to the cool sensation. Therefore, Table
2 shows that the majority of the respondents prefer to get warmer during
that time. Whereas, during the day, 34.6% of respondents feel neutral
which means neither too hot or too cold. 36.5% mentioned feeling slightly
cool and cool, and the remaining 28.1% feel slightly warm to hot. This
condition does not show a big number of respondents were dissatisfied
with the thermal environment. Therefore, during the day up 67.35% of the
respondents do not want to have any change with the thermal environment
(neutral/ fixed). This thermal sensation and preference show how the people
in Gayo highland deal with the local climate which gives an understanding
of how they built their houses.
Table 1. The Thermal Impression of the Gayo Highland Community
Thermal Impression
Physiological Aspects

Cold
(-3)

Cool
(-2)

Slightly
Cool
(-1)

Neutral
(0)

Slightly
Warm
(1)

Warm
(2)

Hot
(3)

Thermal sensation at
night and morning

20.8%

47.2%

20.8%

11.3%

-

-

-

-

(7.7%)

(28.8%)

(34.6%)

(17.3%)

(7.8%)

(3.8%)

Thermal sensation
during the day

Source: Author
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Table 2. The Impression of the Gayo Highland People's Thermal Preferences
Thermal Preference
Psychological Aspects

Cooler
(1)

Neutral
(Fixed)
(2)

Warmer
(3)

The craving for thermal sensations at
night and early morning

4
(7.7%)

13
(25%)

36 (67.35%)

6
(11.5%)

36
(67.35%)

11
(21.2%)

The craving for thermal sensation during
the day
Source: Author

House Design
The investigation of house design element initially worked on
Gayonese traditional house which is called Umah Pitu Ruang. As previously
described, the traditional house is made from timber wall and sago leaf
roof. The bedrooms stand in a row in the middle (Figure 3). There are no
direct access of window to the outside. The female and male living room
stands like a protector against the outside (Figure 6). This is what makes it
very different from the Acehnese traditional house in low-land area, where
the bedrooms have direct access to the outside. The Gayonese house has
a similar style to the building design in cold climate such as European
countries. The buildings are designed to trap the heat during the day to
provide warmth to the inner room during the night. Figure 6 shows the
sun space concept in cold climate builing which is similar to the design in
Gayonese house, where the surrounding living room traps the heat to warm
the bedroom during the night. This design supports how the Gayonesse feel
dissatisfaction during the night and how the house design solves the problem.

Figure 6. Rooms Surrounding the Bedroom in the Traditional House
Source: Sari et.al (2016)
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Figure 7. Sun Space Design in Cold Climate Building
Source: Author

As previously mentioned, that along with the times, the culture, habit
and preference of community that lives in the Gayo highlands have changed.
The traditional house has been demolished. Only some are maintained as
the museum. Therefore, this study also studies on the current type of houses
dealing with thermal comfort. From 53 respondents, we found that up to
70% of their houses are built from concrete, while 17% is made from timber
and another 13% is half pemanent (concrete at the bottom part, and timber
at the top part). The current house does not have the stilt floor anymore,
instead, the floor is made from either ceramic tile or cement plaster. Various
residential characteristics in the research object also use different materials
and materials for walls, floors, and roofs. The use of wall materials from 53
respondents is 36 shelters (67.9%) used concrete walls and 9 shelters (17%)
used wooden walls, and the other 8 shelters (15.1%) used semi-permanent
walls. The use of floor materials consists of tiled floors and cast cement
floors, 29 residences (54.7%) use ceramic floors, and the rest use cast
concrete floors, 24 houses (45.3%). Roof material used from 53 respondents
is 42 residences (78.8%) used zinc roofs, 8 houses (15.4%) used metal roofs
and the remaining 3 shelters (5.8%) used bitumen asphalt roofs.
The old house did not have any problems with cold feet due to the
wooden floor built raised from the ground. Cold feet is also a problem
in dealing with thermal comfort that is caused by the cold floor. During
observation, about 67% of the current house have ‘Pepantaren’. This is a
name for the raised floor which is commonly made from timber. This low
raised floor is covered with rug or fabric to provide warmth. It functions as
a multi-functional room such as sleeping, dining, relaxing, and chatting with
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family. Pepantaren is normally located near the kitchen which is sometimes
completed with a fireplace. In this study, about 34% of the respondents have
fireplaces in their house which are commonly made naturally by burning
wood to warm up the house.

Figure 8. The form of Pepantaren (raised floor section).
Source: Sari et.al (2016)

People’s Habits
The people in Gayo highland performs some daily habits to achieve
thermal comfort. The thermal comfort theory underlines that personal factor
such as clothing and metabolic rate contribute to thermal sensation. The
clothes used are measured in clo units (1 clo = 0.155 m2.K / W), while the
activities carried out are measured in met units (1 met = 58 W / m2). In this
study, we developed the question in the questionnaire asking the habitual
actions performed to achieve warmth. The activity list contains questions
about physical activity, food, and drink (hot or cold).
The behavior adjustment associated with the type of clothing used
will result in the clo value, which can be seen in Table 3.
Table 3. Clo-value worn by Gayonese People
No

Type of Clothes

Number of Clo

1

Underwear

0.03 clo

2

Trousers

0.25 clo

3

Sarong

0.18 clo

4

Long Shirt

0.15 clo

5

Jacket

0.30 clo

6

Slippers

0.02 clo

7

Blanket

0.49 clo

Total

1.92 clo
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Table 3 shown the normal clothing worn during the night which is
indicated as the coldest time. While during the day, as the majority feels
fine with thermal environment, the clo-value is lower down to 0.75 Clo.
Another behavior carried out by the Gayo Highland community to
achieve thermal comfort during the relatively hotter day, is opening the
window to let the wind enter the dwelling. This activity was carried out by
41 people (77.4%) opening windows to achieve thermal comfort during
the day, while 12 people (22.6%) did not open windows. For this condition
various reasons stated by the Gayo Highland community, including 25
people (46.7%) were still feeling cold, 13 people (24.4%) for security, and
8 people (15.6%) using glass window, while 9 people (13.3%) answered
other things.
In the Gayo Highland community, there are several types of traditional
foods that are believed to provide warmth, namely asam jeng and pengat.
Of the 53 respondents who answered, all of them ate this food. Apart from
this traditional food, various other foods are also consumed by the Gayo
Highland community such as Bakso, Durian and others. Whereas for the
drinks they prefer warm drinks such as hot coffee and tea, ginger tea and
other warm drinks.

CONCLUSION
The Gayo highland has a lower day temperature than the lowland. The
local people feel dissatisfied with cool thermal environment during the
night. To resolve this condition, the local people adapt themselves to the
climate through several approaches. The house design shows how it provides
warmth to the occupants. The sun-space concept such as in cold-climate
building design the bedrooms are located in the middle row trapped by the
living rooms to maintain the warmth up to the night. However, the house
design has been changed, because the traditional one is not adaptive to the
current life style anymore. The changes include the building material that has
been converted to be concrete; and the lack of windows from the bedroom
facing outside. The current adaptation of house design is by building the
raised floor 'pepantern’ near the fireplaces or kitchen. This shows that local
architectural elements can provide comfort for the residents.
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The local adaptations are also made by residents to the thermal
conditions by wearing the high clo-value of clothings. The high clo-value
will help the occupants to achieve their thermal comfort. This condition is
particularly needed at night. The type of traditional food that are consumed
by local people in the Gayo Highland is one of the personal factors related
to the sensation of thermal comfort. Those local wisdoms such as foods,
beverage are still maintained.
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ABSTRACT
The 'Malays cosmology' focuses on principles of belief, the world of thought,
and culture. Concerning the Malay landscape, this research is a continuation
of previous findings. This study aims to obtain a list of landscape elements
and their arrangements in the Kutai house (KH) style compound, located
in the Perak Tengah District. On the other hand, the study was conducted
to determine each landscape design elements' function, layout, and
composition. It exposes the identity of the Malay landscape and indirectly
enhances the community's self-esteem. It is possible to broaden the Malay
Garden concept (MGC) identity and image. The finding showed a significant
resultthat illustrated this concept is inconsistent as it has been subject to
several interpretations and makes it challenging to explore scientifically.
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INTRODUCTION
The landscape can be understood as a dynamic code of symbols that
speak of the past, present, and future (Cosgrove, 1989; McDowell, 1994).
Globalization has dramatically altered people's views and characteristics,
which is the principal cause of local cultural identities loss. The researchers
have considered many variables during this study that may challenge the
MGC (Zakaria et al., 2017). There are tangible and intangible considerations
that researchers have identified as a counter to this idea's potential progress.
The study presented valuable data that could be used to explain the MGC.
Referring to Zakaria et al. (2015), the MGC includes the same design
principles as other garden concepts, such as soft and hard landscape, layout,
functional and unique designs. Nasir (2007) said the river was the hub of
socio-economic and political activities for the citizens, taking the Perak
scenario in ancient times. As we know, the beginning of the garden design
started from the palace, and its influence has spread to the people's houses.
Therefore, the Perak River is essential in the dissemination of landscape
identity. We will often be asked why the old Malay house compound does
not have a fishpond (for aesthetics or food sources), like the popular garden
concepts globally? The answer to that question is simple, "old Malay
settlements are located near the river," which has various functions such as
transportation, trading, food, and irrigation. So, it is not significant to have
another water element/feature near the river.
Furthermore, in ancient time, at the right shore of the river Perak,
each Sultan of Perak opens its 'city of government.' On the left bank of
the river was the Aristocrat / Minister of State's residence. It is not just a
source of cultural information or knowledge to study the traditional Malay
cultural landscape. It is about awareness or understanding that could bring
about tangible changes in the restoration of Malaysia's vernacular cultural
landscape. Although rapid growth challenges are faced, many areas in Perak
continue to demonstrate cultural landscape characteristics and features. In
the rural population, especially the older generation, traditional values for
natural resources are still preserved. Not to forget, construction activities
still influence the socio-economy of local communities (Abdullah, 2011).
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Problems Statement
The 'kampung' (village or rural area) natural landscape provides a
platform for villagers to perform their lives together by applying unwritten
rules and customs that the ancestor has long-established. At the same time,
kampung's landscapes are, in turn, influenced or even modified, gradually
reflecting the adaptation and development of the Malays. Hilton (1956)
claims that the Malay house compound's design should align with the
language, religion, and cultural environment. The lack of understanding
about the culture of Malays landscape living has resulted in the degeneration
of house compounds' design in cultural heritage (Zakaria et al., 2017). The
introduction of foreign garden concepts like Balinese and English has also
influenced the landscape. The growth of rural areas, such as the tourism
industry, has also been instrumental in transforming the conventional
residential environment into tourist attractions through the renovation and
modification of traditional houses. Due to Perak’s reputation as a tourism
state, this phenomenon causes threats to the loss of 'Malay character'.
The design of a garden, according to Md Syed et al. (2019), is an art
that represents the local Malay community's wisdom. It has also reflected
their efforts in the process of biodiversity conservation in the country. The
exact concept and definition of the Malay Garden are very much needed,
especially as an essential reference for future generations. Besides, the
Malay Garden's value can positively reflect the traditional cultural life of
the Malays. It is crucial to implement and understand a complete traditional
house design model that includes its landscape setting (Zakaria et al., 2019).
Therefore, as these villages should undergo gazette intervention by the
state or federal government, it is also time to recognize the essential of old
settlements as heritage.

LITERATURE REVIEW
The Malay Nusantara garden has a history dating back 1400 years, and it is
believed that the gardens were inspired by legends and folklores such as the
Hikayat (Ninotaziz, 2016). The most direct expression of ethnic, cultural
identity is the traditional settlement. The standard features of architecture
reinforce the connection between the house's interior and exterior. The house
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is the highest privacy for the Malays, and others cannot enter it without
being invited. However, the external spaces are mostly for socializing
activities. From a psychological point of view, according to Nasir & Wan
Teh (1994),the house can offer a variety of instinctive desires, such as a great
sense of comfort, fellowship, harmony, a place of inner peace, and many
others,. Below are the terminologies that have been highlighted in this study.
Kutai House (KH)
‘Kutai’ is a local word meaning old. KH is a traditional house that was
built around the 1890s in Perak (Saleh et al., 2018). Nowadays, this type of
house is rarely found in Perak, and even if it still exists, it is uninhabited.
Abd Rashid et al. (2019) identifies the house as modest with versatile
interior space and use and can fit well with the Malay 'kampung' setting. The
house has many art structure elements that are very appealing, simple with
purposes, such as having a food preparation platform or cooking materials.
Since this type of house is very old, most of it is in a dilapidated condition.
Now it has been revamped with modern materials. Some were renovated but
retained their original design and structure, while others were abandoned.
All the Kutai houses found today are in traditional villages that have long
existed along the Perak River.
The Malay Garden Concept (MGC)
Zakaria et al. (2017) emphasize the importance of philosophies,
taboos, and traditions that are significant to Malays practice today. Malay's
ancient philosophy teaches us about discipline, patience, reverence for
parents, and knowledge of cultural norms. The explanation is that the Malay
ideology is intimately connected to Muslims' way of life. It is an effective
form of advocacy that can restore people's conventional feelings against
their community and teach people how to perceive their traditional home
setting. Today's landscape reflects the harmonization between people and
nature. Most inhabitants still follow the traditional values in their land use
and lifestyle (Abdullah, 2011). Kruger and Seville (2012) have stated that
landscape construction for a garden can be divided into two categories,
which are softscape (plants and soil), and hardscape (artificial elements).
According to Md Syed et al. (2019), the findings for this type of study
should pay attention to the most basic hard landscape elements in most
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Malay Garden such as houses, wakaf (Malay's traditional shelter), ponds,
pots, and fences.
Cultural Landscape
According to Melnick (1984), the cultural landscape's principles and
resources are challenging to recognize because they have affected due rapid
growth and global climate change. Ani et al. (2012) define the Malays
cultural landscapes from the Malay Archipelago's neighbouring regions,
such as Indonesia, one of the Malay Peninsular's earliest settlers. Along
with this migration, when the Malays settled on the coasts and countryside
while integrating their cultural landscapes, they carried with them their
traditional cultural values, lifestyles, and wisdom.
Hard Landscape
The hard landscape may be the human-made elements in the context
of the garden design. It is the creation of an additional component that
complements the layout of a garden. The observation shows that current
society tends to use hard landscape as an attractive part of its landscape
setting. Generally, the hard landscape elements are widely used in
contemporary Malay society's landscape, including a gazebo as a meeting
spot, pergola, concrete pots, water features, fountains, swings, and benches
park (Hussain & Ahmad, 2010). Ismail (2003) has recorded eight (8) types
of landscape furniture during the 'Cultural Responsive Landscape' study.
The list of landscape furniture is tempayan (large earthen water barrel), guri
(small water vessel), flowerpot, pangkin (raised platform usually without
shelter), perigi (well), perun (dumpsite), reban (chicken coop), and jelapang
/ kapok padi (paddy store).
Soft Landscape
Referring to Ani et al. (2012), personal connections with nature
are much established as man fertilizes the land with plants, while nature
contributes to water and food supplies. It allows the man to adapt to the
outside environment by providing shades, thermal comfort, and indoor
ventilation. These cultural practices have been taught to the Malays from an
early age. The idea of 'serving the land' is continuously fed into the minds of
younger generations. Hussain and Ahmad (2010) assert that the soft elements
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of the landscape are referred to as the components that reflect nature. It
is made up of several plant species from different groups or types. Plants
that complement the Malay Garden's aesthetics are also a benchmark for
advancing and preserving local traditional medicine knowledge (Md Syed et
al., 2019). The study found that soft landscape components typically have a
high propensity to be used in the Malay house compound. The decorations
differ from ornamental plants, herbs/kitchen garden, shaded plants, and
palm. Furthermore, water plants, climbing plants, orchid plants, tropical
plants, and seasonal plants are also planted in other plant groups.

METHODOLOGY
A qualitative approach was used in this article. The researchers have
chosen this approach because it offers adequate knowledge to address the
research questions. As mentioned previously, this study aims to obtain a list
of landscape elements and their arrangements in the KH style compound,
which is in the Perak Tengah District. The research question for this paper
is, "What are the elements and functions of each landscape component
present in every selected KH compound?". Besides, the researchers will
also answer the second research question, which is, "How do landscape
elements and the layout impact house occupants?".
Sample Criteria
In this study, the researchers have set 17 houses of Kutai type as
case study. According to Creswell (2007), "Criterion Sampling" is the
researcher's criteria in the sample collection process. The sample shall be
chosen accordingly to the following criteria:
1.Traditional Malay Village
2.The Malays house with values of authenticity
3.No occupant or still inhabited
The Scope of the Study
Qualitative methods were analyzed in-depth. All these houses must be
in the Perak Tengah District, regardless of their condition/appearance. The
house chosen does not necessarily have occupants. Nowadays, Kutai type
houses are not many. Thus, the sample can be selected from unoccupied
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houses. Researchers have evaluated the exterior of the house in this study.
It is a study of the existing cultural landscape in selected houses. The soft
and hard landscape elements were identified, along with their functions.
Refer to Figure 1.

Figure 1. Distribution of traditional Malay houses (Kutai type) along the Perak River
in Perak Tengah District.
Source: Google Map Apps.

Qualitative Method
The design of this research was conducted using a "case study"
approach. It was chosen because the researchers have set a case study on
Kutai type houses in the Perak Tengah District from the beginning. The
survey for this topic was conducted for one (1) month, which involved the
site visit, observation, interview session, and data analysis.
Site visit observation
From literature, 23 Kutai houses have been found by previous
researchers in this area. A total of seventeen (17) house compounds have
been studied, and "Simple Random Sampling" was used to conduct site
selection. Refer to Figure 2. The observations' findings showed that most
of the hard landscape elements are not well maintained. Whether the
homeowner is no longer stay there, passed away, or the house has been
turned over to his descendants. There was a minor issue in the interview
process. It is a limitation that occurred while conducting this study.
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Figure 2. The Traditional Malay Houses (Kutai type) which are used as Case Studies
Source: Author

Interview
Interviews were conducted with the owners/occupants of each house.
However, if it was not inhabited, this process was not be carried out, and
it resulted a constraint to the working method. The interview process
took between 30-45 minutes for each respondent. However, as previously
informed, not all houses have occupants. The researchers conducted the
interview method on eight (8) houses only. For unoccupied houses, the
researchers recorded existing landscape elements and their placement around
the house. This study has successfully proven that there are threats to Malay's
cultural landscape and identity in this area. It has demonstrated the need for
continuity in assessing cultural landscape protection and improvisation to
accommodate each sample's specific information. According to Ani et al.
(2012), recognizing the importance of maintaining the rural area's social and
cultural values is vital for practitioners and national authorities to demand
compliance. Positively, this study has succeeded in providing more in-depth
information needed to understand the social and cultural identities in term
of garden composition.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The measurements of the 'Malay identity' preservation are essential to
monitor potential changes in rural areas. For this purpose, the approach
that has been used is identifying the social and cultural factors that strongly
influence them in preserving their inherited garden. This paper explores the
physical characteristics that shape the Malay cultural landscapes.
Landscape Features
The MGC's softscape and hardscape components are based on the
culture of Malays. There has been no consensus about how to make this
concept more systematic and realistic. This research has shown that there
are an understanding and knowledge of aesthetic values. The information
includes shrubs, groundcovers, and even exotic plants in the form of
ornamental plants. Most respondents believe that ornamental plants have a
significant advantage on their characteristics such as colour, aroma, shape,
scale, and texture. Ornamental plants include on-the-ground plants, potted,
hanging, and water-grown plants. They usually place herbal plants in the
kitchen garden. Herbal plants are grouped as edible plants which serve as
food and decorative purposes.
Table 1. Summary of the Dominant Landscape Elements of Kutai House Compound
House Plot

Dominant Softscape Element

Dominant Hardscape Element

Kutai 1
(Status: Inhabited)

1) Musa acuminata
2) Mangifera indica

1) Picnic Table
2) Flowerpot

Kutai 2
(Status: No occupants)

1) Musa acuminata
2) Manilkara zapota

Nil

Kutai 3
(Status: No occupants)

1) Musa acuminata

1) Pangkin / raised plat-form
2) Well

Kutai 4
(Status: No occupants)

1) Musa acuminata
2) Nephelium lappaceum

1) Suspension
6*

Kutai 5
(Status: Inhabited)

1) Musa acuminata

1) Suspension
2) Well
3) Outdoor Toilet

Kutai 6
(Status: No occupants

There is no dominant element on this site because it no longer
serves as a 'House'.
Has been endowed to the Mosque.

Kutai 7
(Status: Inhabited)

1) Flowering Shrubs
2) Nephelium lappaceum

1) Flowerpot
2) Chicken coop
3) Suspension
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Kutai 8
(Status: Inhabited)

1) Nephelium lappaceum
2) Musa acuminata
3) Codiaeum variegatum

1) Suspension

Kutai 8
(Status: Inhabited)

1) Nephelium lappaceum
2) Musa acuminata
3) Codiaeum variegatum

1) Suspension

Kutai 9
(Status: No occupants

1) Nephelium lappaceum
2) Musa acuminata

1) Suspension
2) Outdoor Toilet
3) Pangkin / raised platform
4) Flowerpot

Kutai 10
(Status: No occupants

1) Musa acuminata

1) Barn
2) Suspension

Kutai 11
(Status: No occupants

1) Cocos nucifera
2) Nephelium lappaceum

1) Outdoor Toilet
2) Suspension

Kutai 12
(Status: Inhabited)

1) Musa acuminata
2) Herbs plant

1) Outdoor Toilet
2) Suspension

Kutai 13
(Status: Inhabited

1) Cocos nucifera

1) Well
2) Chicken coop

Kutai 14
(Status: No occupants)

1) Cocos nucifera
2) Nephelium lappaceum

1) Water Tank

Kutai 15
(Status: Inhabited)

1) Musa acuminata

1) Suspension

Kutai 16
(Status: Inhabited)

1) Musa acuminata
2) Cocos nucifera

1) Well
2) Barn

Kutai 17
(Status: No occupants

1) Musa acuminata

Nil

Source: Author

Referring to Table 1, a total of 9 out of 17 houses visited were
uninhabited. The most dominant soft landscape elements are banana (Musa
acuminata) and coconut (Cocos nucifera), as they are most often found. As
for the hardscape elements, the most dominant are suspension and wells.
However, hardscape elements are rarely seen, and this is because most of the
houses visited are no longer inhabited at this time. The hardscape elements
found are mostly damaged, and their placement does not fit the function.
Landscape Composition
The Malays have adapted and reacted well to the environment, climate,
subtly, without causing harmful effects on the landscape's resources. They
acclimatize to natural surroundings as well. Learn essential characteristics
to suit the weather and environmental conditions when constructing a
housethat great philosophy was tailored to the conditions of their lives and
homes. In the house compound area, edible plants' existence is a piece of
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evidence that the idea of a special connection to nature can be defined as
the 'Malay Garden.' As usual, the exterior of the house was divided based
on the orientation of the building. The MGC layout interpreted to have the
courtyard, side yard, and kitchen garden.
1.Front compound/courtyard
The front yard is situated in front of the house's compound and is
known for its vast space, with aesthetic elements. Children will be able to
play with fun and warmth in this front yard. This space is vehicle-free, and
only pedestrians (villagers) can walk through it. This compound is also used
for entertaining visitors during celebrations, such as a wedding ceremony,
circumcision, and others. Today, much of this 'front yard' has been turned
into a resident car park as it is an open lawn. The front compound of all Kutai
houses studied is practically 90% uniform and is an open area dedicated
to social activities. Besides, if observed, the Malay community does not
care much about something too detail. It is sufficient to feature a neat and
comfortable on the front compound.
2.Side compound/yard
The area acts as an interconnection to the backyard. This compound
can become a children's play area, depending on the owner's house's land
size. The compound on the right and left side of KH was 'opposite' to the
front yard. The house occupants ignored the left and right-side compounds,
resulting in unattractive layouts and damage to the element. Common soft
landscape elements found in this compound are fruit trees such as banana
and rambutan. As for the hardscape element, it is not uniform and can be
any element. It is not fixed. Usually, we will find old wells and suspensions.
3.Rear compound/kitchen garden
The KH rear compound is a space that links the occupant's activities
such as baths, washing, and cooking. Often, during festivals and other
social events, this space is utilized by women. The backyard is the most
privately owned location, and for outsiders, it is not recommended. There
are bushes all over this compound. Too many plants have made the back
area unattractive, either planted with intent or unplanted (growing by itself).
Not all Kutai houses have a back compound with an unattractive scenery.
However, most of them are not in good condition. Some are neatly managed
and have hard landscape elements such as livestock barns and sheds. They
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are present only in a small portion (not the majority) of the houses studied.
It shows that occupants are less sensitive from a design standpoint or do not
care about aesthetics in the backyard. There is only a focus on the function
of the elements and their living needs, not aesthetic purposes.

Figure 3. The Example of Kutai House Landscape Layout
Source: Author

Referring to Figure 3, in the left, right, and back compounds one can
see the bush as its background. It is not a forest because if it is cut down
or cleared. Also, on the front is an open lawn or open space. The front
compound is the researchers' favourite area, as it looks peaceful, albeit
with only a few landscaping elements. The presence of fruit trees planted
around the house shows that the Malay community loves plants which can
bear fruit. It is better than growing plants that can only provide aesthetic
value alone. If observed, there are also flowering plants that are planted
in pots. Various species of flowering plants are planted, and they are not
uniform in terms of their arrangement. The interviews conducted found that
the Malays do not care what kind of flowering plants to be grown. As long
as it is a flowering plant, they 'prefer' to plant it in the home compound as
to beautify the compound. At the front of the house will be a "public" area
that guests and friends can access. The house front area is not dense with
plants or hard landscape elements because social and community activities
will often use this space.
Cultural Traditions
With the connection to memory, nostalgia, and sense of place,
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the landscape merges with cultural values that define a place's identity.
Therefore, we should create a specific national level list of significant
elements for the MGC. It should be accompanied by guidelines and
landscape management actions capable of protecting and managing these
developed cultural landscapes. It is crucial to suit a Malay house compound
to fulfil its function as a social component. It is intended to deliver a feeling
of warm hospitality. A humble and modest compound layout and spatial
arrangement welcome a close bond and friendship between neighbours,
including the village's community. Annual ceremonies and festive events in
a compound area are high-impact practices that impose close connections
between community members. The group promotes these customs to make
this compound composition pleasant and connect. The landscape elements
composition is versatile and multifunctional. It caters to shifts in activities
at various times, whether day or night. The traditional Malay village is a
physical manifestation of Malay's cultural patterns, with Malay traditions,
preferences, motives, feelings, and appreciation on what the physical
environment gave them.
Symbolism in Design
The 'symbolism in design' for the traditional house compound
landscape, in general, can be defined by understanding Malays' cultural
background. The symbolism will also suit and match the Malays house
compound by itself. Social interaction is an essential thing in the life of
Malays. The old Malay house old elements often invite us to remember
earlier childhood memories that signify significant events or provide the
owner with nostalgic values. The allocation of plants within the compound
sector can include the meaning or symbolism of significant past events.
The compound of a Malay house is rich in cultural customs. It must be full
of essential heritage elements and must be driven by traditions, customs,
and religious teachings. Other attractive features of the 'Malay identity'
in the garden design are the symbolic significance of a component and its
placement.

Potential for Development
There is a potential development resulted from the application of
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old traditional houses using the concept of "Adaptive Re-use".. It is to
maintain the aesthetic and cultural values of an old house. This effort
indirectly becomes a living museum for future generations' knowledge and
understanding of the Malays community's culture. Here are some examples
of a traditional Malay house in Peninsular Malaysia's 'relocation' initiative:
1.Keriang Hill' and 'Taman Rimba' in Alor Setar, Kedah (collecting
traditional houses throughout the state of Kedah to be used as tourist
attractions).
2.'Malay Heritage Museum’ at Universiti Putra Malaysia and 'Perak
Traditional House conservation and relocation project’ by International
Islamic University (an excellent initiative to preserve the Malays
community's cultural arts. Meanwhile, the design and method of reinstallation are carried out academically).
3.'Terrapuri Village' in Penarik, Terengganu and 'Bon Ton Resort Langkawi'
(an exclusive private resort and collects old Malay traditional houses
to make a luxurious development).
These traditional houses are eye-catching, but visitors and researchers
find it difficult to appreciate them in a position that can portray 'Sense of
Place' characters. The architecture of a building alone cannot have a good
impact if not included landscape elements. In this context, the houses must
display features of the traditional Malay Garden as well. Through some of
the projects that have been highlighted above, the researchers believe that
the beautiful traditional houses alone, is not a factor can attract tourists
or visitors (if purposely for a tourism product). The explanation is that
the house failed to emphasize its authenticity if did not apply the original
Malay traditional garden concept. Kutai houses located in the villages
can also implement an attractive layout and use plant related to the Malay
community's culture. However, much effort needs to be carried out because
almost all the Kutai houses sampled are not in a good condition (both
building and outdoor space).

CONCLUSION
The Malay landscape is not designed; it is natural; we still adhere to the
concept. There is a lack of coherence between the various meanings. It
is caused by general aspects that outline can quickly identify landscape
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identity. For instance, landscape identity is related to an area/region's
character, a historical event, or understanding of a particular community
of people, among the natural designs such as placing the landscape in front
of the house with beautiful, colourful, and fragrant flowering plants. The
Malays do not mind putting any flowering plant species in their house
compound. It is because one of the concept characteristics is the flowering
plants' element. They can accept it and placed many species of plants in the
house compound's vicinity. The weather, climate and cultural factors must
be considered in the selection of plant. The unoccupied house is among the
limitation of this study. However, these unoccupied houses can still be used
as part of a case study. This is because the researchers need information on
the house compound's condition and the landscape elements that are still
there/existed.
As expected, in all case studies, there is a basic layout of the MGC.
On the left, right, and rear compound of the house it is planted with fruit
trees. These fruits are eaten by the host and can also be used as a souvenir
for their guests. They like to reserve space for herbs and other plants near the
kitchen. It is the Malay Garden's typical layout, and it shows the community
did not design it. The idea is close to a natural conceptual approach.
Nowadays, in landscape design scenarios, shrubs like pandanus species
(Pandanus amaryllifolius) will look beautiful, chilli plants (Capsicum spp.)
also is appealing if it was properly arranged attractively. The previous Malay
community is seen as not applying art-based on landscape design. However,
they emphasized something that characterized the informal logic (imitating
of the natural environment). For general knowledge, the plants were chosen
to be planted in the Malay house yard sometimes involve superstitious/
mystical beliefs passed down from generation to generation. After observing
all the case studies, most house occupants (current generation) do not believe
in such things. It has been proven by the presence of tree species such as Ciku
(Manilkara zapota), Asam Jawa (Tamarindus indica), and Kekabu (Ceiba
pentandra) grown in some house compounds. Apart from that, there are
also shrubs planted, such as Turmeric (Curcuma longa), which is believed
to repel evil spirits. Although the Malays today do not deem such things,
the mystical stories about plants are still spreading.
Until now, this process is still occuring, and it is noticeable. We
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spotted that Malay architecture's image would only display an appearance
and not done to create an attractive environment. In terms of space, the past
landscape design does not focus on a single essential thing. Most designers
have incorporated both art and architectural features. Recently, they have
not only focused on fundamental design alone. Some attention has been
given to landscape design that includes culture, spatial and function. Thus,
this will reveal that Malay architecture's spirit becomes more noticeable
and is not confined to its design if it depends only on the Malay landscape
alone. Without linking to the architectural background, it will not include
the environment's design. For instance, landscape design's softscape features
need to associate with accessories such as jars and lamps. So, softscape
cannot stand alone. It needs to be combined with garden accessories,
consolidating the building's architecture, and then seeing a Malay Garden
design.
In conclusion, the study on "The Landscape Elements Layout" has
succeeded in proving that many traditional houses in Perak Tengah District
are left unmanaged by their heirs. The researchers observed from this study
they had successfully proven that the Malays community housing compound
tailored an "Environment-based concept". It is not thoroughly planned
but effectively fitted to the conditions of their environment. The Malay
community has used many resources that are close to them and adapt them
to their lifestyle. The design was emphasizing an 'informal style' layout and
arrangement for each element. It does not show a fixed guideline because
it will vary according to the homeowner or the person living in the house.
Without any outside interference, it is an entirely natural beauty.
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ABSTRACT
This research aims to identify the Malay principal form in the roof decorative
elements of Rumah Limas Bumbung Perak (RLBP). Through site observation,
the data is collected in the form of images and analysed using the CAQDAS
(Computer Assisted Qualitative Data Analysis Software) of Atlas Ti. 8. The findings
of the research found that there are four Malay principal forms; Gunungan, Buah
Guntung, Lebah Bergantung and Pohon Beringin present in the roof decorative
elements of RLBP. The similarity and uniformity in the engagement of the form
and its meaning is identifiable with the traditional houses of the other region
which indicates a uniform understanding of the belief system and practises of the
craftsmens throughout the Peninsula.
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INTRODUCTION
Long before the arrival of the modern tarmac roads, the Perak River was well
used by its inhabitants as an important river for the social, economic and
political contact. For this cause, the river's vicinity area has witnessed the rich
growth of a significant portion of the traditional art and architectural aspects.
It is shown in the form of historic architectural remains, some of which are
still left in the area. It is very much a pleasant tour along the vicinity of the
Perak river area to be able to see its traditional houses inherited from the
past still standing and decorating the kampong landscape of the area. (Harun
& Mat Zin, 2018) have identified that the Perak traditional houses that are
located along the Perak river as one of the important “Cultural Heritage
Resources” that contribute towards the cultural heritage significance of
Perak. The research suggested that all of these cultural heritage resources
should be identified, interpreted, and promoted wisely for the benefit of
the community and the preservation of the local heritage as outlined by
the National Policies. One of the sustainable goals of NKRA (National
Key Results Areas) is to elevate the rural economic revitalization. This is
achievable through the enhancement of the cultural heritage and tourism
industry that helps in shaping the national identity and promotes Malaysia
as a world-class cultural and tourist destination. In the heritage landscape
of Perak, there are two types of traditional house, which is the Rumah Kutai
(RK) and the Rumah Limas Bumbung Perak (RLBP). Recent research on
the traditional architecture of Perak found alarming findings where most
of this built heritage especially its traditional houses of both RK and RLBP
is rapidly decaying and extinct from the architectural landscape (Rashid,
2017). Without a proper solution to this issue, it is not impossible that one
day with the sweeping and rapid, modern built environment development,
this key to the nation's heritage, identity, and history will be lost forever.
Therefore, in safeguarding this treasured heritage, a holistic conservation
plan should be made possible where it should be based on fundamental and
intensive research and documentation effort. There has been a number of
extensive research conducted on the study of RK. Whilst for RLBP, there
are several scholarly research has been conducted on the typologies and
the spatial characteristic of RLBP (A.H.Choo, et al.2020), the differences
and evolution of the typologies of RLBP and RK (Rashid, et al.2019), the
decorative elements of RLBP (Rashid, et al.2018), as well as the current
survival and depleting condition of RLBP (Salleh, et al. 2019). Despite
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the uniqueness of the architectural and decorative characteristics of RLBP,
there is no research conducted to study the principal form of the decorative
elements of RLBP that helps to identify the character and identity of its
decorative elements. In corresponding to the research significance and gap
discussed above, this research aims to identify the Malay principal form
in the roof decorative elements of Rumah Limas Bumbung Perak (RLBP).

LITERATURE REVIEW
Rumah Limas Bumbung Perak (RLBP)
There are two styles of traditional Malay house of Perak, namely; the
Rumah Kutai (RK) and the Rumah Limas Bumbung Perak(RLBP). Built
before the 1900s, RK is the oldest style of traditional Malay house of Perak
whilst RLBP is the latter style that started to be built starting from 1900s
onwards (Rashid, 2017). RLBP is distinctive and easily recognizable with
its roof form that is called Bumbung Limas Potong Perak. According to a
craftsman called Tuan Haji Muhamad bin Ismail in Lenggong, Perak, the
term limas, however, comes from the word "five," because the roof of this
kind of house typically has five ridges (perabung lima). Bumbung Limas
Potong Perak is subtly distinct from bumbung perabung lima, where it is
easy to distinguish Bumbung Limas Potong Perak with a narrow triangle
form space situated at the end of its gable. Bumbung limas potong Perak's
form is inspired by the colonial influence, which is the Dutch. Bumbung
limas potong Perak is also known as bumbung limas potong Belanda for
that meaning. This term is commonly used in the east coast region. Besides
the distinctive roof, RLBP is also known for its open spatial characteristic
of the house beside the usage of the full window, called as tingkap labuh. In
terms of its spatial components, RLBP comprises of rumah Ibu (main living
room), rumah anjung, rumah selang and rumah dapur (kitchen) together
with intermediary spaces such as anjung, serambi, ruang tengah and ruang
dapur. (Rashid, et al, 2019). As compared to RK, the spatial quality of RLBP
is comprised of complex spaces and arrangement, as well as the façade of
the house, is equipped with a lot of full window opening which is seen as
more open and welcoming than the simple and inclusive house character
of the RK (Rasdi, 2005, Rashid, 2018).
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The Malay Principal Form & Motifs
The Malay world is rich with its art and architecture that have outgrowth
from the complex layers of belief systems from the early pagan, Hindu,
and Buddhist beliefs to the Islamic belief. The form, pattern and motifs are
taken from the surrounding through observation and experiences of the local
customs,culture, belief, ideology and history (Ahmad Sayuti, et al. 2018).
Before Islam arrived in the Malay world, Malay art is centered particularly
around the interaction between the people and their environment (Noor,
Khoo, & Lok, 2003). Nakula (1985) stated that the arts and architecture of
South East Asia have been founded thousands of years ago.
Table 1. Transformation of Interpretation and Meaning of form after the Arrival of
Islamic Influence
Pre-Islamic Form

Islamic Influence Form

Dewa

Tuhan

Kala

Punca Bunga Ukir

Makara

Sulur Bayur

Gunung Meru

Gunungan

Pohon Beringin

Pohon Budi

Stupa

Buah Guntung

Padma / Teratai

Bunga Tanjung

Naga

Tidak digunakan

Garuda / Jentayu
Source: Noordin (2009) & Hussin, et al. (2012)

Petala Indera / Gegak Sura

Its evolution and improvement of its meaning have been brought by the
later influence of multiple beliefs – from the belief of the pre-Islamic period
up until the period of Islam in the Malay world. During the arrival of Islam,
the new interpretation of meaning in this long existed traditional architecture
and symbol has been added and translated according to the Islamic view
(Nakula, 1985). According to Effendy (2009), a motif is made for multiple
functions and it is used as both a decoration and also as a medium to convey
important lessons to the viewer. It is also believed that it provides protection
and blessings to the house owner. In the context of the art of woodcarving,
Said (2002) claimed that gunungan, stupa, makara and padma are the four
principle forms and motif that exist in the art of Malay woodcarving. In
addition to this, Othman (2005), Rashid (2007), and Noordin (2009) added
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that before the arrival of Islam, principal forms and motif from animism
and pre-Islamic beliefs were widely used. This does not only confined to
the physical characteristics. However, the availability of the architectural
elements in the buildings depends upon the position of the landlord. It is
known from previous studies that RLBP house furnished with decorative
elements is commonly owned by the wealthy and noble citizens of society.
RLBP is decorated with a total of nine decorative elements consisting of
tunjuk langit, kayu pemeleh, kepala cicak, ande-ande, kepala tingkap,
kepala pintu, kekisi, gerbang and pagar musang (Rashid, Choo, Ramele,
Baharuddin, & Alauddin, 2018). Whilst the decorative elements that are
located specifically at the roof comprise of four decorative elements, which
include; tunjuk langit, kepala cicak, papan cantik and also kayu pemeleh.

METHODOLOGY
The method used in this research is based on the exploratory research basis
where case studies strategy is employed in gathering the data. The primary
data collected for this study is in the form of images and field notes, obtained
through field observation. There are nine houses chosen as the samples for
the case studies and all of these houses are chosen from the four main areas
of Perak namely, the northern area, coastal area, central area, and southern
area. All of these houses were obtained during the inventory study of RLBP
where the researcher had successfully identified 260 houses of RLBP
throughout the state of Perak. Samples for the case studies are chosen from
the database of RLBP produced from the inventory study. The selection of
the houses is guided by a parameter set by the researcher as a determinant
of the types of RLBP fit for this research. Six houses were selected from
the central area (since most of the houses that fit the parameter set in this
study are located at the central area), while there is only one house selected
from the rest of the area (coastal, northern, and southern area) where the
architectural character of the house represent the best house of the area. All
the data collected during the observation is in the form of images and field
notes. The researchers used a DSLR camera for a standard and accessible
shot, whereas for the highly inaccessible shot, such as the tunjuk langit and
the peak of the roof, a drone (DGI Mavic Mini Drone) is used to capture the
images. The data is organized and analyzed using the typological analysis
in the Atlas Ti. Version 8 software - a Computer-Aided Qualitative Data
Analysis Software (CAQDAS). Atlas Ti. Version 8 is a qualitative analysis
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software tool that enables a large dataset to be managed and analyzed in a
systematic arrangement. The software works based on data coding which
helps extensively in making the work better by efficiently sorting, arranging,
and analyzing large data sets through its software features (Hwang, 2008).
In corresponding to this research, the data analyzed is the images of
decorative elements of the RLBP. The advantage of doing the analysis using
this software is that, once the data is coded based on the objective of the
research, various tables and diagram analysis network can be automatically
generated. Besides, it saves the time spent in handling the data analysis,
the large data of images using this software will be more manageable than
using other computer application which generally could not handle such a
large amount of data which will jeopardise the data analysis.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The discussion of this research will be discussing the two main aspects
which are; 1) the form attributes of the roof decorative elements of RLBP
and 2) the presence and relation of the Malay principal form and motif in
this roof decorative elements of RLBP. The results of the analysis showed
that there are several forms of the Malay principal form and motif that exist
and can be identified from the form of roof decorative elements of RLBP.
Those four forms are; the Gunungan, Buah Guntung, Lebah Bergantung, and
Pohon Beringin. The results of the analysis were summarized and presented
in Figure 1. From the visual analysis conducted, the results showed that the
physical form of almost all of the tunjuk langit in the research is dominated
by the form of a conical rod. This conical rod is characterized by a conical
sharp end that takes a half quarter of the overall length of the tunjuk langit.
Just under this cone, there are at least two to three repetitive, ball-like shape
adorning the bottom portion of the tunjuk langit.
Table 2. The summary of Principal form Presence in the Roof Decorative elements of
RLBP
Dewa

Garuda

Gunungan

Kala

Lebah
bergantung

Makara

Naga

Padma

Pohon
Beringin

Buah
Guntung

Total

Tunjuk
langit

X

X

4

X

X

X

X

X

1

3

8

Kepala
cicak l

X

X

X

X

5

X

X

X

X

X

5

Kepala
cicak L

X

X

X

X

17

X

X

X

X

X

17
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Papan
cantik

X

X

X

X

8

X

X

X

X

X

8

(Source: Author)

Figure 1. The Typology, Principal Form and Motif of Tunjuk Langit.
(Source: Author)

Whilst there are three types of principal forms identified in the form
of tunjuk langit of RLBP. Those three types comprised of gunungan, buah
guntung and pohon budi. The form of cone or any form that resembles
the shape of a peak is considered as the form of Gunungan in the Malay
principal form and motif (Noor, Khoo, & Lok, 2003). Gunungan is based
on the universal shape of a triangle. In the Malay Islamic perspective,
according to Nakula (1985), the triangular shape of gunungan is associated
with the symbol of divinity and the sacredness of Allah. The ascent shape
of the triangle is attached to the meaning of ascension movement towards
divinity. Whilst, in the pagan belief of the Malay, the form is closely
associated with the same concept of sacredness. It is believed the form of
gunungan resembles the shape of Mount Meru, a sacred mountain believed
to be the abode of gods and the ancestors as it is associated with the symbol
of the column that upholds the sky, based on the Hindu cosmological
understanding. Despite the variety of meanings across the different eras,
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upon the coming of Islam, all of the meaning of the principal form and motif
are associated and attached to the Islamic ethos. Gunungan is one of the
major principal forms and motif that does not only appear in the design of
the decorative elements, it is also widely used in the Malay arts. In the batik
and anyaman Malay crafts, the triangular shape of gunungan is also known
as pucuk rebung, a motif typically used in both of the crafts (Rashid, 2007).
Whilst towards the bottom portion, the form of tunjuk langit is made of
several layers of the 3D ball shape element that resembles closely the shape
of buah guntung in the Malay principal form. These findings are aligned
with what has been suggested by Utaberta et.al, (2012) where it is stated
that this variation of tunjuk langit is termed as type “rod buah buton” in
the research. Buah buton is also known as buah guntung after the arrival of
Islam. In the art of Malay woodcarving, buah buton or buah guntung exists
in two positions, either positioned upright or downright. The symbolism
that it carries has almost the same meaning conveyed by the gunungan.

Figure 2. The Basic Shape of the Malay Principal Form
(Source: Author)

In addition to these findings, it is also found that one of the forms
of tunjuk langit in one of the houses is in the shape of a triangular panel.
The physical characteristic of this panel is in the shape of a tree-like motif,
decorated with a floral motif and a small star located at the peak of the panel.
In the Malay principal form and motif, this tree-like shape panel resembles
closely the form of pohon beringin where according to Kingham(2001) the
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form and motif of pohon beringin is commonly comprised of the outline
of the mountain shape, decorated with a tree or plant-like elements such as
branches, flowers, birds, snakes, fishes that come from soil and water. In
the Malay Islamic belief, the symbolism of pohon beringin is translated to
the meaning and symbolism of gunungan. Whilst in the Javanese literature,
Muhajirin(2010) stated that pohon beringin is associated with Pohon
Paridjata. In the old Malay literature, it is associated with Pauh Djanggi
that is believed to be the tree of life that gave life to all living creatures in
the old pre-Islamic belief of the pagan Malay.

Figure 3. The Typology, Principal Form and Motif of Kepala Cicak Type I
(Source: Author)

Whilst in the form of the other roof decorative elements such as kepala
cicak type I, kepala cicak type L and papan cantik, the results of the analysis
show that the basic form characteristic of all of these decorative elements
is in the form of an inverted triangular based panel. Looking closely at the
placement of all of these decorative elements - kepala cicak type I located
under the roof peak, kepala cicak type L located at the edge or corner of
the roof, and papan cantik located under the roof eaves (fascia board), it
is noticeable that all of these decorative elements form shared one mutual
characteristic, which is in the form of the hanging condition. Carving form
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in this manner is generally referred to as the hanging stupa or buah guntung
in the east coast region.

Figure 5. The typology, principal form and motif of Kepala Cicak Type L
(Source: Author)

In the Malay principal form, as suggested by Noor et al., (2003),
the same triangular form (Gunungan) can also be read as the inverted
one, which symbolized the meaning of duality – the concept of ascension
and degeneration, harmony and plurality, unity and diversity as well
as particularism and universalism. Whilst in the west coast region, this
inverted triangular shape is known as Lebah Bergantung in Indonesia's
Kampar and Riau culture, which holds its philosophy and meaning. The
inverted triangular form took the shape of the hanging bees. Bee is a
good and beneficial creature in a way that it is perceived as a creature that
brings benefit towards others by producing nutritious honey, hardworking,
and only feeds on pure and good food of the flower nectarines. It is also
a brave creature that only attacks its opponent once provoked. For this
good value portrayed by the bees, the form is embedded in the art as a
reminder and advice for the community to reflect on the character of the
bees. The symbolism value that this metaphor suggests include sacrifice
and selflessness, symbolized by the pure and good qualities of the bees,
embedded in the everyday life of the society as a reference in terms of
ethical behaviour (Titof, 2018).
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Figure 6. TheTypology, Principal Form and Motif of Papan Cantik
(Source: Author)

CONCLUSION
This research reveals the presence of Malay principal form and motif in
the roof decorative elements of RLBP. The findings of the research also
suggest the character of the roof decorative elements of RLBP and its
typology as discussed in the discussions. It is found in the findings that
even though there are differences in the design and types of roof decorative
elements of RLBP with the other region, however, the principal form and
motif in the form of the decorative elements suggest uniformity in terms
of the principal form usage. This simultaneously reflects the Malay world's
mutual thought and belief regarding the cosmological and metaphysical
belief, engaged in the context of the principal form and motif of its art and
architecture. In corresponding to this research, it exists in the roof decorative
elements of RLBP. Whilst looking from the view of the historical timeline,
it can be concluded that most of the principal form, even though the form
originated from the period of the pagan, pre-Islamic period, nevertheless,
the understanding and the attachment of the key meaning and symbol are
based on the same concept. The difference that differentiates the meaning
and interpretation of the form between both the pre and post-Islamic period
is the interpretation of the meaning following the Islamic beliefs and ethos.
Islamic values have been embedded in the art of woodcarving. Thus, after
the arrival of Islam, the form and motifs that previously involve figurative
elements have been discarded and stylized using the floral motifs, ie; the
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sulur bayur. This is in parallel to what has been suggested by the previous
scholars, Nakula(1987), Ahmad Jamal(1992), Noor, et al. (2003), Rashid
(2007), and Nordin (2009) regarding the adaptation and assimilation of the
Islamic belief to the Malay art.
In addition to this, the meaning expressed by each of the decorative
elements of the RLBP roof form specifically conveys and indicates the roof
as a symbol of sacredness, enlightenment, ascension, and divinity in the
form of the upright peak shape while the downright peak shape symbolizes
man's world. This supports the cosmological Malay concept of the three
realm- Alam atas, Alam tengah and Alam bawah, represented by the three
vertical division of the house, which are the posts, the wall and the roof
(Ariffin, 2001). Besides enriching and supporting the Malay traditional
architecture and art theory, the findings of this research contribute towards
the identification of the characteristic of the roof decorative elements as
well as the identity of one of the Malay traditional architecture of Perak.
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ABSTRACT
Apart from shelter, traditional houses were built to accommodate the spiritual
factors such as religious, cultural values and way of life. Thus, it tends to
evolve over time to reflect the environmental, cultural, technological and
historical context in which it exists. This paper discusses the development
of architectural style on the Malay traditional houses in Perak. It is based
on data collectively gathered from KUTAI researchers conducted since
1997. More than 400 houses were observed. Architectural transformation
found in the roof design, spatial organization, architectural elements and
decorative elements within the period of 150 years. Findings of this study
strengthening and establish the Perak Malay architectural style.
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NTRODUCTION
Geographically Perak is a state in the west coast of Malaysia Peninsula.
With a total land area of 20,976 square kilometres (8,099 sq mi) Perak is
the fourth largest in Malaysia. Dividing the state in the middle is Sungai
Perak, the main river basin which flows along approximately 400km from
the mountainous North Eastern part of the state of Perak or Hulu Perak
until a place called Beting Beras Basah in Bagan Datuk before meeting
the Straits of Malacca. The other principal rivers are the Sungai Krian and
Sungai Bernam which form the northern and southern boundaries of the
state. For hundreds of years Sungai Perak has been the seat of the traditional
Malays of Perak. The river plays a prominent part as the main ‘highway’
during its heyday, it is seen as the economic, social and political seat of the
Perak royals. Sungai Perak also forms the heart of the transportation and
communication for the people of Perak particularly during the pre-merdeka
or before the independent. The present Perak sultanate still embrace the
lineage of the Malay sultanate since the Malacca Empire. The royal chapter,
colonisation era, the pre-independent period, among others are the spine
that form the history of Perak. The Royal town of Kuala Kangsar is situated
here whilst along the river there are traditional Malay villages, vernacular
houses, mosques, old fort and royal tombs that hold many mysteries on its
long socio-cultural and economic history of the traditional Perak Malays.
The elongated historical background and the existence of various types of
building and architecture particularly along the riverbank of Sungai Perak
indicates the richness of data that can be explored for architectural study.
This paper attempts to discuss the traditional architecture development
of the Malay house in Perak. Historical, ethnography and cultural domain,
become the main basis of the research and discussion in this study.

LITERATURE REVIEW
Generally, Perak Architecture can be divided into three categories:
i.Traditional architecture
ii.Colonial architecture
iii.Modern architecture
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The traditional Malay architecture found along the riverbanks of
Sungai Perak is mostly in the form of old Malay palaces, traditional houses
and mosques. Colonial architecture buildings are mostly located in towns
developed by the British such as Ipoh, Taiping, Batu Gajah and small towns
such as Papan, Pusing, Gopeng that related to tin mining industry. Also,
several towns along Sungai Perak such as Kuala Kangsar, Manong, Parit,
Bota, Pasir Salak, Kampung Gajah and Teluk Intan where many houses,
shop houses, schools, offices, rest houses, mosques and hospital still stand
and in use to this day. The Modern architecture buildings mostly was built
in the 1950s and post-independent era. A typological study on the Malay
traditional architecture of Perak established at least two main categories or
architectural styles namely:
i.Rumah Kutai (RK)
ii.Rumah Limas Bumbung Perak (RLBP)
Rumah Kutai (RK)
Rumah Kutai is the residential architectural design which was built,
before the 1900. In Perak. “Kutai” means old or ancient. Architecturally,
Rumah Kutai can be referred as traditional Perak Malay house in which the
house is defined by Rumah Ibu (the main house) using Bumbung Panjang
(gale end roof) or Bumbung Melayu (Malay roof). Table 1 shows the
summary of characteristics of Rumah Kutai from previous studies including
from Gibbs (1987), Lim (1987), Halim Nasir (1988), Halim Nasir and Wan
Hashim (1997), Anuar Talib (2004), Norhasandi Mat (2010), Sabrizaa
Rashid (1997; 2005; 2017). Baharuddin et. al. (2019)
Table 1. The characteristics of Rumah Kutai (RK)
Categories
(typology)

Spatial
organisation

Architectural
Elements
& Materials

Construction
technology

Decorative
elements

Rumah Kutai Asli
(KA)

•Rumah Ibu (The
main house)

•Roof -slight curve
Long roof -nipah

•Stilts approx.
2m height from
ground to floor

•Tebar layar
•Lebah
bergantung

Rumah Kutai
Beranjung
(KB)

•Rumah Anjung
(The front house)

•Window
-tingkap jenguk
-tingkap labuh

•Full stilt
Tiang penuh
•Half stilt
Tiang gantung

•Selak Cantik/
•Alas Bendul
•Lubang angin
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Rumah Kutai
Anjung Beranda
(KAB)

•Rumah Tengah
or Rumah Selang
(The middle
house)
•Rumah Dapur
(kitchen annex)

•Wall
-timber
-tepas
-bertam
•Floor
-timber plank
-bertam
-tepas

•No nail
•Tongue &
grooves
•Mortise & tenon
•Papan sendeng
technique

•Kepala pintu
•Kepala tingkap
•Gerbang pintu

Source:Rashid (2017)

Figure 1. Rumah Kutai (RK) Roof Design
Source:Rashid (2017)

RK is modest with flexible interior space and usage as well as able to
blend well with the religious, cultural practice and environment. For spatial
organisation Rumah Ibu(RI) is located in the middle that is the main part
of the building. This shows the significant emphasis by the builder as well
as the house’s owner from the aspects of design, material selection and
construction technology. For KA, RI is the main area and is located at
secondary space such as serambi luar and serambi dalam, ruang tengah,
bedroom and main stairs. For KA and KAB rumah anjung is located at the
front entrance and it hosts many important formal events such as merisik,
solemnization ceremony, wedding reception and religious activities. Rumah
selang or rumah tengah RT (the middle house) is a space that connects RI
and RD (Rumah dapur) has a second stair which is usually used by the
ladies. Rumah dapur (RD) is for female guests to assist the host in some
formal and informal events. RD is located at the back of the house and has
the third staircase. Roof materials and roof structures are very important
element since it protects the house from climatic pressures. Early RK roof
used nipah or rumbia leaves for the roof materials. With a slight curved in
the middle the roof shape has durability, aesthetics, comfort and the ability
to withstand climatic changes. RK wall can be divided into three types of
wall, Tepas (split and woven bamboo) or bertam (woven bark from Bertam
tree); Tepas or bertam with wooden planks.
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Rumah Limas Potong Perak (RLBP)
The architectural styles can be traced back as early as 1900 where most
buildings feature the style Bumbung Potong Perak or Potong Belanda. It is
also called Rumah Limas Bumbung Perak (RLBP) and it incorporates several
decorative elements such as the Tunjuk Langit, Kepala Cicak, Papan Cantik,
Kepala Tingkap, and Kepala Pintu which give its unique quality. The spatial
design of the house is similar to RK which also consists of Rumah Ibu (RI)
(main living room), Rumah Anjung (RA) in front, Rumah Selang or Rumah
Tengah (RT) in the middle and Rumah Dapur (RD) (kitchen) at the back
together with intermediary spaces such as Serambi, form a comprehensive
architectural vocabulary that represents the traditional architecture of the
Perak Malays. Based on the name “Potong Belanda” the roof design of
RLBP believed to be influenced by the Dutch architecture style during the
colonial era. It is believed that the used of zinc as a roofing material had
contributed to the changing in roof design of Bumbung Limas type. This type
of roof design is well known at the west coast of the peninsula of Malaysia.
It is also believed that the origin of the word “limas” comes from the word
“five” because the roof of this house type usually has five ridges (Halim
Nasir (1996). The construction of RLBP is different from RK. RLBP used
nail and apparently easier to construct compare to RK. At the beginning of
early 20th century involvement of Chinese builder can be traced in Perak
including RLBP. The used of sawn timber, zinc as roof materials, coloured
glass window, louvred glass window grill are examples materials found at
the second generation of RLBP built during 1940’s onwards believed to be
brought in and introduced by the Chinese builders.
Table 2.The characteristics of Rumah Limas Bumbung Perak (RLBP)
Categories
(typology)

Spatial
organisation

Architectural
Elements
& Materials

Construction
technology

Decorative
elements
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RLBP 1st
generation
(!900 to 1030s)

•Rumah Ibu (The
main house)
•Rumah Anjung
(The front house)
•Rumah Tengah
or Rumah Selang
(The middle
house)
•Rumah Dapur
(kitchen annex)

RLBP 2nd
generation (1940s
to 1960s)

•Roof - zinc
•Window Door
-tingkap labuh
Unsawn Timber

•Roof - zinc
•Window - louvred
Glass window
•Wall
-sawn timber
•Floor
-sawn timber

•Stilts approx. 2m
height
•No nail
•Tongue &
grooves
•Mortise & tenon
•Papan sendeng
technique

•Tunjuk langit
•Papan cantik
(carved)
•Kepala cicak
•Gerbang (arch)
•Lubang angin
(carved)
•Carved Kepala
pintu
•Carved Kepala
tingkap
•Tunjuk langit
(very rare)
•Papan Cantik
(simple)
•Lubang angin
(simple)
•Kepala pintu
(simple)
•Kepala tingkap
(simple)
•Gerbang pintu
(simple geometry)

Source:Rashid (2017)

Figure 2. Rumah Limas Bumbung Perak (RLBP) Roof Design
Source : Rashid (2017)

Colonialism Architecture in Perak
The colonialization chapter in this region began as early as 16th century
after the conquering of Malacca took place in 1511. This was followed by
Dutch VOC dominancy in 1641. The establishment of Straits Settlements
in 1826 by the British East India Company and The Pangkor Treaty in 1874
illustrate the British extension of rule over some Malay states, including
Perak, Selangor, Pahang and Negeri Sembilan. Each received a “British
Resident” to advise on matters, especially economy. The evolvement of tin
mining industry led to the development of new townships and commercial
activities all over Perak.
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This scenario gives a huge impact to the architectural development
in this region. The British intervention in the state administration had
produced new buildings both in function and architectural characteristics.
Public buildings such as administrative buildings, schools, trains stations,
religious, commercial building and including residentials were among the
buildings that created new architectural development called the colonialism
architecture. The colonists had adopted their architectural styles from the
mother land into building modified to the local climatic context which
is warm and humid. These colonial buildings in Malaysia also have
combinations of the styles from other cultures particularly the local Malay
traditions and also other culture and traditions such as Indian and Chinese.
The adaptation can be seen on architectural design, building elements,
building materials and finishes. The hybrid between foreign and the locals
have led to new development of Malay house particularly in Perak.

METHODOLOGY
Since 1997 researchers from the Center of Knowledge & Understanding of
Tropical Architecture & Interior (KUTAI), a research group from Universiti
Teknologi MARA Perak Branch, have carried out various research on Malay
traditional architecture particularly in Perak. Verbal data and visual data
were collected through site observations, photos, illustrations, interviews
and measured drawings. For these particular study, six houses were selected
as multiple case studies. Selection were made based on its typology and the
era it was built. Chronological and typological analysis were conducted on
all the six (6) houses to identify the process of transformation occurred in
Perak traditional houses. Four aspects were analysed which were :
i.Roof design
ii.Spatial organisation
iii.Architectural elements
iv.Decorative elements
Multiple Case Studies
The selection of architectural typology is the main basis of the
discussion and was based on the typological analysis carried out from
literature review and previous research by Rashid (1997 ; 2005), Talib
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(2004), Mat (2010; 2012) .
The architectural typology was divided into:
i.Rumah Kutai type Kutai Asli (RK (KA)
ii.Rumah Kutai type Kutai Beranjung (RKA)
iii.Rumah Limas Bumbung Perak 1st Gen.(RLBP/01)
iv.Rumah Limas Bumbung Perak Colonial (RLBP/C)
v.Rumah Limas Bumbung Perak 2nd Gen (RLBP/02)
vi.Rumah Kuaters Kerajaan (RKK)
The selected houses were based on its authenticity, strong iconic
characteristics and its current condition. Each house represents architectural
attributes from its own categorisation and period of time. Summary of
multiple case studies can be determined as follows:
Table 3. Multiple Case Studies
No

Code no

1

Case study

Architectural type

Built

RKA/01

Rumah Kutai Asli

1830’s

2

RKB/02

Rumah Kutai Beranjung

1880’s

3

RLBP/01

Rumah Li-mas Bum-bung Perak 1st
genera-tion

1920’s

4

RLBP/C

Rumah Li-mas Bum-bung Perak
colonial

1930’s
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5

RLBP/02

Rumah Li-mas Bum-bung Perak
2nd genera-tion

1940’s

6

RKK/01

Government quarters

1950’s

Source:Rashid (2017)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The focus of this study is to analyse and discuss about the architectural
development of the Malay house in Perak from the traditional to the modern
era in the period between 1830s to 1960s.
There are number of views with regards to the term vernacular
architecture and traditional architecture. It is quite difficult to distinguish
between these two main concept of architecture coined by scholars from
all over the world. Some other terminologies include Regionalism, Folk
architecture and Indigenous style. Rudofsky (1964), Rapoport (1969), Oliver
(1997; 2006) are among the main international scholars discuss the issue
about architecture without architects; issue related to their environmental
context and available resources; house forms are a result of long term
modification and adaptation; shared experience and innovation that is
approved by the community and built with local materials and techniques,
in which an owner can participate and connect the relationship between
culture and architecture Thus, those ideas do not make much different from
what had been said and discussed in the area of traditional architecture
particularly from local scholars such as Halim Nasir (1984;1997), Rasdi
(2006), Ariffin (2001), Norhasandi (2010), Jahn (2017) and Harun (2018).
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Roof design
Roof design is the main architectural attribute in determining the
typology of Perak house. At least two types of roofs were popularly used in
Perak traditional house in two different period. The Bumbung Panjang or the
Bumbung Melayu translated as gable end roof were widely used before 1900
and become the determination factor of RK. In contrary Bumbung Perak
roof design is used to determine RLBP which were found built after 1900.
Spatial organisation
Almost all the Malay traditional houses in Malaysia, the spatial
organisation is practically similar. Rumah Melayu or the Malay house is
divided into three main spaces which are Anjung (RA) in front, Rumah Ibu
(RI) is the main house in the middle and Dapur (RD) the kitchen at the back.
Rumah Selang or Rumah Tengah (RT) is a small unit or space connecting
between RI and RD. Another important unit or space is the Serambi (RS) a
semi open space normally attached to RA. RKA does not have the frontal
compartment which are RA and RS. It also differentiates between RKA and
RKB. There is not much transformation occurred in the spatial organisation
for Perak traditional house and even other states as well. Perhaps it is an
indication of maturity with regards to architecture, space and culture.
Architectural elements and materials
Openings are important for Malay traditional architecture due to
certain reasons such as climatic and privacy. Openings for RK are windows
and tebar layar or gable. Small openings at tebar layar and usage of patterned
bertam leaves or kelarai provide cooling effect at the top portion of the
house. Tingkap jenguk (small horizontal window) only can be found at RK.
Tingkap labuh or long window can be found at RKA, RKB and RLBP/01.
Later version of RLBP which are RLBP/02 and RLBP/C use short window
that is louvred glass window. Nipah leaves (Nypa fruticans) and rumbia
leaves are widely used on RK roof. Zinc, a light metal and more fire resistant
became more popular beginning 1900 and widely used on RLBP. Thus,
clay tiles roof brought in by the British is the roff matrials for RLBP/C and
other colonial buildings. Solid chengal wood is common for traditional
Malay house structure. Both full stilt and half stilt are solid chengal wood
contribute to its traditional characteristics. Masonry stilt become the main
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characteristics of RLBP/C and RKK with 2 different heights; approximately
2 meters from ground or lower version, which are approximately 1 meter
from ground level.
Decorative elements
In traditional Malay architecture, decorative elements act as additional
members that contribute to aesthetic and functional aspects of the building.
Decorative elements are the determination factor that signified the
characteristics of its architectural style. Its existence symbolised the status
of the owner. This study found that decorative elements for the Perak
house is slightly simple in RK compared to RLBP. Certain decorative
elements such as Lebah bergantung, Selak cantik, Kelarai at Tebar layar
and carvings at Papan sendeng Gerbang pintu, only can be found in RK,
whilst Kepala cicak, Tunjuk langit, exist only in RLBP. Kepala Tingkap,
Kepala pintu, can be found both in RK and RLBP. Early RLBP or the first
generation RLBP/01 decorative elements are more intricate and ornamented
compared to the RLBP/02 and RLBP/C. Imitation but more simpler motifs
and ornamentation are found at RKK. This is an example of hybrid between
modern architecture with modified traditional decorative elements (Rashid,
2013).
Table 4. Chronology Analysis
No

Architectural elements

1

window

2

roof

Earlier

Later
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3

stilt

4

gerbang

Source:Author
Table 5. Summary of Data Analysis
No

Code no

Roof Design

Spatial organ-isation

Architectural elements &
mate-rials

Decorative elements

1

RKA/01

Bumbung
Panjang

•Serambi dalam
•Rumah ibu
•Rumah tengah
•Rumah dapur

WINDOWS
•long window
•tingkap jenguk
•timber
ROOF
•nipah
•rumbia
STILT
Timber stilt

•lebah bergan-tung
•gerbang pintu
tebar layar
•selak cantik
•kepala tingkap

•Anjung
•Serambi luar
•Rumah ibu
•Rumah tengah
•Rumah dapur

WINDOWS
•long window
•timber
ROOF
•nipah
•rumbia
STILT
Timber stilt

•lebah bergan-tung
•gerbang pintu
tebar layar
•selak cantik
•kepala tingkap

•Anjung
•Serambi luar
•Rumah ibu
•Rumah tengah
•Rumah dapur

WINDOWS
•long window
•timber
ROOF
•zink
STILT
Timber stilt

•kepala cicak
•gerbang
•papan cantik
•tunjuk langit
•kepala tingkap
•kepala pintu

•Anjung
•Serambi luar
•Rumah ibu
•Rumah tengah
•Rumah dapur

WINDOWS
•long window
•timber
ROOF
•zinc
STILT
masonry stilt

•kepala cicak
•gerbang
•papan cantik
•tunjuk langit
•kepala tingkap
•kepala pintu

Gable end
roof

2

RKB/02

Bumbung
Panjang
Gable end
roof

3

RLBP/01

Bumbung Perak
Perak roof

4

RLBP/C

Bumbung Perak
Perak roof
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5

RLBP/02

Bumbung Perak
Perak roof

6

RKK/01

Bumbung Perak
Perak roof

•Anjung
•Serambi luar
•Rumah ibu
•Rumah tengah
•Rumah dapur

WINDOWS
•short window
•louvred glass
ROOF
•zinc
STILT
Timber sitlit

•kepala cicak
•gerbang
•papan cantik
•tunjuk langit
•kepala tingkap
•kepala pintu

•Anjung
•Serambi luar
•Rumah ibu
•Rumah tengah (ground)
•Rumah dapur (ground)

WINDOWS
•short window
•louvred glass
ROOF
•clay tiles
STILT
Timber sitlit

•kepala cicak
•gerbang
•papan cantik
•tunjuk langit
•kepala tingkap
•kepala pintu

Source: Author

CONCLUSION
This study concludes that the Perak Malay traditional house has evolved
and transformed within the 150 years period of time. The first major
transformations are from RK to RLBP during the traditional era. Second
is from RLBP/01 to RLBP02 and the third is from to RKK during colonial
era to the independence and early part post-independence era. Strong
characteristics of traditional architecture are the manifestation of their
world-view, and it is also influenced by internal understanding of religion,
culture and the way of life. Adaptation of “foreign elements” is as a result of
interactions between different cultures led to evolvement and transformation.
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ABSTRACT
Malay Traditional houses were classified based on roof design, spatial
organization, construction method, geographical setting and decorative
elements particularly at every state in Malaysia. This article analyzes
decorative elements on the traditional Malay houses in two states; Perak
Limas' House (PLH) in Perak and Johor Limas' House (JLH) in Johor. The
research aim is to establish the architectural characteristics of both PLH
and JLH. This can be achieved by identifying the existence of decorative
elements and carrying out a comparative study on both PLH and JLH on
the decorative elements as the main architectural characteristic. Twenty-five
of PLH and JLH were selected for the study. The study found similarities
and dissimilarities that contribute to the extension of aesthetical theory
of the Malay traditional house in Malaysia. The findings established the
architectural attributes of traditional houses in Perak and Johor through
decorative elements.
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INTRODUCTION
The architectural design of Malay traditional houses was derived from
several aspects such as environmental, social and cultural. It was built by
the local carpenter or “tukang” that normally mastered the carpentry skill
from older generations. To the Malay community, a dwelling is more than
the need for shelter. A house is a manifestation of their thoughts, beliefs
and religions that shape their worldview. Thus, Islamic religion as the
faith and customary practices of the Malay “adat” is the main domain in
the formation of a traditional Malay house. The term “architecture” is the
manifestation of the society and their cultural practice which reflects the
society’s way of life, their belief and philosophy; ‘all encompassing; forms
important components in the uniqueness of a culture’(Nasir; 1987; Rasdi,
2004; Rashid, 2007; Jahn, 2017)
In defining Malay traditional houses, previous researchers have
conducted various methods to classify its architectural typology. Some of the
research analysis were based on roof design, spatial organisation, construction
method, geographical setting and decorative elements. Decorative elements
are one of the major components in Malay traditional architecture. It reflects
the understanding of integration between functionalism and aesthetics. It
represents the uniqueness and beauty of Malay symbols, arts, philosophy as
well as great design work by local craftsmanship or carpenter. Decorative
elements were designed intentionally to facilitate and express the respect
for Malay culture through the design structure of ornamentation. Most
importantly, the main architectural element in signifying the characteristics
of traditional houses in every state in Malaysia is the decorative elements.
This study aims to investigate these decorative elements that are present in
both designs of Limas' houses in the states of Perak and Johor.

LITERATURE REVIEW
An Overview on Perak Limas' House (PLH) and Johor Limas'
House (JLH)
The distinctive feature of Rumah Limas or Limas house is based on the
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roof design. The roof design of Limas house began to be known in the early
20th century. It was believed that it is an imitation of the Dutch style during
the colonial era. The usage of zinc as a roofing material had contributed to
the change in roof design of Limas' house. Perak Limas' house (PLH) is
well-known on the west coast and southern of the peninsula of Malaysia.
The origin of the word "limas" is difficult to determine. the word “limas”
comes from the word “five” because the roof of this house type usually has
five ridges. (Halim Nasir,1987)
In Perak, most of the authentic traditional Malay traditional architecture
can be found along the riverbank of Sungai Perak where the early Malay
settlements were established. An architectural study along Sungai Perak
established two types of traditional Malay architecture which are:
a)Rumah Bumbung Melayu or Rumah Kutai (RK)
Studies conducted by previous researchers found that RK was the
earlier architectural style of the Perak Malay houses in comparison to
PLH. Apart from the timeline, the roof design and construction detail also
marked the difference between the two houses. Generally, most of the RK
were built before the 1900s. The most common roofing material used for
RK is the attap (a thatch made from nipah and other palm trees found in
the local natural vegetation) (Anuar. 2005; Norhasandi, 2012 and Sabrizaa,
1998, 2017)
b)Rumah Limas Bumbung Perak or Perak Limas' House (PLH)
The roof design determines the main difference between RK and PLH.
The earliest PLH found was built circa 1900s and continued until the 1970s
with certain architectural design development. The spatial design of the
house also consists of rumah Ibu (main living room in the middle), rumah
anjung and serambi,at the frontage of the house, rumah selang is the middle
part connecting both dapur and rumah ibu and lastly rumah dapur (kitchen)
located at the back of the house. All of these spaces form a comprehensive
architectural vocabulary that represent the traditional architecture of the
Perak Malays.
JLH was architecturally influenced from the Riau-Lingga in the
Indonesian, Dutch and English style (Mastor, 2006). The people of Bugis
had migrated to the Malay Archipelago after the arrival of the Dutch East
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India Company in 1669 with the goal of monopolising the spice trade.
Several of the traditional and hybrid Malay houses can be classified mainly
by their basic roof design. The roof form of Rumah Bumbung Limas was
architecturally derived from pyramidal concept and fitted with ‘V’ shape
‘tebar layar’ at the top of the roof as to allow natural ventilation to cool
the house.
Table 1. Summary of Architectural Typology
No

Architectural typology

1

Rumah Limas Bumbung Perak or the Perak
Limas' House (PLH). Built after circa 1900’s.
PLH can be found all over the state particularly along the riverbank of Sungai Perak.
Roof design is the determining factor which is
the main feature of PLH.

2

Rumah Limas Johor or the Johor Limas'
House (JLH) JLH can be found all over the
state particular-ly Muar, Tangkak, Pontian,
Batu Pahat. In principle the roof design is
almost similar to PLH. JLH is believed to have
been influenced from Bugis.

(Source: Author)

Decorative Elements of Malay Traditional Houses
Two main components in investigating traditional Malay architecture
include:
i.The physical aspects
ii.The non-physical aspects
The physical aspects include:
i.Structural components (i.e tiang, alang, gelegar, rasuk, kasau
ii.Non-structural components
Decorative elements are the non-structural components and it can
be considered as an additional component to the building that adds an
aesthetical value. Discussion on typology, terminology and the function of
each decorative elements are explained in the table below. Figure 1 listed
16 sixteen (16) decorative elements and detailed explanation of a particular
traditional Malay house. (Halim, 1987; Hanafi, 2000; Norhaiza, 2004;
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Sabrizaa, 2008.2017; Jamilah, 2017).
CODE

DECORATIVE ELEMENT

TL

Tunjuk Langit (TL) (literally means
pointed to the sky). It is a piece of
deco-rative element in an upright
position at the tip of the gable end;
commonly used in houses and
palaces in Penin-sula Malaysia. The
batang type is a piece of decorative
timber or rod and is commonly used
for Limas' roof

SN

Sisik Naga (SN) (literally means
drag-on fin). Sisik Naga refers to the
decorative carvings along the ridge
of a roof (perabung and rabung atap)
Other names are kemuncak, naganaga, puncak rabung

SB

Sulur Bayung (SB). Sulur Bayung
refers to a decoration on the corner
of a roof edge. Other names are sulo
bayung, sayap layang-layang, sayap
layangan, ekor Itik, anjong balla’,
som.

AA

Ande-Ande (AA). Ande-ande is
the term used in Kelantan and
Terengganu for fascia board. It is
the horizontal decorative timber roof
eaves covering the timber rafters
(kayu kasau). Other names are
papan meleh, papan pator, papan
cucuran atap, papan kaki atap,
kening, papan cantik, papan manis.

PL

Pemeleh (PL). Other names for kayu
pemeleh are peles, pemeles, papan
layan. Kayu pemeleh is actually a
pair of timber pieces located on two
fascia ends of a gable roof (tebar
layar). The ones covering kasau
lintang or kasau jantan is called
peles or pemeleh in Kelantan and
Terengganu but called papan layang
elsewhere. Kayu pemeleh or peles is
shaped slightly curving and sharpens
towards the top as a sign of strength
in the design lan-guage of houses in
Kelantan, Tereng-ganu and also in
Cambodia and Pat-tani in Thailand.

IMAGE

POSITION
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KC

Kepala Cicak (KC) (literally means
lizard head)
Identified as a type of end decoration
to tumpu kasau or papan meleh.

TG

Tiang Gantung (TG) (literally means
hanging column). Other names for
tiang gantung are saka bentung,
tiang guntung, tiang sotoh. In
traditional houses of Negeri Sembilan
it looks like a small carved hanging
column positioned at the tip of the
alang that is supporting the main
kasau jantan serambi and is called
tiang guntung. Also called saka
bentung in the traditional Javanese
architecture but in the houses found
in Negeri Sembilan it is known as
tiang sutoh.

LB

Lebah Bergantung (LB) (literally
means hanging bees). Found at
Rumah Kutai(RK) houses in Perak;
as a style of hanging column at the
end of alang panjang, rumah ibu, that
is constructed as a set (left and right)
on the bottom of the gable end of the
roof (tebar layar). It is round in shape
and the size of the local water vessel
(labu air) looking very similar to the
bees' nest.

KK

Kekisi (KK) Other names are
Kisi-kisi, kekipas, jeriji, jeruji, terali.
Decorative piece of timber or rod at
the opening of a window function as
window grill. Kekisi for istana and
noble house is made by carving
timber plank with peforated panel
either with relief or non relief motifs.

GB

Gerbang (GB) (Archway) Decorative
piece of timber as an arch at the entrance of a house or used for dividing
space usually between Anjung and
Rumah Ibu of the main house. GB
can be commonly found at PLH

GP

Gerbang Pintu (GP)(Arch door)
Decorative piece of timber as an arch
at the entrance opening of a house
particularly for the main door.
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SK

Sesiku Keluang (SK). Decorative
piece of timber normally in the shape
of a triangle fixed to the column and
sometimes functions as a support
to the beam. Otherwise it is for
decorative purpose.

PM

Pagar Musang (PM). Balustrade in
the form of timber rod or timber plank
often beautifully carved and arranged
to decorate the window opening. It
func-tions as a safety feature apart
from its aesthetical role. The other
names also known as Jeriji, Jerejak,
Pagar Tingga-lung.

KP

Kepala Pintu (KP) (literally means
door head). This is a decorative piece
of timber on top of the door. Normally
carved with floral pattern, Quranic
verses calligraphy or simple motif
of jejala (lattice work). Apart from
aesthet-ical reason its function is to
allow suffi-cient cross air ventilation
to flow into the house.

KT

Kepala Tingkap (KT) (literally means
Window head). A decorative piece of
timber located on top of the window.
Normally carved with floral pattern,
Quranic verses calligraphy or simple
motif of jejala (lattice). [7].

LA

Lubang Angin (LA) (literally means
air hole). A ventilation hole or panel
located mostly at two locations such
as wall and roof. Lubang Angin at
roof area is actually located at gable’s
end whilst Lubang Angin of the wall
is commonly found at the upper level
of the wall in the form of carving or
lat-ticework known as jejala.

Figure 1. Summary of Decorative Elements
Source: Author

METHODOLOGY
This research aims to establish the architectural characteristics of both
PLH and JLH. This can be achieved by identifying the existence of
decorative elements and conducting a comparative study on both PLH
and JLH particularly on the decorative elements as the main architectural
characteristic. As discussed earlier, PLH are located in the state of Perak
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whilst JLH in the state of Johor at the southern part of the Peninsula.
Twenty-five (25) PLH and JLH houses were selected from each state. The
selection was done based on their best level of authenticity, architectural
type, current physical condition, accessibility and geographical factor. The
data collection is a combination of two previous studies carried out by the
authors. Study 1 reported in Iryani et. al. (2020) on PLH. Sungai Perak is
the location of most authentic traditional houses. All PLH were selected
from traditional Malay villages from 5 areas along Sungai Perak which are
Kuala Kangsar, Manong, Bota, Parit and Lambor. Based on previous studies
on JLH reported by Nurfaisal et. al (2019) all JLH were selected from four
historical areas of Johor which are Muar, Tangkak, Benut, and Batu Pahat.
All the houses than were coded accordingly. Many houses were found to
have undergone major renovation by the owner and has lost its ingenuity
in terms of traditional architectural style. However, a few houses could not
be included in the study because they were found to be abandoned by the
owner which made it difficult to gain access to them. Besides that, many
houses were found to be heavily damaged and ruined. These are some of
the factors that contributed to the limitations of the scope of the study.
Documentations of visual data were collected using EOS DSLR Canon
6D camera whilst semi-structured interview were done to collect verbal
data from the owner of the house or the occupants. Both data were used to
investigate and identify the existence of the type of decorative elements at
selected PLH and JLH. The results were based on the inventory analysis
produced from both studies. It was developed from the literature review
of this study.
Twenty-five (25) PLH were selected for this study and were coded
as (Table 1) whilst another twenty-five (25) JLH were selected and were
coded as (Table 2).
Table 1. PLH location and GPS Positioning
CODE

Area

GPS

PLH1

KKangsar

(4.797586, 100.947479)

PLH2

KKangsar

(4.787324, 100.942841)

PLH3

KKangsar

(4.791505, 100.944878)

PLH4

KKangsar

(4.791723, 100.944916)

PLH5

KKangsar

(4.792849, 100.944893)
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PLH6

KKangsar

(4.769046, 100.964989)

PLH7

KKangsar

(4.809263, 100.953140)

PLH8

KKangsar

(4.810440, 100.954338)

PLH9

KKangsar

(4.810744, 100.954491)

PLH10

KKangsar

(4.771876, 100.948547)

PLH11

Manong

(4.595965, 100.881981)

PLH12

Manong

(4.601509, 100.880867)

PLH13

Manong

(4.572912, 100.874680)

PLH14

Parit

(4.443276, 100.905777)

PLH16

Parit

(4.454128, 100.907036)

PLH17

Parit

(4.386045, 100.901413)

PLH18

Parit

(4.474646,100.913315)

PLH19

Bota

(4.336138, 100.895859)

PLH20

Bota

(4.363739, 100.892860)

PLH21

Bota

(4.364304, 100.893463)

PLH22

Bota

(4.363926, 100.893311)

PLH23

Bota

(4.324942, 100.907959)

PLH24

Bota

(4.346352,100.884758)

PLH25

Lambor Kanan

(4.348048, 100.874062)

Source: Author
Table 2. JLH location and GPS Positioning
Code

Location

GPS

JLH 1

Muar 1

1.983976,102.621345

JLH 2

Muar 2

1.989664,102.617088

JLH 3

Muar 3

2.010014,102.632308

JLH 4

Muar 4

2.069414,102.577774

JLH 5

Muar 5

2.067313,102.572952

JLH 6

Muar 6

2.074946,102.569618

JLH 7

Muar 7

2.047588,102.597622

JLH 8

Muar 8

2.051632,102.572334

JLH 9

Tangkak 1

2.149432,102.561256

JLH 10

Tangkak2

2.159258,102.558738

JLH 11

Tangkak3

2.159258,102.558738

JLH 12

Tangkak4

2.164486,102.556732

JLH 13

Tangkak5

2.086255,102.537948

JLH 14

Tangkak6

2.082658,102.541641

JLH 15

Tangkak7

2.079612,102.545265
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JLH 16

Benut 1

1.643038,103.296806

JLH 17

Benut 2

1.688064,103.280937

JLH 18

Benut 3

1.674219,103.224914

JLH 19

Benut 4

1.679820,103.235633

JLH 20

Benut 5

1.6238193,103.22946

JLH 21

BatuPahat 1

1.882018,102.784233

JLH 22

BatuPahat 2

1.883737,102.781753

JLH 23

BatuPahat 3

1.878940,102.788734

JLH 24

BatuPahat 4

1.878459,102.789558

JLH 25

Batu Pahat 5

1.870325, 102.801342

Source: Author

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The data were collected through site observation inventory on the 16
decorative elements carried out on both PLH and JLH. Below is the list
of inventories recorded at both PLH and JLH as reported in Table 3 and
Table 4 respectively. Sixteen decorative elements were coded as TL-tunjuk
langit, SN-sisik naga, SB-sulur bayung, AA-ande-ande, PL-pemeleh, KCkepala cicak, TG-tiang gantung, LB-lebah bergantung, SK-siku keluang,
KK-Kekisi, GB-gerbang, GP-gerbang pintu, KP-kepala pintu, KT-kepala
tingkap, PM-pagar musang. All 25 PLH were coded as PLH1 to PLH 25.
All 25 JLH were coded as JLH1 to JLH 25.Decorative elements that were
present at PLH and JLH were marked X.
Table 3. The Presence of Decorative Elements at PLH
PLH

TL

SN

SB

AA

1

X

2

X

3
4

X

PL

X

KC

KT

PM

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

TG

LB

SK

KK

GB

X

GP

KP

X

5

X

X

X

X

X

6

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

7

X

8

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

9

X

X

10

X

X

11

X

X

X

X

X

X
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12

X

X

X

13

X

X

X

X

14

X

X

X

15

X

16

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

20

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

22
X

X

X

X

X
X

23

X

X

X

19

21

X

X

X

17
18

X

X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

24

X

X

X

25

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

TOT

9

0

0

24

19

23

0

0

0

5

16

0

3

19

5

%

36

0

0

96

76

92

0

0

0

20

64

0

12

76

20

KP

KT

PM

X

X

Source: Author
Table 4. The Presence of Decorative Elements at JLH
JLH

TL

SN

1
2

SB

AA

PL

KC

TG

LB

SK

KK

GB

X

X

X

3

X

X

X

4

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

5

X

X

X

GP

X

6

X

7

X

8

X

9

X

10
11

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

12

X

13

X

X

14

X

15

X

16

X

17

X

X

X

18

X

X

X

19

X

X

X

20

X

X

X
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21

X

22

X

23
24

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

25

X

TOT

9

0

0

14

13

0

0

0

0

0

7

0

20

25

23

%

36

0

0

56

52

0

0

0

0

0

28

0

80

100

92

Source: Author
Table 5. Comparative Analysis of the Presence of Decorative Elements
at JLH and PLH
Decorative Elements
1

ROOF

PLH
(%)

JLH
(%)
36

TL

Tunjuk Langit

36

2

SN

Sisik Naga

0

0

3

SB

Sulur Bayung

0

0

4

AA

Ande-Ande

96

56

5

PL

Pemeleh

76

52

6

KC

Kepala Cicak

92

0
0

7

TG

Tiang Gantung

0

8

LB

Lebah Bergantung

0

0

SK

Sesiku Keluang

0

0

KK

Kekisi

20

0
28

9

WA

10

GB

Gerbang

64

12

11

GP

Gerbang Pintu

0

0

13

KP

Kepala Pintu

12

80

KT

Kepala Tingkap

76

100

PM

Pagar Musang

20

92

14

D

W

15

Source: Author

CONCLUSION
The main objective of this study is to compare the presence of decorative
elements in both PLH and JLH.
a.Generally, most of the sixteen decorative elements studied in Malay
traditional houses were found in both types of houses. There were 9
decorative elements found at PLH and 7 decorative elements found
at JLH. 2 decorative elements which were found at PLH but were not
found at JLH include KC and KK.
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b.TL, AA, PL, KC, KK, GB, KP, KT, PM are present at PLH.
c.TL, AA, PL, GB, KP, KT, PM are present at PLH.
d.AA scored highest presence (96%) at PLH.
e.KT scored highest presence (100%) at JLH
f.AA, PL, KC, GB and KT scored more than 50% presence in PLH.
This indicates the four major decorative elements that shaped the
characteristic of JLH.
g.AA, PL, KP, KT and PM scored more than 50% presence in JLH.
This indicates the five major decorative elements that shaped the
characteristic of JLH.
h.KT was found at both PLH and JLH. The presence of KT was not only for
aesthetic reasons but also functions for cross ventilation by maximizing
wall openings. Two types of KT found at both PLH and JLH are the
rectangular and the semi-circular (fan like) shape.
i.One of the common characteristics of Malay traditional house is both PLH
and JLH were built on stilt which elevates the house from the ground.
It is common for a vernacular house in the tropical climatic zone
for security and safety reasons; environmental reasons and cultural
reasons. This study found that most of PLH are much higher from
the ground (around 2 – 2.5m) than JLH (around 1.5m). The lower
part of the house at the ground is called Kolong. For PLH this space
is used as a place to relax during the daytime. This study found that
decorative fan was used to cover the bottom part of the house called
Pagar Musang (PM) or Kekisi (KK) for JLH. It is also known as Banji.
This decorative element enhances the architectural characteristics of
JLH. Even both the terms Kolong and Banji only existed at Johor.
j.Openings found at both PLH and JLH are using the window design called
Tingkap Labuh (long window) simply because it has a full height
opening from the floor level to the above. This is to provide maximum
opening for good cross air ventilation. Both PLH and JLH used PM as
decorative elements and function as balustrade to protect people from
falling down. This study found that PM used at PLH is different from
PM used at JLH. 4 inches to 5 inches width of carved timber piece
were used at JLH compared to woodturning carving array used at PLH.
This appearance also contributes to the main characteristic of JLH.
k.Openable louvred timber window is popularly used as Daun Tingkap
or the window piece used at JLH. However PLH used solid timber
plank as their window piece. These elements contribute to the main
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characteristic of JLH.
l.GB were mostly found at PLH (64%) and only 28% at JLH. GB is one of
the major characteristics for PLH and has its own design,
m.SN, SB, TG, LB, SK and GP are not found at PLH. (0%)
n.SN, SB, TG, LB, SK, GB, GP, KC and KK are not found at JLH (0%)
As discussed earlier decorative elements were considered or defined
as additional or extra elements of the more functional structure elements.
While a traditional architecture decorative element play an important role
in shaping the characteristics and identity of a particular house. This study
contributes to the establishment of decorative elements in both PLH and
JLH. The findings would add to the development of the aesthetical theory and
concept of the Malay traditional architecture especially the PLH and JLH.
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ABSTRACT
The Perak Malay Traditional houses are one of the relics that should be
appreciated due to their space organization uniqueness which is not present
in today's modern houses. The study of the house's space organization
should highly be given attention for future generations to discern. The
issue is there is minimal approach on appreciating the space organization
and there is even no concern of its benefits if applied in the construction
of modern houses today. Indeed, in an orientation before the construction
of a residential house, the role of the environment including culture, way
of life, especially the occupants of the residence are taken care of by a
craftsman. Discussion between the host and the craftsman is an important
aspect before the residence is established. Space requirements are the most
in the architecture of a traditional Malay house, a space was born as a
result of the activities of society, by gender requirements in addition to the
comfort of concern with the residential environment. Space requirements
are common in almost every traditional Malay house in Malaysia but there
are differences in orientation, climate, environment and local culture that
trigger the use of a space. The purpose of this study is to pass knowledge
to the future generation in order to appreciate the relics house. For that,
the objectives of this research is to analyse the spatial organization design
and architecture of a traditional Malay house with Perak state based on
the space functional diversity through research on the role of space during
Copyright© 2021 UiTM Press.
This is an open access article
under the CC BY-NC-ND license
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performance of activities. This paper employs a qualitative research
adapting the observation on-surrounding and the house's interior space.
Besides, sketches on house spatial pattern, joinery detailing and joinery
construction were some of the approaches that have been applied to obtain
the data. To strengthen data acquisition, interviews with target groups like
village heads or local house carpenters were made. The data were analyzed
and the sketches were illustrated in diagrams to interpret the pattern of
findings. The results strengthened the characteristics of the interior spatial
organization for Perak house traditionally do influence the environment,
society, cultural customs, beliefs and religions.
© 2021MySE, FSPU, UiTM Perak, All rights reserved
Keywords: Environment, Traditional Malay House, Space, Socio-Culture
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INTRODUCTION
Perak's traditional Malay houses have been famous since long ago with
their long roof architecture known as 'bumbung Perak'. But now, Perak
is increasingly losing this legacy. However, nowadays there are many
researchers studying these relics. It shows the existence of awareness to
know the special features of this house. Initially, an architecture exists
with its activities and environment. After going through the site selection
process with the cooperation of the craftsman, the sketch is completed by
including space in the residence. It is found that one of the most important
elements in the formation of an architecture is the concept of space. Not
understanding the concept of space, means that architecture cannot function
properly. Spaces traditional Malay house is formed to cover the human
activities with regard to the relationship with the environment, customs,
culture, religion, social and economic occupant (Abdul Halim Nasir and
Wan Hashim Wan Teh 1997).
The interior design features of the Perak house are undeniably unique.
Each of the spaces carries their own uniqueness. The uniqueness of this
Kutai House is in terms of the fineness of the carvings found on the doors,
window openings, walls and its various uses of mortise. It is also reinforced
by the old story that has been stored for a long time in relation to the history
of construction and the occupants of the house.
Furthermore, the house’s spatial organization has been created based
on occupant needs and associated with the environment surrounding,
cultural activities and religion. In that sense, this research benefits the young
generation in order to appreciate this relic's house. Therefore, the objective
to be achieved in this paper is to analyse the spatial organization design and
architecture of a traditional Malay house with functional diversity and to
research the role of space during performance of the activities in that space.
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LITERATURE REVIEW
Environment
Many researchers found the role of the environment is very important
before the building process of a Traditional Malay House (TMH) custom
design space is done. This is because space is highly dependent on the
orientation of the home position (Halim Nasir, 2010, Mastor Surat 2012,
Yuan, 1981, Zulkifli Hanafi, 2012). In traditional Malay custom home
residential gateway shall overlook the main entrance. Paddy fields are
the main agricultural activities, in addition to planting rice and vegetable
growing. Apart from the route from the rice fields, the other main route is the
river road, facing the rice fields because these two positions are the route and
also the source of livelihood of the people at that time. According to Abdul
Halim Nasir (2010), the river is the water transportation route and a place to
connect with a boat, canoe and source of livelihood. Position resources are
important in the formation of space for TMH. From the direction of the river
flow, it indicates the position of the porch of the house, where the farthest
end is the holiest area just as the upstream position is usually clean and
pure (Norhasandi Mat, 2019). This end space is usually synonymous with
a sacred and sacred space such as a prayer room, a place to recite prayers, a
place to place the corpse during the funeral prayers. The position of the end
of this house is normal. While the area downstream of the river is a lower
area more influential to the space for activities, discussion conversations
between family members.

Figure 1. Site Environment of Tok Se Indera Bongsu, Kg. Aji, Bota house
Source: Norhasandi Mat,(2010)
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As indicated in Figure 1, usually the orientation and overview plans
of Malay villages in Perak the position of TMH in the past is near in front
of the river, land contours slightly higher than the level of the river so that
it is protected from interference waters and so on. In the past, there were
small roadways that connected the neighbourhood residences so that the
residents could easily meet each other. While at the back there are TMH
gardens or orchards where they make a living or gardening as a source of
income other than hunting animals and so on (Yuan,1997).
Sometimes this area is to serve guests, including a discussion of
administrative and customs (istiadat). The environment has an important role
in the construction of spaces opening in the traditional Malay house, with
windows on the building, the doors provide comfort in the room with the
trees that surround TMH and cool the rooms that house the wind blowing
in through the windows and doors. Traditional Malay houses have design
elements that cater to sunlight passive, one design on domestic superior
resistance to hot humid climate that has a shade, a lot of openings for the
flow of air in and out, the interior layout is open, piled, the height of the
ceiling height and the use of building materials lightweight that does not
deplete heat (Zulkifli Hanafi, 2012). From this influence, it is observed that
all heritage houses choose the style of stairwells or columns, hollow, where
the floor is high above the ground and that is a way to reduce moisture from
the ground as well as providing air circulation in and out (Abdul Halim
Nasir, 1985).
In terms of the residential location of the study house that is facing
the Perak river, in the area of Kampong Aji Bota Kiri, this strategic location
houses a position of almost one hundred meters from the Perak river and
makes it easier for the host to use the river as the main vehicle, as well as
a livelihood. At some instances the hosue located by the river was used as
a stopping area. For instance, Tok Alang Baginda's house was visited by
the state chief to stop for a while. Until now, this house has been taken as
a foster home by the Interior Architecture Department of UiTM Perak, see
Figure 3 photo.
The position of the end of this house is normal. While the area
downstream of the river is a lower area more suitable for activities,
discussion conversations between family members. Sometimes this area is to
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serve guests, including a discussion of administrative and customs istiadat.
The house environment has an important role in the construction of spaces
opening in the traditional Malay house, with windows on the building, the
doors provide comfort in the room with the trees that surround Traditional
Malay house (TMH) and cool the rooms that house the wind blowing in
through the windows and doors. Traditional Malay houses have design
elements to sunlight passive, one design domestic superior resistance to
hot humid climate that has a shade enough, a lot of openings for the flow
of air in and out, the interior layout is open, piled, the height of the ceiling
height and the use of building materials lightweight that does not deplete
heat. It is from this influence that all heritage houses choose the style of
stairwells or columns, hollow, where the floor is high above the ground and
that is a way to reduce moisture from the ground as well as providing air
circulation in and out (Abdul Halim Nasir, 1985).
Religious
The orientation room at home of TMH in the context of a highly
emphasized of Islam and focus the differences between men's and women's
room (Syed Ahmad Iskandar, 2001). Public space and private space are the
separation between the sexes. Normally the front room TMH is like the
porch, which the porch is a specialization of public space for men, a meeting
place between friends, relatives and neighbours all take place in the living
room . If there are people or close relatives, new family members will also
take part in the reunion. In the context of sending food if there are guests
from outside and not from close relatives, the young and teenage girls will
only send the food to the entrance of the mother's house only. The mother
house is a central house space with a high roof construction suitable for
ventilation and comfort as well as a peep window for women or young and
teenage girls to watch from inside the house. Mother's house space, which
caters especially for women to limit their ‘aurat’ or hijab (Abdul Halim
Nasir, 199), Yuan, 1985, Mastor Surat, 2013).
In terms of mixing space women will use the back passage or at the
kitchen door or interval to ride home. Kitchen space is indeed a space
specially made for women and not men. If we look deeper, Malay culture
has been pretty structured in line with the concept of Islam and the Sunnah
of the Prophet, especially in the field of architecture (Mohd Sabriza’a,
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2019). According to Mastor (2012), our ancestors used to build houses
based on the concept of Islam very well. This clearly showed the Malay
formerly specialized in producing prosperous residence for the occupants.
The important role played by humanitarian factors in the formation of
a prosperous life can be seen in the previous architectural heritage. The
formation of each space, architectural details or design of their living space
is a factor that is closely related to the prosperous aspects of the life of its
users (Syed Ahmad Iskandar, 2001).
Custom and Culture
Space is a part of any traditional cultural habitat presenting their ideas
about space and habitat about daily activities and events in community
groups that involve the use of space whether in official events or not ( Abdul
Halim Nasir, 1997; Mastor Surat, 2013; Ahmad Marzukhi Monir, 2007;
Yuan, 1981). This space unites the community in the event of ‘khenduri
khendara’, tahlil ceremony, wedding and even death. In the custom event,
the foyer space is a place to discuss. For example, in Negeri Sembilan the
foyer space situated at the base location near the entrance is to discuss
customary matters, such as engagement, marriage, circumcision and others,
while the foyer end room is a sacred or clean place of the religious person
(Ustaz), reciting prayers, the place of customary wedding ceremonies,
funeral prayers. In addition, in the custom of Negeri Sembilan it is a place
where the ceiling is placed like a cloth hanging on the ceiling that shows the
position of people based on rank in the society. According to Raja Ahmad
Nafida (2007), the mother's house space is a special space for women such
as giving birth, bathing unhealthy family members on the rare floor, because
this area is covered it is not visible from non-family members, during the
bride's wedding is placed in the mother's house room, before the marriage
ceremony the groom is not allowed to enter because in Malay culture they
have yet to be categorized as family members.
Material
Various ceremonies that are commonly performed during construction
according to Noor Faizah Aziz (2008), include ‘Beramu’, ‘Mematikan
Tanah’ and ‘Menaiki Rumah’. The purpose is to keep the people involved
in the construction of the house to meet expectations, to avoid disaster
and not to be disturbed by "forest guards". The equipment used in this
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ceremony contains features that have meaning and values in Malay culture.
According to Abdul Halim Nasir (1997), the place to build a house, the
house orientation, the type of wood that is not good as a home are also
underlined and influenced by the Malay tradition. Construction dimension
is also believed to determine the good and bad of a house measured using
the owner's limbs such as height and height, as well as measurements based
on the number of 'rafters' and 'beams'. The height of the house refers to the
height of the body of the man (husband), while the size of the house is the
size of the hand of the woman (wife) (Noor Faiza Aziz, et. al., 2008). In
TMH there are several types of columns with a specific name and function.
In TMH , the front steps, the steps, how to tie a rope ladder is said to contain
a specific meaning. Bendul is called the customary limit, because the limit
of male guests is allowed to enter when there is no men in the house during
the visit.
Tiang Seri
Room or home teater poster is the real identity of TMH. The process
of erecting a pillar has its own ritual, usually the position of this "tie pole"
is in the middle of the house. It is the main pillar; before the construction
of this pillar various rituals are done to give encouragement to the host,
blessings and prosperity to the house session (Abdul Halim Nasir, 1997).
There is a ritual before raising the pillar where under this pillar are placed
items in the form of money, gold, hair and various materials that are felt to
give encouragement to the whole house from various calamities and receive
blessings from god.
Roof Design
There are variations of the shape of the roof for TMH, it depends on
the location of the area but on the habit namely long roof (gable roof), limas
roof (five ridge roof) (Norhasandi Mat, 2010). In addition, there are several
variations of roof design with certain style depending on the region such
as bumbung lontik, bumbung gajah menyusu and bumbung limas potong
Perak, Even, when there are differences in terms of design among all the
traditional houses in the Malay world, generally all of them are harmonious
synchronization with nature and mankind (Raja Nafida, 2007). Almost all
architecture styles in the Malay world feature stilted or piled dwelling, with
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tall and open interior as well as opening.

METHODOLOGY
The aim of the study is to analyse the design of Malay traditional houses
with unique values and aspirations. The research studies of the design are
based on a number of factors and characters that make Perak Malay house
architectural designs have their own identities. In order to achieve the
objective, the methodology of the research is related to the collection of data
that were obtained through observation on site in four days. The four days
observation were done alternatively due to constraints in terms of volatile
rainy weather to measure and take pictures as observations. It involves
observation on the front, side view of the house, and most importantly the
position of the interior space of the house, sketches on existing traditional
house, detail jointing in construction, literature were based on previous
studies such as PhD researcher who makes kutai house as a topic of
study, the researchers and paper on Perak traditional houses with TMH
and Malaysia traditional architecture, interviews were conducted based on
the standard of questions that have been made and focused on the target
group such as heirs of the house, during family gatherings, village heads,
local historians who understand the position of the study house, a senior
local homemaker and knew the origin of the house in his neighborhood.
In addition, the researchers also took relevant photographs of the houses.
Besides, the literature review on the topic of study was obtained through
theses, journals, articles, books and others and have been documented
from reliable resources to meet the objectives of the study. This paper only
discussed the main design characteristics of Tok Abu Bakar Alang Ketak
and Tok Sedara Bongsu Malay traditional house design and highlighted
especially on the spatial organization. The reasons for the selection of these
two houses as a case study because both houses of this study fulfilled the
criteria which are it still has an owner, always taken care of by the host
this makes it easier for the researcher to study because no one occupies
this house. This facilitates the researcher to go in and out of this house.
The house age criteria that is over 100 years have a high historical value
but are still well preserved. The house is a foster home to the Department
of Interior Architecture and Kutai as well as UiTM Perak in general. It is
used as a reference for Perak house standards for researchers from within
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and outside the state.
The location of this house is close and it is facing the river which is
the main route and this house used to be a place where the Sultan would
stop to rest for a while. This further strengthens the researchers’ selection
criteria to use the house as a case study house.
The results of the field survey of the researcher provide a plan design,
side view. Data from previous researchers are also used as a guide for
analysis. Findings from previous researchers are used as data to aid writing.
The limitations of this research were it only used observation on traditional
Perak houses that have been selected, namely the house of Tok Senara
Bongsu (KUTAI) and the house of Tok Abu Bakar Alang Ketak (TABAK).
According to Norhasandi Mat (2010) these two houses are also known as
Rumah Bumbung Melayu Perak a (RBMPa) from the point of view of the
facade architecture and interior space. In addition, the limitation also was
based on the environmental context as well as the relationship with the
architecture, customs and culture, and not forgetting the religion that play
the role of space as well as architecture. The role of architecture must not
not involve building materials; the elements in the traditional residential
structure of the house that are most important are the pillars, especially the
pillars that will support the construction of the roof. Variations in the shape
of the roof in traditional houses are also given priority.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Rumah Limas Bumbung Perak and Kutai House
‘Rumah Limas Bumbung Perak’ and ‘Kutai’ House is between the
TMH available in Perak state, most of the houses are facing the river Perak
Houses orientation because the river is a highway or called ‘jalan air’ a
contact from one place to another, it was the Rumah Limas Bumbung Perak
(RLBP) facing façade towards the river, please refer to Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Site Environment of Tok Sedara Bongsu, Kg. Aji, Bota
Source: Norhasandi Mat (2010)

Figure 3. Location of Tok Sedara Bongsu, Kg. Aji, Bota
Source: Najat Affendy (2020)

The river is also a source to move the economy of the locals and the
surrounding area. In this finding we can see that the house is indeed facing
the river, the river has an important role such as transportation, food and
daily use. It serves as a link between villages and small towns as shown in
Figure 3. In this review we take an example of Rumah Tok Abu Bakar Alang
Ketak (TABAK) position of floor plans; it has a porch. To our knowledge
in the orientation of TMH custom home beranjung is someone's home that
has a stable economy position. Normally, the house in its designed has an
‘anjung’ and ‘serambi’, ‘rumah ibu’ and ‘dapur’.
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Figure 6. Rear Elevation of Kutai house 1. Front Side 2.Main Entrance Stairs and
door 3. Left Side Elevation 4. Right Side Elevation 5. Rear Elevation 6. kitchen Area
7.floor structure 8. Window View 9. Window on right side
Source: Najat Affendy (2020)

According to Mohd Sabrizaa Abd. Rashid (2017), Makala, Kutai house
a sample study using Tok Sedara Bongsu was used is a residence that has the
same orientation look (figure 6 photo no 1 the elevation of the house facing
the river) where in ancient times the people and the king would normally
stop over. For example, Sultan Yusuf 1, which who was the 27th Sultan
of Perak stopped over to rest. Then, the Sultan of Perak and his entourage
often used Sungai Perak as a main route from downstream to upstream areas
for hunting or visiting his regions. Wan Chu shared a memorable moment,
as narrated by her grandfather, that was when the young prince of Sultan
Yusuf once enjoyed himself on a swing inside the house. This incident took
place when the Sultan and his entourage stopped by to rest. As observed
in Figure 6 base pic. 1 the main stairs to go up are made of hardwood as it
is exposed to the sun and rain, with the construction of small windows on
the front wall giving a view to the front. Pic. 3, shows view on the side,
where there is a staircase to the kitchen. Usually this staircase is used by
women if there was a ceremony and so on. There is a difference of space
between men and women in the context of privacy as well as gender and
mahram, according to pic 4, 5 is the mother's house room there is a small
floor and pic 5 is the kitchen space, In the kitchen space there is a dish rack
space that is left out because it gives the impression of a kitchen system
that was based on the environmental system. The system gives space to the
dishes that are placed on the shelves quickly dry with wind circulation and
sunlight on the sloping design makes kitchen utensils dry quickly. Pic 6, 7
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position of the pole of Kutai house with a height of 3 feet from the ground
level with each pole is given a stone base as to give resistance to the pole
from preventing soil moisture and termite attacks. For pic 8, 9 is a wall
position with a low window construction with a lattice on the opening that
is horizontal window openings.

Figure 7. Description in The Form of Plan How Outdoor Space (Public Space)
Mother's House to be Used for Feast Ceremony.
Source: Norhasandi Mat (2010)

The structure of the use of space in the Kutai house is divided into
private space, namely the bedroom and also the room used by the girls to
sleep and special activities for women. While the space outside the room
is a common space for the use of men such as car parties. Figure 7 is the
measurement of the size of the porch space; it is calculated from the way the
men sit, facing the meal where the position of four men are facing each other.
For the outer porch there are three dishes at a time. For the measurement of
the size of the porch space, it is calculated from the way the men sit facing
the meal where the position of four men facing each other. For the outer
porch there are three dishes at a time. While the central foyer room can
accommodate as many as six dishes and as many as twenty-four people
during certain events such as prayers during the thanks giving ceremony and
others. While the porch for women can accommodate up to twelve people
when there is certain occasion, such as meal.
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The position of women in the same space is still separated by
the construction of curtains so that there is a separation between the
congregation and also male and female guests. According to Syed Ahmad
Iskandar (2001 as cited in Norhasandi Mat, 2010), the size for the position
of four men is calculated equal to one mat size. The size is added to form
the size of the porch space. One of the formulas for space to cater for four
people to sit is six feet by six feet.
The Spatial Organization
Front Part

Figure 4. The control of Hijab - Tok Sedara Bongsu, Kg. Aji, Bota
Source: Marzukhi (2010)

Anjung and Serambi - The front room of the Limas Perak roof house
has a main staircase at the a serambi and anjung. According to Mohd
Sabrizaa Rashid (2019), the staircase is used to go up to the front room of
the porch house for the use of the host and the guests to relax, while enjoying
the view outside through the windows. The open space without walls has
a fox fence about one foot above the floor level. It is sparse flooring using
2 ½ wide wood stacked at a distance of 1 inch each. The floor of this space
has a height of 5 feet above ground level. The porch space connects the
main staircase with a higher porch space with 3 stairs.
This foyer is semi-formal and more relaxed, so the porch is a formal
space. This room is usually attached with a main door made of hardwood
with a traditional latch system without hinges. Five long windows are
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decorated with translucent carved window heads and are lined with fox
fences. This porch is a formal space when receiving guests. If the guest
porch had a relaxed atmosphere, the guests are welcomed to sit on the porch
with appropriate manners because event of eating and drinking will take
place in this room.

Figure 8. House of Tok Sedara Bongsu, Kg. Aji, Bota drawing
Source: Mohd Sabrizaa Abd Rashid (2017)

The design for this area is small, and it is located at the front of the
house, it is nearer to the door leading into the main house (rumah ibu),
while the ‘Veranda’ in Rumah Kutai (ref. Plan, Section A-A, C-C, D-D
figure 8) stretches along the first and second pillars since this area is often
used to have discussions and receive visitor stretches along the first and
second pillars since this area is often used to have discussions and receive
visitors. Discussions were often held at this area since it was a residence of
the village head. Thus, many villagers held gatherings with him at this house
or to be more specific, the veranda. Those who sit in this area will sit and
face each other while leaning against the wall. There are three openings at
the veranda, one window is round with carved panels and grill and another
one is a full-length window decorated with carvings. The third opening is
the main entrance door for the front area of this house.
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Figure 5. The Control of Hijab – Sleeping Area for Men at Serambi of the House
Source: Marzukhi (2010)

Middle Part
Rumah Ibu - There is an opening space in this mother's house and it
is the largest space in the residence of Tok Abu Bakar Alang Ketak’s house.
This space has a high ceiling opening and a bedroom is usually placed there
too. The privacy space for the host is in the room of this mother's house if
there were guests present they need to seek permission of the host to enter
the room. Ref. Figure 9 All the windows found in the mother's house are
long window and padar musang there is a decorative element of the window
head on top. All the windows found in the mother's house are long windows
and padar musang, there is a decorative element of the window head on top.
The dividing wall between the outer space and the bedroom is an 8-foot-high
dividing wall with decorative elements of translucent perforated carvings.

Figure 9. View of partion wall (A) and front wall of Tok Sedara Bongsu house
Source: Norhasandi Mat (2010)

In rumah Kutai according to Mohd Sabrizaa Rashid (2017), this area
has one room in this house which was once called “bilik anak dara”. True to
its name, this room was where all young teenage girls gathered. All activities
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take place here and there is one room for the married women. Activities that
take place in this room also include work for women such as weaving mats,
making baskets, as well as spiritual events such as prayer, reciting the Quran.
This room is illuminated by a full-length window opening which enables
natural morning light to illuminate the house, particularly the main space.
Rumah Selang - The interval house or middle house is the space that
connects the mother house and the kitchen house. It houses the second
staircase and the second entrance to the TABAK house ref Fig.10 pic. no.
1 the layout plan orientation shows the layout of an anjung, main house and
kitchen area to highlight the separate space for man and woman at Tabak
house. Usually, the stairs in the interval house are used for women to enter
the house, where the feast of women will be served in the middle space,
like men who are served on the porch. Its position is near the kitchen makes
it very suitable for that function. The design of the main staircase with the
second staircase is almost the same for the Tabak house. While in the study
house of Tok Se Indera Bongsu also there is a staircase on the left side of the
house, it connects the kitchen space from below with 3 steps and connects
with 2 steps to the kitchen door. This is quite low when compared with the
lounge. The space is to cater for the activities done by women as well as
a link to the kitchen.

Figure 10. House of Tok Abu Bakar Alang Ketak drawing
Source: Mohd Sabrizaa Abd Rashid (2019)

Rear Part
Kitchen House - The backyard houses has space for cooking activities,
a dining room and a back staircase. The tobacco house also houses a toilet
space at the back of this. Most build a bathroom or toilet space as additional
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space compared to the original they need to go to the well or to the river
for the purpose of bathing, washing etc. This is an additional element built
of brick and connected to the kitchen space, there is also another Limas
Bumbung Perak which houses a kitchen space that is not adjacent to the
toilet. Toilet construction is placed on the stairs of the kitchen to go down.
It is built separately from the backyard for the sake of religious continuity
between the less clean space such as the toilet and the clean space such as
the kitchen where to prepare food it needs to be separated. Rumah Kutai
Tok Se - Indera Bongsu, on the other hand, has a kitchen space with space to
place dishes, plates and cups. Suitable for window construction with carved
grille. This room is filled with women preparing food for the family as well
as crowded events. The toilet construction is not included in this part; it is
built separately from the house building lying in the back.

CONCLUSION

Figure 11. Rumah Kutai / RBMPa Indoor Space is a Space that is Responsive to
Times Factors, namely Environmental Stress, Safety and Trust
Source: Norhasandi Mat(2010)

In the whole house TMH - with regard to the statement above,
the characteristics of the interior space is a space resulting from Rumah
Bumbung Melayu Perak a (RBMPa) designs are influenced by factors that
make up the days and give uniqueness to the design of the house and the
interior space RBMPa. From the design of the house, the most prominent
appearance of the house mothers are given the maximum attention
because all the elements of a TMH style home mom are put in this style.
Environment, society, cultural customs, beliefs and religions are factors
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associated with the factors of time because at that time the space system
is very much driven by the location of their placement. In addition, for
security factors it also has a role in causing space design to be placed in a
high position so that the occupants of the house can be protected from all
threats animals and great floods.
On the whole the space in this Traditional Perak House has similarities,
but there are differences in function on the ‘Anjung’ and ‘Serambi’, while
its activities are the same. When looking at the side of the stairs, it is quite
different from viewing p directly to the porch space and there are stairs
that are covered with the construction of L-shaped stairs that lead up to the
house. Besides, there are openings that will illuminate each and every room
in the form of windows and windows also are different because the activities
may be the same but the nature of usability and the function of the space
is different. In addition to the shape of the window there may be the will
of the host and the soul or exploitation of the work of the builder to form a
‘Tingkap’ or ‘Jendela’ form to suit its function. The whole formation of this
space occurs from the influence of different environments, as well as the
contour pattern of the surface of a place that forms a dwelling house. The
formation of space for the traditional house of Perak also emphasizes the
division of space according to gender activities as well as the requirements
of Islamic law where the space is separated according to privacy, cultural
and religious needs.
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ABSTRACT
In both Malaysia and Indonesia, traditional houses have been used as
homestays, as a new type of rural tourism accommodation. This study aims
to compare the implementation of rural tourism in Malaysia and Indonesia,
to reveal the usage of traditional Malay house and Rumah Gadang as
homestays in both countries, and to promote homestay as an alternative
for rural tourism accommodation. Experiences on participating in both
homestays in Kampung Lonek Homestay, Negeri Sembilan, Malaysia and
Nagari Sumpur, West Sumatra, both majorly populated by the Minang
community, are shared and analyzed to achieve these aims.
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INTRODUCTION
Rural tourism is defined differently in each country. Nilson (2002) stated
that rural tourism is a tourism type covering all tourism activities in rural
places. Meanwhile, the European Union defines rural tourism as the desire
of the people who likes spending their holidays in rural areas by seeing
rural inheritance and who likes rural lifestyle (European Commission 2003).
Some of the researchers also see rural tourism to be called as farm tourism,
village tourism, highland tourism, agro tourism, ecological village tourism
and green tourism (Maestro, Gallego & Requejo, 2007; Dimitrovskia,
Todorovic &Valjarevic, 2012; Haven-Tang & Jones, 2012). A communitybased tourism like the rural tourism is protected and supported by various
international organizations such as the World Tourism Organization and the
aim is towards achieving a high quality visitor experience, conservation
of natural and cultural resources, development of social and economic
and community’s empowerment and ownership. Furthermore, the focal
benefits of community tourism are the economic impact on communities,
improvements of socioeconomic and a more sustainable lifestyle
diversification (Manyara & Jones, 2007).
Nevertheless, the concept, implication, development style, objectives,
components, regulations, and a participating organization of rural tourism
in Asia differ from European countries as well as in each Asian country.
Rural tourism in Asia has been developed by the rural community itself and
concentrates on providing experiences with agriculture, fishery, forestry,
and culture for tourists in contrast to the European model (Miyazaki, 2006).
While in Europe, the families of the farmers themselves mostly managed the
rural accommodations, in Asia, government organizations, local authorities,
and the rural community manage rural accommodations and rural tourism
programmes. However, some concepts of rural tourism in Asia have been
influenced by bed-and-breakfasts and farm stay, which were created and
have been active in Europe for a long time.
In Malaysia, rural tourism contributes to achieving the Government’s
agenda to build job opportunities and eliminate poverty of the communities
involved. Other than that, it can be seen as a way to aid in generating
income for the communities (Pusiran & Xiao, 2013). It also focuses on
providing opportunities to visitors to visit rural villages and rural attractions
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and to experience the culture and heritage of Malaysia as well as giving
socio-economic benefits to the local communities (MOTAC, 2001). The
government also focuses on the development of rural tourism as a major
contributor in promoting eco-tourism which is the current trend in their
efforts to tourism sustainability that remains as a key focus of the government
under the 10th Malaysia Plan for the year 2011 to 2015 (Economic Planning
Unit, 2010). A total of 15% of foreign tourists came to Malaysia who chose
to live in rural areas (Loganathan & Ibrahim, 2010), and there is a relatively
high demand from tourists to enjoy the natural and cultural heritage in the
countryside, and this opportunity should be seized by the tour operators to
concentrate with their tourism activities in the rural area. Siow et al. (2011)
also stated that rural tourism in Malaysia has a growth rate of 30% each
year and they further claimed that Malaysia is popular as rural tourism
destination among the international tourists.
Meanwhile, Indonesia as a tropical country has its own potential
resources for rural tourism, including cash crops such as rubber and oil
palm on large estates, food crops and horticulture on a smaller scale,
livestock production and fisheries. Any of these may be used as a tourist
attraction, and have a multiple role for agricultural production as well as
tourist promotion and the earning of foreign exchange (Iwantoro, 1998).
Tourism, including rural tourism, is one of the most important sectors of the
Indonesian economy, and it does not only contribute to Indonesia's sources
of foreign exchange and earnings but also a tool to grow job opportunities
and offer better income distribution to the local people (Sugiyarto, Blake,
& Sinclair, 2003).
This study aims to clarify the implementation of rural tourism in
Malaysia and Indonesia, to reveal the roles of traditional Malay house and
Rumah Gadang as homestays in both countries, and indirectly to promote
homestay as an alternative for rural tourism accommodation. Two examples
of homestays in Malaysia and Indonesia: Kampung Lonek Homestay in
Negeri Sembilan and homestay in Nagari Sumpur, West Sumatra, were
selected to clarify comparison on the implementation of homestays in both
countries and the spatial usage of the houses after being used as homestays.
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LITERATURE REVIEW
Rural Tourism in Malaysia and Indonesia
In the Rural Tourism Master Plan (MOTAC, 2001), Malaysian rural
tourism was defined as ‘tourism that provides opportunities for visitors to
visit rural attractions, and to experience the culture and heritage of Malaysia,
thereby providing socio-economic benefits for local communities including
day-visits’. Rural tourism in Malaysia encompasses three parts: the central
support area, rural and hinterland, focusing on the tourism within the core
rural area: in the rural space between urban areas and hinterland; however,
it may also include villages located outside the rural area, where the
traditional lifestyle remains preserved. Rural tourism includes ecotourism,
marine tourism, agro-tourism, and the Malaysian Homestay Experience
Program, which was established by the Ministry of Tourism, Art and Culture
(MOTAC) in 1995.
The target customers are known as ‘middle ground tourists’ because
they occupy the middle ground between mass tourism and ecotourism as
well as preferring rural areas between cities or resorts and remote areas. This
Master Plan has also evaluated the Malaysia Homestay Experience Program
as the best alternative for accommodation in Malaysian rural tourism. The
participation of villagers in this homestay program in rural tourism activities
in Malaysia is one of the government’s ongoing efforts to develop rural
tourism in order to achieve the target of reducing economic disparities of
rural and urban as well as empowering the village community. A few of the
local communities responded to the challenge with a homestay program
that allows foreign tourists and domestic tourists alike to stay together with
the local community and be able to learn their way of life, culture and daily
practices of the community (Ibrahim & Razzaq, 2010).
Meanwhile, the discussion on rural tourism emerged in Indonesia
since the Indonesian Government issued Ministry of Culture and Tourism
concerning in the National Program for Community Empowerment (PNPM
Mandiri) in tourism through the notion of Tourism Villages (Aly, Yuliawan,
Noviyanti, Firdaus, & Prasetyo, 2019). A year later, it was amended in the
Ministry of Culture and Tourism Regulation, concerning ‘PNPM Mandiri
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in Tourism’. This amendment was intended to accommodate the technical
implementation of this program and expand the scope of program itself.
The Regional Government places rural tourism development into the Long
Term Regional Development Plan (RPJPD) 2005-2025 and the Regional
Medium Term Development Plan (RPJMD) 2014-2019. Moreover, it is
also stated that rural tourism plans must be included in regional tourism
planning initiatives (Article 23 [2]).
Indonesia offers enormous potential for tourism development
(Purwomarwanto & Ramachandran, 2015). Tourism is also expected to
continuously contribute to the Indonesian economy in the future. In a
recent government plan set forth by the Ministry of Tourism, Indonesia
has prioritized its tourism development in ten destinations, collectively
known as “the new Bali 10” (Subaidi, 2017). This programme focuses on
10 destinations that have been considered to possess the highest potential
to become iconic destinations similar to Bali. These locations include Lake
Toba (North Sumatra), Borobudur (Central Java), Mandalika (Lombok),
Bromo/Tengger/Semeru (East Java), Labuan Bajo (Flores), Wakatobi
(Southeast Sulawesi), Pulau Seribu (DKI Jakarta), Morotai (North Molucca), Tanjung Lesung (Banten) and Tanjung Kelayang (Bangka Beli-tung).
Malaysia Homestay Experience Program
In Malaysia, the traditional Malay house has been used as a homestay
since the 1970s, which was influenced by the ‘bed and breakfast’ concept.
In the late 1980s, Malay house homestays were used by the Japanese youths
during the students’ exchange programmes, where they had the opportunity
to participate in Malay kampung’s community activities (Hamzah, 2008).
Later, homestays in the Malay kampung were used in agro-tourism
programs, with FELDA becoming the most successful authority in the
homestay industry.
In 1988, a few villages in Pahang were selected to form the Desa Murni
Homestay, which was used as a model for the new Malaysian Homestay
Experience Program, when MOTAC saw the potential of Malay Kampung
as a tourism product (MOTAC, 1995). In 1995, MOTAC launched the
Malaysia Homestay Experience Program, where the Malay houses become
the official accommodation, villagers as the host family, homestay committee
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chairman and members, cultural performers, caterers, and guides, and the
village organizations are also involved (Ramele et al., 2017).
This programme was also a pilot project for the Rural Tourism Master
Plan to provide guidance and technical assistance as to policy direction,
infrastructure development, marketing, and training for rural tourism
development (MOTAC, 2001). When MOTAC saw the development of
homestays by FELDA, Ministry of Agriculture and individual villagers
at Malay Kampung, and based on the increasing number of tourists and
incomes earned from Desa Murni Homestay, MOTAC established the
Malaysian Homestay Experience Program officially in 1995 for all villages
in rural Malaysia.
In this programme, participating villagers form a new homestay
committee and create programme activities independently (Table 1). These
activities differ from each state, district, and village, following the type
of village and from the 50 ethnicities among the Malays and aboriginal
peoples in Malaysia (Ramele and Yamazaki, 2014). This programme was
opened to Malay Kampungs and all rural villages including Chinese New
Villages, Indian settlements, and Orang Asli villages in Peninsular Malaysia
and traditional villages on North Borneo. However, in Peninsular Malaysia,
only Malay Kampungs participated in this programme since Malays are
still mainly populating rural areas. The traditional environment of Malay
Kampung is the main attraction for tourists. Meanwhile, multi-ethnic
communities of Malay were influenced by migrations of the Javanese,
Minangkabau, and Bajau peoples from Indonesia and the Siamese from
Thailand during the colonial period. This multi-ethnic influence the villagers’
lifestyle, cultures, traditions, architectural styles of the Malay houses, and
cuisines, have all contributed to various characteristics of each homestay
programme.
The numbers of homestay programmes, host families and tourists,
and incomes earned by homestay committees and host families from this
programme have increased since its establishment. However, these incomes
were only properly documented by all homestay programmes starting in
2007. By September 2019, there are 219 homestay programmes established
throughout the country, with 4,227 houses and families participated as the
host families, to provide 5,997 rooms at one time (MOTAC, 2019).
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Table 1. Homestay Program Activities
Daily Lifestyle

Learning the village’s history
Eating local cuisine

Cultural Activities

Watching and experiencing traditional dances, music and games

Community Activities

Attending community activities (wedding ceremony, religious festivals,
and other gatherings)

Economic activities

Fishing
Watching and experiencing agricultural activities (paddy harvesting,
rubber tapping, oil palm plucking)
Visiting SME factories
Visiting paddy field and farms

Leisure

Leisure Sightseeing or visiting nearby tourist attraction
Jungle trekking and water rafting

Landscape

Plan-a-Tree (PAT) Program

Source: MOTAC (1995)

Homestay Programme in Indonesia
According to the 2020-2024 National Medium-Term Development
Plan (RPJMN – Rencana Pembangunan Jangka Menengah Nasional), the
Ministry of Tourism and Creative Economy targets 244 tourist villages to
be certified as independent tourism villages by 2024. In accordance with
the President's vision to develop Indonesia from a Village, Homestay is
a type of amenities developed in tourist villages, based on local wisdom.
Seeing the large potential of tourist village homestays in driving the village
economy, homestays are carried out to be the main amenities that will be
developed in priority destinations.
In order to realize this vision, the Ministry of Tourism and Creative
Economy has compiled a Tourism Village Homestay Development Guideline
for the Community in 2018. The guidelines contain the requirements for
establishing a tourist village homestay which is encouraged by the Ministry
of Tourism: a) the homestay must be located in a tourist village that has
attractions based on nature and or culture; b) homestays must be managed
by the local community or what can be called Community Based Tourism
Development; c) homestay has local nuances / uniqueness in accordance
with the context of the local culture and environment (Ministry of Tourism
and Creative Economy, 2018).
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Based on the homestay requirements issued by the Ministry of
Tourism, it shows that homestays in Nagari Sumpur meet these requirements
both in terms of location, management and local uniqueness. The existence
of this homestay is not only able to empower the local community, but also
excel in its fast development. The uniqueness of traditional architecture also
makes a homestay in Nagari Sumpur not only function as an amenity, but
also as a very interesting attraction.
In an effort to develop homestays in the regions, the Tanah Datar
Regency Tourism, Youth and Sports Office is again exploring the enthusiasm
and potential of tourism actors, so that tourism will revive. Excavation of
the spirit are carried out in stages by providing increased competence for
tourism actors, including homestay managers. Homestay management
training was given to 40 participants who were homestay managers in Tanah
Datar Regency last October 2020. In this activity, materials were given on
how to provide services, governance, promotion, including issues of Clear,
Health, Safety and Environment (CHSE).

METHODOLOGY
This study aims to clarify the definition and implementation of rural tourism
in Malaysia and Indonesia. The implementation of the Malaysia Homestay
Experience Program was also revealed, representing the most successful
rural tourism product in Malaysia. The roles of traditional Malay house in
Malaysia and Rumah Gadang in Indonesia as homestays in both countries
are identified by taking two examples of homestays:
Kampung Lonek Homestay in Negeri Sembilan and homestay in
Nagari Sumpur, West Sumatra. A few host family’s houses wre selected
to determine the spatial usage and transformation done on the traditional
Malay house and Rumah Gadang after they are used as homestays to provide
accommodation for the tourists. This comparative study is expected to
promote homestay as an alternative for rural tourism accommodation to
existing chalets and resorts in both Malaysia and Indonesia.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The findings of the research were obtained from site investigation, interviews
with the host families and homestay committee members, and experience
participating in the homestay programmes in both Malaysia and Indonesia.
Kampung Lonek Homestay, Negeri Sembilan
Kampung Lonek is located in Batu Kikir, Jempol, Negeri Sembilan.
The village has been awarded as The Most Beautiful Village in Malaysia
once due to the lush paddy field, clear water stream and rich fruit orchard.
Formerly, villagers in Kampung Lonek have been receiving visits by
university students under community programmes for many times since the
1980s, initiated by the village headman and the existing village organization
(JKKK: Jawatankuasa Kemajuan dan Keselamatan Kampung / Village
Development and Safety Committee).
The Kampung Lonek Homestay was later officially established under
the MOTAC’s Malaysia Homestay Experience Program in 2004. Today, the
homestay programme provides 180 houses at one time by participation of 180
host families. Out of 180 houses participated, 58 houses are traditional Malay
houses, and the others are modern village houses. Among the attractions of
the homestay programme is the cultural tradition of Adat Pepatih, Minang
cuisine, and the living heritage of Minangkabau architecture. From 2007
until 2016, the homestay programme has been receiving several awards
from MOTAC for the achievement on the highest income and number of
foreign and domestic tourists visiting the homestay programme.
Today, besides agriculture, and the Small and Medium Entrepreneurship
(SME), the income of the villagers is also mainly dependent on the homestay
tourism industry. The record shows Kampung Lonek Homestay earned the
highest annual income of RM374,270.00 in 2009 from visits by 417 foreign
tourists and 2,675 domestic tourists. The villagers have created a new official
committee called the Homestay Management Unit, which organizes the
accommodation, recreational and sports activities, transportation, safety,
cultural activities, food, promotion, and cleanliness. Among the homestay
programme activities provided for the tourists in the brochure are rubber
planting, visits to SME factories, dodol making, paddy harvesting, traditional
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sports, fishing, and traditional dance and music performances.

Figure 1. Traditional Malay Houses used as Homestays in Kampung Lonek
Source: Ramele (2020)

Homestays at Nagari Sumpur, West Sumatra
Nagari Sumpur is located in Batipuh Selatan District, Tanah Datar
Regency, West Sumatra Province, Indonesia. Nagari Sumpur has many
remains of Rumah Gadang which are still inhabited and well maintained.
Since the formation of Wadah Kampung Minang in 2013, the traditional
and cultural activities in Nagari Sumpur have actively being organized.
Nevertheless, the fire disaster that occurred in 2013 has burned five
Rumah Gadang in Jorong Nagari, Nagari Sumpur. With the support and
participation of various parties, two Rumah Gadang were reconstructed,
namely Rumah Gadang Nuraini, which was built in 2013 and completed
in 2014. Meanwhile, the second Rumah Gadang Siti Fatimah was built in
2015 and completed in 2016. The construction of these Rumah Gadang
followed a traditional procession and initiated by many parties, starting
from the planning stage, material search and development.
After the success of this reconstruction, customary and cultural
activities have continued to develop. The number of visitors to Nagari Sumpur
is increasing, not only for recreation but also for educational purposes to
study the architecture of the Rumah Gadang and the Minangkabau culture.
One of the targets of the reconstruction of the two Rumah Gadang is to
support traditional and cultural activities that can help improve the economy
of the people in Nagari Sumpur. Hence, the two Rumah Gadang are being
used as homestays as a result of the reconstruction. Other existing Rumah
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Gadang in the surrounding area, which is still in good condition are also
used as homestays.
Similar to Kampung Lonek Homestay in Negeri Sembilan, here
in Nagari Sumpur, the villagers also participate unofficially as the host
families, caterers, guides, drivers, and cultural performers. Among the
activities that attracted tourists are watching silat performance, visiting
paddy field and recreation areas surrounding the lake, and walking around
the villages to witness the architecture of the original Rumah Gadang.
Nevertheless, homestays in Nagari Sumpur are not regulated by any
guideline by government organization, they are managed by the villagers
themselves with support and help from the academicians and researchers
from the surrounding higher educational institutions. The formation of a
homestay committee is also established unofficially, and basically based
on voluntarily concept. Moreover, the activities provided are not fixed and
based on the request by the tourists or visitors themselves.

Figure 2. Rumah Gadang Siti Fatimah and Rumah Gadang Nurani
Source: Wongso (2016)

Traditional Malay Houses and Rumah Gadang as a Homestay
A traditional Malay house consists of two leading houses: the Rumah
Ibu (the main house or the living room) and the Rumah Dapur (the kitchen
house) (Figure 3). Rumah Ibu is said to be an essential part of the Malay
house and used to be the space used for the male and guests (Gibbs, 1987).
Meanwhile, the Rumah Dapur is mainly used by the family members, and
as entrance for the women and children.
Many of the villagers in the rural area participate in the Malaysian
Homestay Experience Program as a solution to the issue of empty rooms in
their Malay houses occurred due to the migration of the villagers’ children
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to the urban areas (Ramele and Yamazaki, 2014). The host families use
the empty rooms, mainly that are located at the Rumah Ibu as the tourists’
rooms, and the family members move to the rooms located at the Rumah
Dapur at the extension part of the back or side of the house.
Figure 4 shows the transformation on the spatial usage of the Malay
house, from the traditional Malay house into modernization era and during
the participation in the Malaysian Homestay Experience Program. It can be
seen that the separated spatial usage (of male and female) has disappeared
during modernization era but seems to further recreated (separated spatial
usage of tourist and family members) after being used as a homestay.
In some cases, anjung (the entrance/veranda) and Rumah Ibu are
used as tourist entrance, living room, and bedrooms. In this living room,
the family members will be spending time interacting and having meals
with the tourists during their stay. Meanwhile, Rumah dapur has become
the family entrance, living room, bedrooms, and kitchen. In some houses,
newly built house is also constructed separately on the house compound to
provide more bedrooms for the tourists. Here, tourists have more privacy
due to the private bathroom and toilet in the new house.
The family bedrooms in the Rumah Ibu are transformed into tourist
bedrooms, and the family will be sleeping in the bedrooms located in the
Rumah Dapur or the extension part at the side or the back of the house. Due
to this transformation, Rumah Dapur has become the space used mainly by
the tourists, and Rumah Dapur as space mainly used by the family members.
For easier maintenances and cleaning routine, the host families spend their
daily activities in the Rumah Dapur, the extension part, or at the space under
the house including on days when the tourists are not visiting.
Rumah Gadang, according to the adat in Minangkabau, is a family
house consisting of several families. Rumah Gadang was built by the
local wisdom of the ancestor of Minangkabau, with a consideration of the
natural characteristic of Minangkabau hinterland, such as the roof form has
been adapted from the geological site of the Minangkabau, the direction
of the house has a close relationship with the movement of the wind, and
land contour. Rumah Gadang, as a legacy that needs to be preserved, is an
attraction and asset that is of high value and can be developed for the welfare
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of its residents. Various attempts to use it as a place to stay (homestay) have
been carried out in several villages in West Sumatra, such as in Nagari
Sumpur and Nagari Koto Baru in South Solok.

Figure 3: Spatial Layout of Traditional Malay House
Source: Gibbs (1987)

Figure 4. The Transformation on Spatial Usage of Traditional Malay House
Source: Ramele and Yamazaki (2014)
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In most of the Rumah Gadang that are used as homestays, the tourists
will stay in the bedrooms located at the end of the house (called anjung or
the bride’s bedroom), bedrooms located in the middle of the house, or at the
main area of the house (living room), especially if the tourists come in a big
group of people (Figure 4). Meanwhile, the host family (or the owner of the
house) will be staying in the bedrooms located in the middle of the house.
At the rear part of the house, an extension of a concrete structure is
usually added to provide bigger kitchen and extra bathrooms and toilets
for the tourists. In this kitchen, the villagers’ women will gather to provide
meal for the tourists.

Figure 4. The Spatial Usage of Rumah Gadang as a Homestay
Source: Wongso (2016)

CONCLUSION
This study shows the similarities and differences in the implementation
of rural tourism and homestay in Malaysia and Indonesia, and the role of
Malay traditional house and Rumah Gadang as a homestay in both countries.
To sum up, both countries implement rural tourism and homestay with the
same aim and objectives, which are to increase the villagers’ income and
to protect cultural tradition and the architecture of the traditional Malay
house and Rumah Gadang, daily lifestyle and Minang cuisine. It is also to
promote local economic activities and to encourage the local community
to be involved in the tourism sector, as a new rural economic activity.
However, the attractions of rural tourism in Malaysia focus on the various
of ethnicity, culture and identity; meanwhile, in Indonesia the focus is more
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on the sightseeing of nature and natural disasters.
The homestay programme implementation is also similar in both
places, where the villagers are giving cooperation and involvement to
manage the tourists’ accommodation and meals, to drive and guide tourists
for sightseeing, and to perform the cultural performance for the tourists.
The similarity can also be seen at the spatial usage of the house, where
in both countries, tourists will stay in the main part of the house (Rumah
Ibu in traditional Malay house and bedrooms of the main house or in
the living room in Rumah Gadang). Nevertheless, most of the homestay
programmes in Malaysia are registered with the MOTAC and regulated
under stipulated guidelines, as an official business package with a proper
formation of a homestay committee and sometimes also involved by the
existing village organizations. Meanwhile, in Nagari Sumpur, even there is
a guideline established by the government, the homestays are managed by
the villagers themselves more casually, with flexible activities for tourists
and visited mostly by university students and researchers, mainly to study
the architecture of the Rumah Gadang.
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ABSTRACT
Kampong is a land that compound by conclusive territory and accommodating
people's lives and well-being. As there is anecdotal evidence that people
are returning to reoccupying houses and working with the land; this study
investigates the land and its capacity for these returnees. The main intention
is to identify apparent evidence that land in kampong is accessible and
available to be reutilized again. The study presents descriptive information
about the attended, productive, and unattended land through site observation
and fieldwork measurements. The findings illustrate the capacity of the land
to absorb the returnees and allow future subsistence that feeds the demand
for food, goods and jobs.
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INTRODUCTION
Kampong is a Malay terminology that describes a village or rural
settlement in Malaysia. According to Kustiwan et al (2015) kampong is a
good alternative for sustainable living that supports the formation of the
social organization of the residents and as driving factors towards land
productivity and wealth. When a massive rural to urban migration took place
in the 1970’s, kampong has received a big impact where about 50% of its
population moved out and left the land unattended. These rural migrants are
detaching themselves from the traditional subsistence living into becoming
the dependent manufacturing industry. While some studies have shown that
these rural migrants have subsequently disconnected their rural background,
there are some others who explore evidence of how they are able to carry a
strong sense of belonging with their hometown or kampong. This attachment
to kampong is one of the reasons that bring people back to the kampong.
Current issues of deindustrialisation, urban poverty, crimes and even
the health pandemic have made a return to kampong a significant option
for the migrants to survive. Therefore, there will be a need to re-examine
the opportunity of land especially in kampong areas that are able to offer
re-occupancy for the return migrants. Unlike other countries, Malaysia is
fortunate in its legislation of the land ownership that declare the Malay
society is not permitted to sell their land. Therefore, this declaration has
made the migrants gain ownership of land and houses in rural areas which
will remain in their possession although they have migrated to the city.
The urban migrants will have the opportunity to return once again to their
kampongs and subsistence living.
This paper presented the emerging evidence of the changing population
mobility in Malaysia. This paper focuses on the capacity of the land in
kampong which allows a traditional way of life to be rediscovered, albeit
with the assistance of the updated modern technologies. In particular, this
paper addresses the potential of productive land capacity in rural areas to
absorb returnees through secondary statistical data analysis and fieldwork
studies. This study will look into a case study of a rural community and
investigate its capacity through observation and inventory on land resources
with the population density in order to investigate the land carrying capacity
for subsistence living.
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LITERATURE REVIEW
The Urban Returnees
Past experience from developing countries indicated that failures
in cities have resulted in a reverse migration and a return to primary land
(agricultural) and economies. According to Hussain (2017) in her journal
entitled ‘The Urban Migrant Future Desire’, has extrapolated the possibility
of reverse migration prediction within the United Nation and Malaysia
Statistics which showed; ‘if migration occurs at the rate indicated by the
study sample, then urbanisation will peak in Malaysia about the year 2028
and then begin to decline from approximately 73% to 50% urbanised by the
year 2050’. She added, ‘The prediction illustrates that it took Malaysia about
25 years to reach peak urbanisation and will take about another 25 years
to reach the point where the rural and urban population are approximately
equal once again’ (Hussain, 2015, 2017).
This evidence demonstrates the emerging trends of reverse migration in
Malaysia. The reverse migration or a movement of urban to rural migration
was defined by Hussain (2015) as ‘the movement of people from urban areas
(cities) who choose to return to rural areas (kampong) generally under two
conditions; (i) either after being successful in cities (they went back because
they were satisfied with their achievements in cities) or (ii) because they
were unable to adequately survive in a city (facing economic hardship)’.
Therefore, this scenario shows that people have chosen to move out of the
urban areas even though they are not living in poverty, but the cost of living
in cities are becoming unaffordable. As mentioned earlier, this situation has
led to choosing another option of surviving and these group of returning
migrants are then described as the urban returnees.
However, industrialisation in Malaysia, has not only improved
infrastructure in the cities, but has consequently improved life in rural
areas including the electricity supply, better health services, and increased
investment in the agricultural sector. Thus, the living standard in rural
areas has increased and improved. Subsequently, the option of living with
subsistence in rural areas is apparently possible for urban returnees.
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Land Ownership: Malay Reserve Land and Customary Land
Prior to the rural-to-urban migration influenced by industrialisation in
the 1970s, there had been a decline in agricultural development in Malaysia.
The government policy in importing food has resulted in an over 800,000
hectares of agricultural land being abandoned or underutilized. However,
Malaysia is fortunate in having laws and legislation that secured land
ownership. The Malay reserve and customary land can only be owned by
Malays and cannot be sold (Zaki, 2010).
This legislation has also been discussed by Zaki (2010) whereby
the land tenure system in Peninsular Malaysia has undergone several
changes since 1957, but the customary land tenure system still remains
the same, especially among the rural Malay society. Therefore, although
most of these reserve and customary lands have been abandoned due to
rural-urban migration during the industrialisation period of the 1970s, the
land ownership still belongs to the Malays (Hussain & Byrd, 2016, 2012).
Therefore, this study focuses on the Malays; who inherit land from their
ancestors and able to secure the ownership; which will remain accessible
for the future. These land accessibilities and availabilities would not only
beneficial for land use and settlements but also rich in ecological functions
and resources (Ismail NA, 2010).
In addition, customary land is inherited through family members. In
Negeri Sembilan, the custom is matrilineal and ancestral land is passed
through the women's line (Hussain (2015)). This is to protect the honour and
dignity of Adat Perpatih women. That means, however poor an Adat Perpatih
woman maybe, she will never have to sell her dignity to earn a living. This
is one of the reasons that brought the women of Negeri Sembilan to return
to their hometown, which leads the family members to return as well.
Towards Subsistence Living
Government policy and incentives have made the idea of rediscovering
and working on rural land again possible. Several programmes such as
‘Industri Desa Wawasan’, Supply Chain Management (SCM), Small
Industrial Trading, Resources in Bio-technology and other incentives given
by the Government have attracted and diversified subsistence farming. Thus
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working with the land has become more appealing with the possibility of
higher productivity with financial incentives. This could motivate a new
generation to explore and be involved with farming and subsistence activities
that could promote rural living.
The term ‘subsistence’ can be analysed in many ways. Previous
researchers define subsistence’ in various context of economics, agriculture,
self-resilience which relates to self-sustenance which happens to fulfil the
individual’s needs. However, this study defines ‘subsistence’ as individual
consumption to fulfil the needs and demands of not only as a means of
survival but to make a better living.
Moreover, in the early 21st century, scholars have expanded this
concept of ‘subsistence’ into a wider context (Byrd (2012), Omar et al
(2013)). Omar (2013) also added, that subsistence farming has not only
been conducted within the participants’ dwellings and the immediate
surroundings but also has the potential to grow and expand beyond
subsistence living. This expansion has subsequently contributed to the
overall national agricultural economy that involved a dynamic interaction
between subsistence agriculture with commercial agriculture that is able
to alleviate poverty and improve rural development.

METHODOLOGY
The emerging evidence of de-urbanisation in Malaysia has led to further
investigation on whether the rural areas have enough land carrying capacity
to absorb the return migrants from city to rural areas (kampong). This
study adopts a typical rural area as a model for subsistence living as deurbanisation occurs. The selected case study is Kampong Gunong Pasir,
Seri Menanti, Negeri Sembilan. The study areas were selected based on
a statistical decrease in population growth in the 1970s and the special
customary land legislation that is implemented in Negeri Sembilan.
This paper adopted both; mixed-method design using the techniques of
site observations, land use mapping (from secondary data) and surveys. The
study presents descriptive information about the capacity of land (productive
land, attended land and unattended land) fieldwork measurements and land
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surveys. It uses photos, sketches and videos that were taken during the site
inventory work. The sampling information was then converted into digital
drawings by using software including AutoCAD, Google Sketch-up and
ADOBE Photoshop. The drawing documentation ranges from the 2D and
3D plans to sections and the site aerial views. An example of the drawing
documentation is found in Figure 3(a) and 3(b). This section demonstrates
two conditions that will significantly enable land re-utilization in the rural
areas: (i) the potential of unattended/abandoned land (in residents’ dwellings
and agricultural land) and (ii) the land legislation of Malay reserve land
and customary land which requires ownership of the land to be retained by
the Malay community.
The Land-Use Activity
In order to investigate potential land capacity, this study analyses the
changes in land activity by using the land-use mapping analysis through
secondary data depicted from the District Council of Kuala Pilah. The
original map was then transferred into digital 2D mapping which adopted the
grid-based analysis technique to measure the land use areas. The changes
in trends in land-use activities at Kampong Gunong Pasir are presented in
Figure 1.
The mapping data was then translated into the comparative graph, as
shown in Figure 2. The graph in Figure 2 describes the land typology of
Figure 1. Figure 2 shows changes in land use activities in agriculture (land
for agriculture), settlement (houses) and others (including community and
commodities facilities). According to Hussain (2015), the blue line (land
use agriculture) shows a consistent increase from 6% in the 1950s to 28%
in 1970 and 35% in 2012. While the land-use settlements show a decrease
from 24% in 1950 to 22% in 1970 and 13% in 2012. These decreased
changes are a result of the rural to urban migration which left the land
unattended. The last colour of the green line also represents a fluctuating
trend in communal areas/ infrastructure which shows 70% usage of land
in 1950, 49% in 1970 and 52 % in 2012 (remaining almost unchanged for
the last 40 years).
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Figure 1. Land Use Activity Changes in Kg Gunong Pasir
Source: Hussain NHM (2015)

Therefore, Hussain (2015) furthered in her research stated that based
on the graph, the agricultural occupancy is predicted to increase significantly
reaching asymptote of 40% of the total kampong land within the next
20 years. Moreover, through the recent data gained from the statistical
department, the land-use settlements and land-use agricultural were both
occupied at 30% of the overall total areas in the year 2020. This condition
represents an equal increasing and decreasing trends of the settlements
and agriculture land in Kampong Gunong Pasir which is almost reaching
asymptote as predicted in the earlier study. Thus, this situation indicates
that the land capacity in kampong is potentially available to help people
prosper in terms of settlements, life and wellbeing.
The Sampling Analysis
Furthermore from the land-use analysis, this study presented the
sampling analysis which involves three scales of investigation that include
(i) macro scale investigations of the overall productive land (agricultural
land) that remains available within the kampong areas, (ii) micro-scale
investigations on the immediate surroundings of the participants’ dwelling
areas, and (iii) additional assets (such as kebun or ladang), which include
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the other additional land that are owned by the participants within the
kampong boundary areas.
The investigations begin with an observation throughout the whole
kampong to identify the physical characteristics and select the potential
sampling areas. During the inventory, photographs were taken and a video
record of the surroundings was made (within ethics approval) to enable
overlaying mapping of resources. This stage has resulted in the typology
mapping of the kampong.
The typology of kampong based on-site investigation are displayed in
Figures 3(a) and (b). The figures illustrate the process of analysing the data of
productive land. The measurements and photographic records undertaken in
the survey of the kampong were transferred to maps that were subsequently
analysed according to areas of productivity.

Figure 3 (a). Mapping the Research Sample Areas
Source : Hussain NHM (2015)
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Figure 3(a) illustrates (i) the macro-scales that involves the overall
boundary of the kampong consisting of houses, immediate land, productive
land and also unattended land; (ii) micro-scale involving a personal house
boundary and (iii) additional assets that conducting farming activities but
belongs to a personal owner (kampong residents).

Figure 3 (b). Detail of the sampling area in plan views
Source : Hussain NHM (2015)

Meanwhile, Figure 3(b) represents the micro-sample of the land-use
surrounding the participants’ houses. The areas of immediate land around
the house include the productive land activity such as planting of fruit
trees, vegetable growing or remain as an open lawn. However, the usage
of lawn areas in the context of a kampong is also partially assumed as the
productive areas as it may be a grazing area for husbandry activities such
as sheep, goats cows or chickens.
Furthermore, the observations and measurements on the ‘land
surrounding the dwellings’ for the households illustrate that the productive
land that is available at the macro and micro scales (refer to Figure 3 (b)
is typically about 1544sqm per household and the ratio of built-up areas to
productive land is 1:11 (based on the grid-based analysis).

FINDINGS & DISCUSSION
The data collected has been summarised into tables and graphs to
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calculate the total population that the land capacity in kampong could contain
in the future. Thus, to achieve a subsistence lifestyle, an assumption need
to be made about the relative areas of land. This study extrapolated the land
capacity prediction based on the council statistics. With the assumption that
agricultural land will not exceed asymptote of 40% due to the typology of
the land, the ‘settlement’ land would increase to about twice its current size
(the year 2012). The extrapolated data presented are as Table 1.
Based on the secondary data analysis on land use in Kampong Gunong
Pasir, Seri Menanti in 2012, the study indicates the total percentage landuse for subsistence is 55.9% of the kampong area that represents the total
71.25 ha. With a ratio of built-up areas to productive land is 1:11 (based
on the grid-based analysis), the findings equate 0.114ha per person to a
population of 625 people.
Table 1. Prediction of Land Capacity for Subsistence Living
Year 2012

Year 2020

625

270

Population
%total of Kg
areas

%used for
subsistence

%total of Kg
areas

%used for
subsistence

Others

39

1

40

0.8

Agriculture

35

31.5

30

27

Settlements

26

23.4

30

Total
Source: Author

55.9

27
54.8

Subsequently, according to the recent data gained from the District
Office of Kuala Pilah and Ketua Kampong of Kg Gunong Pasir, the total
population in 2020 was 270 which is almost half of the population which
decreased from the year 2012. Therefore, as the population is inversely
proportional with settlements, this study equates that the findings have
doubled the percentage of land-use for subsistence to be 0.228ha per
person for a population of 270 people. The total percentage of land-use for
subsistence within the whole kampong is 54.8%.
Therefore, these findings found that the trends are reaching asymptote
and there are possible capacity of land in a kampong (rural areas) to cater
for urban returnees. Furthermore, this ratio is predicted to proportionately
expand until the year 2025.
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In addition, the findings demonstrated the reason that agricultural land increased in
kampongs during and after the rural-to-urban migration, albeit at a slow
rate, is that the land was tended primarily by non-residents of the kampongs.
This situation has been raised by Hussain (2015, 2016) who highlights
that not only the area of land but also the use has changed due to the loss
in local demand. However, the potential of abandoned and agricultural
land in kampong have attracted some residents and other ethnic groups to
become involved in ‘enterprise farming’. According to Omar et. al,(2013)
‘enterprise farming’, agricultural resources together with technologies could
assist the traditional way of life and initiate various farming programs.
Instead of leaving their land unattended, some of the urban migrants have
engaged in ‘enterprise farming’ through entrepreneurs farming in the cash
crops production of fruits such as watermelon, mango, lime, jack fruit and
star fruit.

Consequently, this ‘enterprise farming’ has also played a significant
role in expanding the subsistence living through subsistence farming to
the national and global markets (Sudarwanto et. al 2019). Although, this
‘enterprise farming’ might happen temporarily or with regards to certain
limits of time it could be one of the significant activities that the kampong
community could benefit from as it not only caters for the demand of
the locals but eventually provides more opportunities and income to
the community. As a result, this situation not only helps to increase the
living standard and physical development in which will not only raise the
community quality of life but would remain as subsistence living in the
future.

CONCLUSION
This paper documents the beginnings of reverse migration. As people
begin to move back to their customary land, they are learning again to live
successfully with the land rather than with industry. The circumstances that
have allowed this to happen are unique to Malaysia. Malaysia has special
laws that protect ‘customary land’ from being sold. This means that many
of the rural-to-urban migrants have land and kampong to return to whenever
necessary.
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This paper analyses the observation that the houses and land,
previously abandoned by the rural-to-urban migrants, are once again utilised
by the urban-to-rural migrants. The study then investigated whether there
is adequate land capacity for the urban returnees to live in a near selfsufficient manner with a subsistence lifestyle. A kampong was selected for
detailed analysis based on its remoteness from urban areas and a kampong
that historically was left by migrants for the cities. The area and usage
of the land were audited for their productivity and capacity to maintain
a self-sufficient population. This study adopted desktop analysis from
secondary data gained by the council together with field study conducted
on the case study areas. Thus, based on the findings, with a ratio of built-up
areas to productive land is 1:11, the study revealed that the kampong had
exponentially almost reached asymptote of 40% of the land -use areas that
will be available for subsistence living. This is presented by the data taken
in 2012 and 2020 which shows a relative increase in the total of subsistence
areas of 0.114ha per person in the year 2012 and 0.228ha per person in the
year 2020. Therefore, the doubled ratio of this land-use areas has proven
that the kampong or land do have the capacity to cater for the urban returnees
of the reverse migration trends in Malaysia.
Furthermore, the findings also discovered that the kampong is able
to cater for these urban returnees for the next 20 years. This study which
adopted a storytelling approach that connects with the participants in both
rural and urban areas, has subsequently discovered stories of hope and
happiness in fulfilling the desires and need to keep surviving and improving
the quality of life. In conclusion, this study witnesses that returning to
kampong or land is not returning to poverty. With the promise that land
offers can benefit everyone; it not only allows the urban returnees and the
society to live with subsistence but also makes it possible for them to have
not only a decent life but a prosperous one too.
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ABSTRACT
The cultural construction through landscape condense with values that
further links to sense of place - genius loci and identity. Identity on the other
hand is essential to ‘sense of place’ and creates meaning for people who
experience the everyday landscape. Having regard to place, identity and
heritage, this paper focusses upon the resident’s perspective in perceiving
the merit embedded within the ruin image of the Kinta Valley. Maintaining
the qualitative inquiry, the findings of this investigation will enrich the
cultural heritage of the place having regard to integrity and authenticity
that further defined and characterized Kinta Valley’s regional post-industrial
mining landscape today.
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Keywords: Post-industrial mining landscape; Cultural Landscape and
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INTRODUCTION
It is interesting to note that the establishment of Kinta Valley is mainly
due to the importance of the tin mining industry, an industry that steered
modern development of Peninsular Malaysia from the 1880s. Being the most
productive tin district towards the end of the 19th century, tin production
from the Kinta Valley has surpassed Taiping in 1889, thus evidencing Kinta
being the key player for tin production venue in Malaya (Khoo & Lubis,
2005). According to Ahmad (2018), the massive industrialization due to tin
extraction from this Valley has prolonged for more than 110 years, hence this
industrialization has drastically transformed the regional Valley landscape
as evidenced by today's generation. The decline of tin production from the
1980s was due to the collapse of the international tin market which has left
a huge impact on tin production from the Kinta Valley, thus manifesting a
remarkable industrial image established within the envelope of the old Valley
district boundary. Hence, evidence of the abandoned former mining land
could be easily observed today especially around the 16 former tin mining
towns established in Kinta Valley, the old towns that emerged from the end
of the 19th century as a result from the massive tin extraction industry. The
ruined outlook of this industrial mining landscape due to mullock tailings,
mining ponds, dredge ponds, novel ecosystem and some abandoned and
deserted old tin mining towns and settlements (example: Papan, Pusing,
Lahat, Kampar and Gopeng) were further marked as important industrial
‘scars’ that amplified the demise of the industry.
Regardless of this ruined image within the industrial fabric that until
today continues to be a part of the Kinta Valley landscape, historically, it is
an undeniable fact that tin has significantly contributed to lucrative annual
revenues of the Perak State for more than 100 years, boosting the state's
economy and further paved modernization in Kinta especially in Ipoh from
the 1920s. Realizing its importance, two significant questions were drawn;
does this ruin landscape and its metaphoric scar represent the identity of the
Valley? Can this ruin landscape be acknowledged as important and be further
established as an invaluable heritage to the community? Since landscape
is where past and present meet (Taylor, 2009), hence this paper has sought
to understand the residents' perspectives towards their daily landscape and
how they perceived these ruin industrial image as an identity to place.
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LITERATURE REVIEW
Through a constructive paradigm of landscape, the way of seeing
offers a vast array of interpretations that connect human activities with their
surroundings. Therefore the symbolic creation of cultural spaces through
ways of seeing is manifest in the social and cultural constructs of landscapes
(Ahmad, 2018). Accordingly, this cultural construct is rich with cultural
tapestries that include complex layers of landscapes and establish important
cultural processes that demonstrate human interventions, ideologies and
power, values and tensions in the landscape. Rose (1995, p. 88) further
claims that ‘meaning given to a place maybe so strong that they become a
central part of the identity of the people experiencing them’. Since cultural
landscape possess both tangible and intangible expressions and values,
hence these cultural values, as included in the Australia’s Burra Charter
(2013), involve aesthetic, historic, social, scientific, and spiritual qualities.
Landscape and Memory
Given significance that all landscapes are cultural constructs (Taylor,
2009), the interlink between landscapes and memories are inseparable since
landscapes frame human ideologies, hardship and experiences that montage
human cultures that construct them. The interconnection between landscape
and memory as according to Tolia-Kelly (2013) portrays a complex
relationship due to strata of memories embodying the landscapes. Embedded
with rich cultural tapestry, cultural landscape exhibit ‘the repository of
collective memory’ (Mitchell, Rössler, & Tricaud, 2009, p. 22) other than
individual memory that can be interpreted and understand through way of
seeing. From this notion, landscapes are imbued with human sentiments and
‘emotional landscape memories’ (Tolia-Kelly, 2013, p. 327) that are able to
awaken nostalgia and melancholy of the community who had experienced
the landscape. Perhaps the connotation highlighted by Tolia-Kelly (2013)
by ‘emotional landscape memories’ is what Tuan (1979) is expressing
through his writings in Landscape of Fear that place an emphasis on human
consciousness in landscape. Memory that is integral in landscape emerges
as intangible heritage, giving merit to wider cultural landscape meanings
and interpretations, and further establish connections to identity and sense
of place in landscape. Identity, as asserted by Lynch (1960), enhances place
significance thus making it recognisable and distinctive in the eye of its
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beholder.
Landscape and Its Connection to Place Identity
Ahmad (2018) accentuates that meaning in places or landscape may
refer to physical components and activities that fashioned the landscape
through human intentions, they collectively form an image that characterises
identity of cultural landscapes. Some of these examples are depicted in
World Heritage cultural landscape sites, emphasizing human activities that
have given rise to various significant cultural landscape categories with
outstanding universal values (OUV). Upon this recognition, from year 2000,
a different type of cultural landscape- Blaenavon Industrial Landscape,
United Kingdom being nominated as the first industrial mining landscape to
be inscribed on the World Heritage (WH) cultural landscape list. Regardless
of its ruin in character, this cultural landscape is able to possess an OUV
that portray its authentic yet integrity landscape, picturing the iron and
coal mining industrialization that occurred between the late 18th and early
19th centuries (ICOMOS, 2000). With this WH recognition, therefore the
idea depicted through the image of ruin landscape has transverse to another
level of heritage recognition worldwide. Interestingly, Relph (2007) has
concluded that:
There is a strong connection between the two [spirit of place and
sense of place] – thus somewhere with a powerful spirit of place will help
to engender a strong sense of place and a community with a strong sense
of place is more likely to effect changes that will create a remarkable spirit
of place (Relph, 2007, p. n.p.).
Therefore significant cultural landscapes intersect with spirit of place
or genius loci that are able to be felt by a community who are attached to
a landscape. Distinctive identity, as emphasised by Relph (2007), is the
main factor that evokes spirit of place and offers a deep connection to
‘senses’ that eventually formulate quality places and landscapes. With this
discussion, it is apparent that identity is essential to sense of place (Egoz,
2013; Rose, 1995; Taylor, 2017), and further connections to landscape
integrity and authenticity empower a spirit of place to be manifested in
meaning embedded in cultural landscapes.
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Therefore, recognising the past industrial revolution by human, this cultural
processes have considerably shaped the physical landscape of many places
and further attracted a sense of industrial romanticism (Storm 2014) that
awakens past memories towards this landscape type. However, through an
examination of the Peninsular Malaysia cultural landscape, it is found that
at present there is indeed a gap of knowledge related to the recognition of its
industrial mining landscapes. This might be due to the ‘typical’ translation of
aesthetic as embodying both natural landscapes and agricultural landscapes
as currently embedded in the Malaysia National Landscape Policy (National
Landscape Department 2011). Interestingly, this study offers another insight
of perceiving the cultural landscape and its heritage values that are found
within the Kinta Valley industrial landscape from the perspective of its
residents.

METHODOLOGY
This study offers another perspective that acknowledges the residents'
perceptions towards their everyday landscape that surround their workplaces
and residences today. Inspired by Jackson (1984) and Shuib (2008) who
highlight that people’s perceptions give meaning to place and value
towards the industrial ruinous character in the Kinta Valley landscape, the
quantitative method employed in this research has enabled the resident
values to the Valley landscape to be articulated and comprehended. This
research was undertaken in accordance with a Deakin University Human
Research Ethics Committee approved application dated 26 June 2014 and
coded 2014-075. Maintaining qualitative strand analysis to generate results,
therefore the findings of the quantitative design protocol will be interpreted
to test or generalize the initial qualitative results to further enhance the
significance of the studied phenomena (see Figure 1 illustration).

Figure 1. Creswell and Plano Clark prototype of the Exploratory Sequential Design
which Author Adapted for Her Research.
Source: Reproduce illustration from Creswell and Plano Clark (2011)
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In the questionnaire survey conducted, 60 respondents participated in
this quantitative survey, covering 3 major precincts in the Kinta Valley. Since
this study is an additional triangulation method and designed to eliminate
bias from the initial qualitative findings, therefore the sample number of
the respondents is subject to Deakin University Human Research Ethics
Committee approval (2014-075). To emphasize, since this quantitative
survey is a ‘follow-up phase’ (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011) and presents
a different dimension of ‘way of seeing’ the landscape from the eyes of the
Valley’s community (Taylor, 2017; Wylie, 2007), therefore this quantitative
survey is sufficient to resemble the collective view points of the Kinta Valley
residents that further enriched the findings of the study.
Through exploratory sequential design, key propositions established in
this questionnaire enabled an assessment of the landscape by the residents.
The selection of the respondents varied in terms of background, including the
local authority staff, government departments, private sector offices, schools,
and the village development and security committee (JKKK- Jawatankuasa
Kemajuan dan Keselamatan Kampung) relevant to Kinta Valley. Given this
sampling scope and approach, this quantitative survey was able to elicit a
variety of perspectives of respondents, thus comprehensively aiding in the
evaluation and documentation of the study findings.
Four sections were established in this questionnaire. With various
cultural backgrounds of these respondents, and their difficulties in
articulating and visualizing the landscape, images together with descriptions
were included by the researcher in the questionnaire to trigger residents’
interest and understanding in the questionnaire execution.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In discussing the results of this questionnaire survey, the frequency
data based upon resident preferences and perceptions towards the Kinta
Valley post-industrial mining landscape will be the key data highlighted for
the study findings. In the initial stage as well as to encourage engagement,
general questions in Part I basically sought information about respondents'
backgrounds. Some 57% of the respondents were female and 43% were male
covering 3 precincts in Kinta Valley. These respondents varied in ethnic
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race with the majority being Malay (76%), followed by Chinese (17%) and
Indians (5%). Variations occurred in age ranges; the majority of respondents
were between 30-39 years (40% of the sample population), followed by
27% population between 50-59 years, 18% between 40-49 years, and 15%
between 20-29 years old.
The Uniqueness of Kinta Valley through the Eyes of the
Residents
Given the 5 structured answers that sought to obtain respondents'
interpretations to Question 15, respondents were asked about their
perceptions towards the characteristics and values of Kinta Valley based
upon their personal experiences and knowledge. It is very important to
establish this platform so to build an initial understanding about respondents'
sensitivity and awareness that may influence their perceptions towards their
environment. Provided with multiple choice answers, the respondents were
allowed to express selected preferences from their perspective. Having
regard to: (i) natural environment; (ii) sociocultural; (iii) built heritage
(intangible) (iv) post-industrial mining landscape of past mining legacy; and
(v) intangible heritage; surprisingly, a majority of the respondents (39 out of
60 participants being equivalent to 27% of respondents) acknowledged that
the post-industrial mining landscape is one of the most important attributes
that distinguishes the Valley’s uniqueness, and gives rise to its significant
character. Apart from having the vast majority of the sample respondent
population that have resided in Kinta Valley for more than 20 years, these
residents were very aware that Kinta Valley contained a large expanse
of former mining land and that such was rare in Malaysia. Furthermore,
some 25% of the respondents' answers concluded that the Valley’s natural
environment was another important attribute. This percentage was greater
than those who concluded that the built heritage (tangible items) (35 out
of 60 participants; equivalent to 24% of respondent’s) concluded that the
extant built heritage characterized the Valley's image today. Regardless of
being the two bottom preferences, sociocultural attributes together with
intangible heritage attributes were also selected by the respondents. In
conclusion, the 3 main attributes-- the former mining landscape, natural
environment and built heritage-- were recognized by the residents as being
the key characteristics that best described the Kinta Valley's image today
(see Figure 2).
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Figure 2. The uniqueness of the Kinta Valley through the Eyes of the Residents.
Source: Author

Residents' Preferences of Landscapes
Drawing upon residents' familiarity with the Kinta Valley landscape,
the residents were asked whether they had any special places that they
preferred or regularly visited. Some 58% respondents responded to this
question. Familiarity with the Valley landscape can cause attachment and
ca sense of coseness to the residents. Of the participants who responded
to this Question 16, they were thereupon asked to further state their
special landscape selections. Among all places, the Clearwater Century
Golf Resort and the Gunung Lang Recreational Park received the highest
attention, being the special landscapes selected by residents probably due
to their scenic qualities and landscape settings. Other than these two places,
the T.T.5 bucket tin dredge in Tanjung Tualang, the former tin mining
landscape around the Batu Gajah areas (including areas surrounding the
Batu Gajah Keretapi Tanah Melayu Berhad- KTMB), the Kinta Nature
Park that stretches from Batu Gajah to Kampar as well as the Banjaran
Hot Spring Retreat in Tambun all were identified as special landscapes to
the respondents.
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Figure 3. Images of the Special Preference Places Primarily Highlighted by the
Respondents.
Source: Reproduced images from Google Image and Google Earth 2019.

Astonishment with the Scenic Quality of the Kinta Valley
Former Mining Landscape
With these thoughts in mind, the respondents were further asked to give
reasons and define the characteristics of their special landscape selection.
With structured answers, all respondents were allowed to select more than
one reason so to enable them to better justify the ‘quality’ of their special
landscape preferences. As observed in Figure 4, of 12 aspects, aesthetic
views emerged as the highest (20%) in respondents' answers as being the
most important quality that influenced respondents' preferences towards their
special landscape. This aspect clearly stimulated respondents' appreciation
towards the present Kinta Valley post-industrial mining landscape, as
reflected in their majority selection of their special landscape (as indicated
in section 4.2 above). Obviously, the post-industrial mining landscape, and
its extant fabric (including the novel ecosystem, tailings, mining ponds,
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etc.), fascinated respondents to acknowledge beauty in the former tin mining
places together with scenic views manifest in the industrial aesthetic quality
arising from tin mining industrialization.

Figure 4. Aspects that Attracted Respondents to their Special Landscape
Source: Author

In the respondent’s selection, other than aesthetic views, recreation
(18%); natural environment (16%); historic (13%); and culture (7%) were
the top five important aspects that influenced residents' preferences towards
their special landscape selection. This response was notwithstanding rural
aspects, accessibility, quiet environments, growing up and familiarity
together with amenities and people being what one would assume to be
the essential aspects that could influence respondents' preferences toward
their special landscape selection. Thus, Question 19 sought to counter
check findings in Question 15 and to encapsulate respondents' perceptions
to significant aspects that bestow the Valley’s distinct character. While the
special landscape question sought to trigger and understand respondents'
interests and values, this questioning also sought to enhance the residents'
awareness towards the industrial landscape fabric that is still intact in Kinta
Valley today. Hence, the results demonstrated a correlation in findings
as previously established in Section 4.1, with 36% of the respondents
concluding that it was the overall significant character that best described
the Kinta Valley landscape today (see Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Kinta Valley Distinct Character
Source: Author

Recognizing the Post-Industrial Mining Landscape as the Key
Identity of the Kinta Valley
Following respondents’ awareness towards the present Valley
landscape, aided by photographic images, the respondents were further
asked to offer opinions about whether the present Kinta Valley can be
described as possessing a post-industrial mining landscape identity. Guided
by photographic images attached in the questionnaire sheet, significant
images of important mining features that are currently extant in the Kinta
Valley were illustrated. These features include: the T.T.5 tin dredge in
Tanjung Tualang; old Kinta Valley towns and their fabric; examples of
Tronoh and Kampar old towns; the Malim Nawar permanent electric
power station; active tin mining activity in Kota Baharu; an example of
an old miner’s settlement (composing of miner’s village, cemeteries and
various old religious places including a Muslim mosque, a Chinese temple,
a Sikh temple, an Indian temple, a Christian church and some limestone
hill temples); the canalisation of the Kinta River; and images depicting
‘before and after’ scenarios emphasizing the development of mining dams
and pipelines in Gopeng (hydraulic mining) together with the massive old
tin mining surface activities that significantly crafted today’s post-mining
landscape scene (see Figure 6-8). Notably out of 60 participants, 98% of
them agreed that the present Kinta Valley post-industrial mining landscape,
together with its mining features, comprised the identity of the Valley.
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Figure 6. Extant Mining Fabric and its Associated Features in Kinta Valley
Source: Photograph by Author in 2013
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Figure 7. Extant Mining Fabric and its Associated Features in Kinta Valley
Source: Photograph by Author in 2013
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Historic Scene versus Present Landscape

Photo 11: Mining Pipeline in Gopeng, installed in year 1908 by the Gopeng Tin Mining Co.Ltd.
Source: Reproduced from Palmer and Joll 2011 (left image); Image on the right-photograph by author in 2013.

Photo 12: Ulu Geroh dam, built in early 1900s as main water source for tin mining production in Gopeng.
Source: Old image courtesy image by Tan Sri Hew See Tong (Left image);
Image on the right-photograph by author in 2013.

Photo 13: Historical views highlighting past massive tin mining activities that resulted to significant visual impact
that able to manifest by today generation.
Source: Reproduced old images from Khoo and Lubis 2015; Current landscape images from the Google image

Figure 8. Extant Mining Fabric and its Associated Features in Kinta Valley
Source: Author
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Perceived Landscape Values
Due to the reason that the main proposition embodied in this
quantitative survey is based upon qualitative findings, these respondents
were asked to elucidate their judgements about landscape values informed by
colour photographic images that were attached together in the questionnaire
sheet. In the questionnaire, 6 key values were highlighted including; historic,
scientific, social, aesthetic, spiritual, and educational values. To guide the
respondent’s understanding, each value was accompanied with an example
to briefly explain its meaning. Through this quantitative survey, interestingly,
historical, social, aesthetic, and educational values attracted obtained 100%
scores each demonstrating that these 4 values were considered the most
outstanding and relevant heritage values that best described the present
Kinta Valley landscape through the eyes of the residents (see Figure 9).
Surprisingly, aesthetic value was included amongst the important values
attracting a 100% score (agreed) with 45% of the respondents strongly
agreeing that the present condition of the Kinta Valley landscape is reflective
of the Malaysian industrial revolution embodied in its current physical
fabric (highlighted in the photographic images). This finding supports results
established in sections 4.2 and 4.3, highlighting that the aesthetic quality
of the former mining landscape was being recognised as a key attribute of
the cultural heritage of the Kinta Valley's character today.
Furthermore, it was also compelling to discover that the respondents
perceived that historical values were identified by 73% of the respondents
strongly concluding that this value is embodied in the present condition of
the Kinta Valley landscape. Supporting to these respondents' judgement,
53% of the respondents strongly agreed that an educational value was
present in the current Kinta Valley landscape. As also noted, social value
was another important value highlighted by the respondents (with 47% of
the participants strongly agreeing) that social values were evident in the
Kinta Valley landscape today. On the other hand 2% of the respondents
disagreed about the landscape’s scientific value, while 7% of the respondents
disagreed about the merits of the spiritual value. However the majority
percentage of the respondents agreed with these two values, that consistently
acknowledged 6 important values that distinguish the present physical
landscape of the Kinta Valley.
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Figure 9. Resident’s Perceptions Towards the Values of the Landscape
Source: Author

Acknowledging the Kinta Valley Post-Industrial Mining
Landscape as an Invaluable Heritage to the Perak State
Upon establishing residents' recognition to the landscape, the
respondents were further invited to explain on whether the Kinta Valley postindustrial mining landscape could be described as an invaluable heritage
to the Perak State. Notably 98% of the sample population have concluded
that the present Kinta Valley post-industrial mining landscape comprised
heritage to the Perak State (see Figure 10). Particularly, the photographic
images attached to the questionnaire sheet (as illustrated in Figure 6-8)
also provided a good aid in assisting respondents in forming a judgement
on this heritage.
Hence, with this recognition, the respondents were encouraged to
articulate the level of heritage significance that best described the Kinta
Valley at the present time. Using a paragraph written by Jones (1925, pp.
167-169), this text was expected to enhance respondents' knowledge and
assist them in making a personal judgement about the level of significance
that best described Kinta Valley at the present time. This text was:
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Perak, for a long period of years, has remained the chief tin-producing
state in British Malaya, and in 1924 it produced 65.8% of the total output
of the country, or over 20% of the world’s total output. Kinta district, in the
centre of the State, is the chief producing centre, and it is estimated that from
this district, which is only about 36 miles long and 25 miles wide at its widest
part, about 50% of British Malaya’s output is derived. The extraordinary
richness of this small area will be realised from the fact that it produces as
much as Siam [Thailand], China, and Nigeria put together; that it produces
over three times as much as the whole of Nigeria, and about three-fourths
the total production of Bolivia; and that it (Kinta Valley) produces over 15%
of the world’s total production (Jones, 1925, pp. 167-169).
Given these points, the majority of the respondents acknowledged
that the present Kinta Valley post-industrial mining landscape possessed
3 levels of significance: (i) 97% of the respondents agreed that the Kinta
Valley held a local/district level of heritage significance; (ii) 95% of the
respondents agreed that the Kinta Valley held a Perak State level of heritage
significance; and (iii) 82% of the respondents agreed that Kinta Valley
demonstrated a national level of heritage significance (see Figure 10). In
essence the Jones' (1925) text enabled an understanding of the national
level of heritage significance to be constructed in their minds to inform
respondents' judgements. Therefore, the major findings of this section has
enabled a respondent-informed judgement about Kinta Valley heritage
and its level of significance from a resident’s perspective to be notably
established.

Figure 10. Recognising Kinta Valley as Heritage
Source: Author
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CONCLUSION
According to the perception of the residents who settled and work within
the Valley post-industrial mining landscape today, the landscape of Kinta
Valley has an undeniable and distinct characteristic as well as unique in
narrating an important phase and process in Peninsular Malaysia’s history
and culture of the massive industrialization that impacted upon this land.
Henceforth this industrial footprint, evidenced in the past tin mining legacy,
results in a unique visual landscape of the Kinta Valley today. Manifest to
this conclusion, a majority of the Valley’s residents acknowledged that the
extant post-industrial mining landscape (physical landscape) contributes to
the cultural and social uniqueness of this Valley. Other than the landscape,
important fabric which include the natural environment, sociocultural,
and built heritage (including the 1880s old townships, settlements and
villages) were established as important tangible items that enveloped and
characterised the present industrial image and narrative of this Valley.
Notably, not just constructing the tangible material form and evidence, there
are remarkable intangible values which include oral histories, beliefs, and
customs further characterising the mental imagery, memories and rituals
of and in this Valley landscape today. With regard to the abovementioned
findings, further protection action should be taken to ensure that this heritage
landscape receives the proper recognition and acknowledgement it rightly
deserves as comparable to the residents' aspirations.
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